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About intel® builders
Innovation and broad ecosystem collaboration is at the heart of the Intel®
Builders program. Together, with our vibrant community of partners, we
deliver solutions to address emerging business requirements, work closely
with our customers to meet their emerging needs and define the future
of the data center.
Counting with the support and participation of hundreds of partners,
Intel Builders is accelerating optimized solutions to market, delivering
tools, publications and training, and paving the path for the next
generation of cloud, storage, and network innovation.
Collaborate with our ecosystem, join us in our effort and take advantage
of our Partner Directory for the right contacts at your fingertips.
For more information, please visit: builders.intel.com.
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cloud builders

About

Intel® cloud Builders
The Intel® Cloud Builders program brings together industry leading solutions
providers to deliver a choice of optimized software-defined infrastructure solutions
for Enterprise and Cloud Service Providers. The focus of the Intel Cloud Builders
program is to help pave the path from solution availability to broad adoption by
lowering technical barriers and accelerating innovation so enterprises and cloud
service providers can build, operate, and optimize clouds based on easy-to-deploy
and fully optimized infrastructure.
Members are committed to developing solid proof of concept and trial deployments
targeted at the most prioritized use cases in the market today. From infrastructure to
application, the Intel Cloud Builders program creates a forum for members from many
areas to advance technology within an ecosystem, while maintaining interoperability
and open standards-based compliance. Intel Cloud Builders members represent
the vast and varied landscape that is cloud computing today, and those who will be
shaping cloud computing in the future.
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99CLOUD	

99Cloud was founded in 2012 and is headquartered in Shanghai. 99Cloud is one of
the leading OpenStack contributors in the People’s Republic of China, and provides
both private and public cloud solutions.
For more information, visit http://www.99cloud.net/en.
Contact li.kai@99cloud.net

APPFORMIX

AppFormix is a startup delivering monitoring solutions for the DevOps era. Via realtime analytics, capacity planning, and orchestration tooling, AppFormix software
gives cloud operators and applications developers a shared dashboard to understand
performance across the entire cloud stack, for hybrid, private, and public enterprise
clouds. AppFormix worked with Intel to create ContainerFlow, a cloud service optimization platform that makes use of the Intel® Resource Director Technology to deliver
significant improvements in performance for microservice based applications.
More at www.appformix.com/containerflow.
AppFormix works with popular cloud environments like AWS, OpenStack, Azure,
and Kubernetes. AppFormix software captured the Grand Award at Interop 2016
and was named a technology to watch by the MIT Sloan CIO Symposium. The
company is backed by August Capital and is headquartered in San Jose, Calif.
Learn more at www.appformix.com.
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AWCLOUD	

Founded in 2010, AWcloud is the leading vendor for enterprise level OpenStack
Cloud Computing solution, with customers from petro, power, charcoal, education,
healthcare, R&D, new media, IDC, and other segments. Today, over 30,000 nodes are
running on AWcloud powered solutions.
AWcloud is a key OpenStack systems integrator helping enterprise customers
transition from traditional IT to cloud solutions. AWCloud has released a hyperconverged solution powered by Intel.
AWcloud hyper-converged solution is based on OpenStack, deliver the solution as
a Cloud-in-a-box to customer, which means computer/storage converged, software
defined, and operation automated. Enterprises can adopt cutting-edge cloud technologies with minimal cost. It can be easily scaled out with business growth on demand in
a stacking elastic way. Enterprises can reduce the total cost ownership (TCO) by ~30%
through utilizing the solution to build private cloud and mitigate the overall risk.
The AWcloud hyper-converged solution can fulfill various requirements from enterprise applications. It can help enterprises optimize IT performance, build smarter
data centers, improve operation efficiency, reduce management cost, and make
enterprises more competitive.
Related info about AWCloud:
•
•
•
•

Rank No. 44 in Global OpenStack Community
Rank No. 3 in PRC OpenStack Community
Top outstanding contribution in OpenStack SDN/distributed queue Feature
Invested by Intel Capital at early 2015

Please contact us at media@awcloud.com.

CISCO	

Cisco is the worldwide leader in IT that helps companies seize the opportunities
of tomorrow by proving that amazing things can happen when you connect the
previously unconnected. At Cisco customers come first and an integral part of our
DNA is creating long-lasting customer partnerships and working with them to identify
their needs and provide solutions that support their success. As two companies who
anticipate market changes and drive standards, Cisco and Intel have a long-standing
partnership in which they have continued to bring innovation to products, solutions,
and standards.
To find out more visit us at www.cisco.com.
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COREOS	

CoreOS, Inc. is running the world’s containers securely on CoreOS, Tectonic, and Quay.
CoreOS is the creator of Tectonic, the enterprise Kubernetes solution, that combines
Kubernetes and the CoreOS stack to deploy, manage, and secure containers anywhere. CoreOS’ Quay technology allows companies to securely store Linux* containers
in private hosted repositories or behind customer’s firewalls. In addition, CoreOS is the
creator and maintainer of open source projects CoreOS Linux, etcd, fleet, flannel, and
rkt. The strategies and architectures that influence CoreOS allow companies like
Google, Facebook, and Twitter to run their services at scale with high resilience.
Learn more at https://coreos.com or follow CoreOS on Twitter @coreoslinux.

DELL	

For more than 30 years, Dell has played a leading role in transforming the computing
industry, making advanced technology more accessible and affordable to people and
organizations around the globe. Our purpose is to deliver technology solutions that
enable people everywhere to grow, thrive, and reach their full potential. Our approach
is fundamentally different—we simplify the complex, drive out inefficiency everywhere, and deliver a superior long-term value. Simply put, we give customers the
power to do more. Today our enterprise portfolio addresses the entire IT ecosystem,
including servers, storage, networking, and cloud, enabling us to help customers
deploy future-ready solutions for the data center and the workforce.
To find out more visit us at Dell.com and follow us on Twitter @DellEnterprise.
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ERICSSON	

Ericsson is the driving force behind the Networked Society—a world leader in
communications technology and services. Our long-term relationships with every
major telecom operator in the world allow people, business, and society to fulfill their
potential and create a more sustainable future.
Our services, software, and infrastructure—especially in mobility, broadband, and the
cloud—are enabling the telecom industry and other sectors to do better business,
increase efficiency, improve the user experience, and capture new opportunities.
With approximately 115,000 professionals and customers in 180 countries, we
combine global scale with technology and services leadership. We support networks
that connect more than 2.5 billion subscribers. Forty percent of the world’s mobile
traffic is carried over Ericsson networks. And our investments in research and
development ensure that our solutions—and our customers—stay in front.
Founded in 1876, Ericsson has its headquarters in Stockholm, Sweden. Net sales in
2015 were SEK 246.9 billion (USD 29.4 billion). Ericsson is listed on NASDAQ OMX
stock exchange in Stockholm and the NASDAQ in New York.
For more information visit www.Ericsson.com.

FUJITSU	

Fujitsu enables customers to capitalize on digital opportunities with confidence, by
helping them to balance robust ICT and digital innovation. The leading information
and communication technology (ICT) company can achieve this based on its full
portfolio of business-technology products, solutions and services, ranging from
workplace systems to data center solutions, managed services, and cloud-based
software and solutions. Fujitsu’s vision is to enable a Human Centric Intelligent
Society that creates value by connecting infrastructure, empowering people, and
creatively defining new forms of intelligence. To find out more about Fujitsu please
visit http://www.fujitsu.com and follow us on Twitter.
FUJITSU Integrated System
PRIMEFLEX for Cloud combines a high-performance and energy-efficient Fujitsu
hardware stack, the prominent OpenStack platform, one stop support and a comprehensive professional service portfolio—all in one solution package. Intel-based
PRIMEFLEX for Cloud is the reliable way to deploy a highly flexible, open, and costeffective OpenStack private cloud IaaS platform, which is also used as the technology
foundation for Fujitsu Cloud Service K5.
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HPE	

Hewlett Packard Enterprise makes IT environments more efficient, productive, and
secure, enabling fast, flexible responses to a rapidly changing competitive landscape.
We enable organizations to act quickly on ideas by delivering infrastructure that can
be easily composed and recomposed to meet shifting demands, so they can lead in
today’s marketplace of disruptive innovation.
We deliver high-quality, high-value products, consulting, and support services in a
single package. That’s one of our principal differentiators. We have industry-leading
positions in servers, storage, wired and wireless networking, converged systems,
software, services, and cloud. And with customized financing solutions and strategy,
we can provide the right tech solutions for your unique business goals.
Hewlett Packard has been in the innovation business for more than 75 years. Our vast
intellectual property portfolio and global research and development capabilities are
part of an innovation roadmap designed to help organizations of all sizes—from global
enterprises to local startups—transition from traditional technology platforms to the IT
systems of the future.
To learn more, please visit us at hpe.com and follow us on twitter at @HPE.

IRON.IO	

Iron.io’s job processing platform delivers and processes hundreds of millions
of messages and tasks every day. Its serverless approach, delivered via Docker
containers, enables the world’s most innovative companies to transform large data
sets into job processing that drives their revenue. Its asynchronous workloads operate
in public and private clouds, on-premises, or hybrid environments, meeting enterprise
requirements for flexibility, control and security-friendly solutions. Iron.io is leveraged
by some of the world’s most exciting companies such as Turner, Twitter, HotelTonight,
Untappd and Google.
Learn more at www.iron.io or follow on Twitter @getiron.
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JOYENT	

Joyent makes modern applications and operations easy. Our containers as a service
solution, Triton, and our robust and scalable object storage solution, Manta, provide
a complete infrastructure stack for today’s modern web, mobile, and IoT applications.
Triton makes running containers at scale easy. Proven security means containers
run on bare metal, eliminating the need for complex cluster management and poor
performing, host-based networking.
Manta is an object storage solution that scales to meet the needs of today’s most
demanding and data intensive application environments. More than just an object
store, Manta also provides converged functions as a service capabilities, enabling
the execution of code, on demand, on MantaObjects.
Triton and Manta are available as a service on Joyent managed data centers. Want
to run your own private solution instead? No problem. The same software that we
use to operate the Joyent Cloud service is open source and can be deployed in your
data center.
Joyent is also the original corporate steward of Node.js, a Javascript runtime that
powers many of today’s modern web, mobile, and IoT apps. And, as one of the
world’s largest users of Node.js, Joyent is uniquely positioned to help enterprises
deploy and operate Node.js in production.
For more information contact Joyent at sales@joyent.com.

MICROSOFT	

Microsoft’s mission is to empower every person and every organization on the planet
to achieve more; and build best-in-class platforms and productivity services for our
mobile-first, cloud-first world. Microsoft is building a cloud platform that enables the
world’s applications to become intelligent using the next-generation infrastructure,
data, and developer services.
We are unique in that we are the only company building out a hyper-scale public cloud
while also meeting customer needs for private cloud and hybrid solutions. The Azure*
cloud platform is now available in over 140 countries with over 20 data center regions,
more than any other public cloud. We are the first multinational company to operate a
public cloud in China. Even as organizations transition to the cloud, we continue to see
impressive growth in our server business with Windows Server,* System Center
Server, and SQL Server. Our servers are the leading edge of this intelligent cloud, and
this is important because there are going to be many legitimate reasons for people
wanting digital sovereignty. We believe this is the future of true distributed computing
infrastructure, designed to meet the needs and complexities of the real world.
Intel and Microsoft share a vision of accelerating widespread cloud adoption. Intel and
Microsoft offer an enterprise class, consistent cloud platform across private cloud
on-premises, hybrid cloud, and public cloud with Azure.
For more information, visit https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us.
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MIRANTIS	

Mirantis is the pure play OpenStack company, delivering all the software, services,
training, and support needed for running OpenStack. More customers rely on Mirantis
than on any other company to get to production deployment of OpenStack at scale.
Mirantis is among the top three companies worldwide in contributing open source
software to OpenStack, and has helped build and deploy some of the largest OpenStack clouds in the world, at companies such as AT&T, Saudi Telecom, Shenzhen
Stock Exchange, Symantec, Telstra, and Volkswagen Group.
Mirantis is venture-backed by Intel, August Capital, Dell Ventures, Ericsson, Goldman
Sachs, Insight Venture Partners, Sapphire Ventures, Siguler Guff & Co., and WestSummit
Capital, with headquarters in Sunnyvale, California.
For more information, visit: www.mirantis.com and follow us on Twitter at @mirantisit.

NETAPP

Throughout the world, leading organizations count on NetApp for software, systems,
and services to manage and store their data. We help enterprises and service providers
envision, deploy, and evolve their IT environments. Customers also benefit from our
open collaboration with other technology leaders to create the specific solutions
they need.
Scale-out storage solutions from NetApp and Intel enable customers to manage
data growth and accelerate responsiveness across private, public, and hybrid clouds.
Cloud service providers, as well as enterprises, are widely adopting NetApp and Intel
solutions. More than 300 cloud service providers—including some of the largest
hyperscale clouds and 12 of the top 15 suppliers overall—build cloud services
using NetApp storage based on Intel® processors.
NetApp’s vision of the future of data management is Data Fabric, which gives you the
freedom to seamlessly manage your data across the hybrid cloud. You can move data
where you need it most, so you can innovate faster and make the best decisions for
your organization.
For more information, visit http://www.netapp.com.
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NEUSOFT	

Neusoft Corporation, as a leading IT solution and service provider, provides innovative
information technology—enabled solutions and services to meet the demands arising
from social transformation, shaping new life styles for individuals, and creating values
for the society.
Neusoft was established at Northeastern University, China in 1991. Today, Neusoft
has about 20,000 employees worldwide, and it has 10 software R&D bases, 8 regional
headquarters and a comprehensive marketing and service network covering 60+ cities
across China, as well as subsidiaries in the United States, Japan, Europe, the Middle East,
and South America. It was the first listed software company in China, also the country’s
first one in the industry that had received both CMM Level 5 and CMMI V1.2 Level
5 certifications.
Focusing on software technology, Neusoft provides industry solutions and product
engineering solutions, related software products and platforms, and services, through
seamless integration of software and services, software and manufacturing, as well as
technology and industrial management capacity.
You can find more information about Neusoft at our website:
http://www.neusoft.com/en.

NUTANIX

Nutanix makes IT infrastructure invisible with an enterprise cloud platform that
delivers the agility and economics of the public cloud—without sacrificing the security
and control of on-premise infrastructure. Our solution natively integrates compute
and storage into a single x86-based server deployed in scale-out clusters. It reduces
power and space, and eliminates storage complexity. Built-in virtualization makes
infrastructure truly invisible, shifting focus back to applications.
For more information, visit www.nutanix.com and follow us on Twitter @nutanix.
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ONAPP

OnApp is a complete Infrastructure-as-a-Service solution for cloud providers, CDN
providers, telcos, carriers, MSPs, and enterprises.
Through a single portal, OnApp lets you deliver the full range of IaaS products to
customers and users, from public/private/hybrid cloud on VMware, Xen, KVM, and
EC2, to bare metal, SaaS, PaaS, CDN, and DR; and then add hyper scale and reach
on demand through the OnApp Federation—a global network of compute and
CDN infrastructure.
More than 3,000 companies trust OnApp software to automate and consolidate
cloud infrastructure, launch hybrid private/public cloud services, optimize workload
placement for price, performance and compliance, and create new revenue streams.
OnApp powers an estimated 1 in 3 of the world’s public clouds.
OnApp was founded in 2010, has more than 165 employees, and offices in the UK,
U.S., Europe, and Asia-Pacific.
To get started, visit http://onapp.com or email start@onapp.com, follow us on Twitter
at @OnApp, and find us on LinkedIn at https://linkedin.com/company/OnApp.

ORACLE	

Oracle is constantly innovating next-generation cloud services that adapt to modern
enterprise needs. With three core services—Oracle Cloud, Private Cloud, and Managed
Cloud, Oracle’s complete, integrated solutions are best-in-class with comprehensive
offerings of applications and solutions.
Oracle Cloud is the industry’s broadest and most integrated public cloud, offering all
layers of SaaS, PaaS, IaaS, and even DaaS, allowing businesses to put Oracle Cloud in
their own data center. Oracle Cloud equips organizations to drive innovation and
business transformation by increasing business agility, lowering costs, and reducing
IT complexity.
Private Cloud supports application-, platform-, and infrastructure-level clouds, with
deep visibility into security, regulatory compliance, and service levels. These tools
enable customers to simplify integration and accelerate time to value, among other
features. Managed Cloud enables organizations to leverage their Oracle investments
to extend into the cloud with greater value choice, and confidence, doing so with
Application, Technology, and Extended services.
Oracle Cloud Solution’s broad functionality is the perfect tool for a high growth
company, and is changing the way organizations compete. With this Oracle Cloud,
Private Cloud, and Managed Cloud, Oracle is transforming business practice and
playing a key role in redefining the future of cloud.
More information is available at https://www.oracle.com/cloud/index.html.
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OWTWARE	

Owtware (Shanghai) Technology Limited is an industry leader in enterprise cloud
enabling and virtualization development and pioneer of the Intuitive Virtual Stack
(IVS) technology.
Owtware delivers complete virtualization solutions with the iConn Server system
through a simple plug-and-play experience that significantly reduces the complexity
of IT systems, with a more rapid, more effective, and easier way to scale systems of
all sizes.
Owtware provides cloud solutions that break through the traditional IT model,
providing practical assistance to protect existing investments, with the unique
advantage of modern cloud computing to cut through business development
bottlenecks. The iConn Server system quickly enables businesses and organizations
of all types to improve security and control, increase business agility, reduce IT system
total cost of ownership and realize a smooth transition to cloud computing.
Learn more at www.owtware.com.cn.

QUANTA

Quanta Cloud Technology (QCT) is a global data center solution provider extending
the power of hyperscale data center design in standard and open SKUs to all data
center customers.
Product lines include servers, storage, network switches, integrated rack systems,
and hyper-converged solutions for private and hybrid cloud, backed by a suite of
configuration, integration, and optimization services that help its customers configure
the most suitable product combination and gain the most optimized performance for
their unique workloads.
Understanding the IT mega trend and growing customer’s requirements, QCT has
been devoting itself to cloud computing and big data infrastructure, especially storage,
a major building block to store, process, and analyze data. Leveraging Intel’s storage
offerings, QCT aims to enable customers to build their own clouds in many ways on
top of future-proof industry standards.
The parent of QCT is Quanta Computer Inc., a Fortune Global 500 technology
engineering and manufacturing company.
For more information, visit www.qct.io and follow us on Twitter @quantaqct,
and Facebook @qct.
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RACKSPACE	

Rackspace, the #1 managed cloud company, makes OpenStack clouds simple by
delivering OpenStack “as a managed service” into any data center in the world and
backing it with an industry leading 99.99% API uptime guarantee. By delivering
OpenStack “as a managed service,” Rackspace customers can focus on their core
business knowing that their Rackspace Private Cloud infrastructure will deliver the
reliability, scalability, and security they require. Rackspace is able to do this because
of our proven and unmatched operational experience and expertise. We co-founded
the OpenStack project with NASA in 2010 and we are the market leader with a 43%
share of all OpenStack revenues in 2015. Rackspace has scaled OpenStack clouds to
thousands of nodes, currently operates the world’s largest OpenStack public cloud
and manages OpenStack private clouds for the largest companies in the world.
To learn more, visit https://www.rackspace.com/cloud/private/openstacksolutions
and follow us on Twitter @Rackspace.

RAINTANK

raintank is the company behind Grafana, the leading open source software for
visualizing time series data. We also run Grafana.net: an OpenSaaS platform that
helps you get the most out of your Grafana, and get the most out of your open
source monitoring stack.
To find out more about raintank, visit us at raintank.io and follow us on Twitter
@raintanksaas.

RED HAT	

Red Hat is the world’s leading provider of open source solutions, using a communitypowered approach to provide reliable and high-performing cloud, virtualization,
storage, Linux,* and middleware technologies. Red Hat has built a powerful, innovative
portfolio of industry-leading open source solutions. Our products are built within
an active community of contributors, including customers, hardware and software
vendors such as Intel, and developers. From JBoss Enterprise Middleware to Red Hat
Enterprise Linux—on-premise or in the cloud—Red Hat is the leader in open source.
To find out more, please visit our website at www.redhat.com and follow us on
Twitter @RedHatNews.
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SUPERMICRO	

Supermicro is a global leader in high performance, high efficiency server technology
and innovation. We develop and provide end-to-end green computing solutions to
the data center, cloud computing, enterprise IT, big data, high performance computing,
or HPC, and embedded markets. Our solutions range from complete server, storage,
blade, and workstations to full racks, networking devices, server management
software, and technology support and services.
We perform the majority of our research and development efforts in-house, which
increases the communication and collaboration between design teams, streamlines
the development process and reduces time-to-market. We have developed a set of
design principles which allow us to aggregate individual industry standard components
and materials to develop proprietary products, such as server boards, chassis, power
supplies, networking, and storage devices. This building block approach allows us to
provide a broad range of SKUs, and enables us to build and deliver applicationoptimized solutions based upon customers’ requirements.
To find out more visit us at www.supermicro.com and follow us on Twitter
@Supermicro_SMCI.

SUSE	

SUSE, a pioneer in open source software, provides reliable, interoperable Linux,* cloud
infrastructure, and storage solutions that give enterprises greater control and flexibility.
More than 20 years of engineering excellence, exceptional service, and an unrivaled
partner ecosystem power the products that help our customers manage complexity,
reduce cost, and deliver mission-critical services. SUSE Linux Enterprise Server lets you
minimize unplanned downtime and maximize service availability with features like high
availability clustering, live kernel patching, and advanced container support. SUSE
Enterprise Storage, powered by Ceph, is the highly scalable and resilient softwaredefined storage solution that delivers cost-efficient and highly scalable storage using
commodity off-the-shelf servers and disk drives. SUSE OpenStack Cloud gives you the
flexibility to respond quickly and easily to new demands and delivers enterprise-ready
technology for building Infrastructure-as-a-Service private clouds, giving you access
to automated pools of IT resources to efficiently develop and run applications and
workloads in your data center. And as a leader in the open source community, SUSE,
with its membership in projects such as I/O Visor, Cloud Foundry, and OPNFV is
helping to pioneer efforts to bring innovation to the software defined data center.
Visit us at suse.com and follow us on Twitter @SUSE.
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TCP CLOUD	

tcp cloud provides a private cloud computing platform with multiple OpenStack
modules and open source technologies such as Ubuntu and OpenContrail and
Kubernetes. We deliver all aspects of cloud computing technologies that ensure
savings not only at the physical infrastructure or virtualization layer, but also at the
operation, management, monitoring, and other complex IT admin tasks. tcp cloud
is a leading private cloud company with focus on enterprise IT departments, service
providers, data centers, and technology integrators.
We work with open source technologies for several years and have finished multiple
project already. We place great emphasis on security, flexibility, and openness of
technological products when designing our solutions. Using the open standards allows
us to migrate easily across various technologies and thus minimize vendor lock-ins for
our customers. The main reason why we’re able to be so efficient is we have our own
80-rack data center with enterprise hardware. This allow us to develop our know-how
with a high technical skill. tcp cloud business model is based on expert know-how. We
execute projects, support, education, and continuous delivery for our customers.

YOTTABYTE	

Yottabyte and Intel® technologies allow the building of a range of scale-out infrastructure
appliances called YottaBlox. These appliances may be mixed and matched to enable the
simple creation of a yCenter cloud infrastructure, containing the right mix of hyperconverged, storage, computing, and network resources to meet your current needs. As your
needs change, you simply add additional YottaBlox—no re-architecture or forklift
upgrades are required.
The core of your next generation data center infrastructure is yCenter. This software
defined infrastructure platform abstracts and isolates physical appliance resources into
secure containers. These physical elements are translated into secure pools of virtual
storage, virtual compute, and virtual network resources. These virtual resource units
are allocated to secure tenant containers, which are then configured into collections
of one or many, isolated virtual data center (VDC) environments. This enables multitenant, isolated data centers that run on the same physical infrastructure with zero
impact by your neighbor. With yCenter, disaster recovery is considered at the entire
virtual data center, not just VM level. Instant cloning and replication happens at the
VDC level, even between sites. Everything is configured, managed, and provisioned
entirely through software, securely from any device with a modern browser. This
platform provides on-demand provisioning and unmatched flexibility, all while
increasing efficiency and reducing complexity.
For more information, visit www.yottabyte.com and follow us on Twitter
@yottabytellc.
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About

Intel® Network Builders
Intel® Network Builders is an ecosystem of independent software vendors (ISVs),
operating system vendors (OSVs), original equipment manufacturers (OEMs), telecom
equipment manufacturers (TEMs), system integrators (SIs), enterprises, and service
providers coming together to accelerate the adoption of network functions virtualization (NFV)-based and software-defined networking (SDN)-based solutions in telecom
networks, and in public, private, and hybrid clouds.
The Intel Network Builders program connects service providers and enterprises with
the infrastructure, software, and technology vendors that are driving new solutions
to the market. It seeks to increase ecosystem alignment and build a strong and
sustainable market advantage for its members through solution-centered ecosystem
collaboration based on Intel® architecture. Today there are more than 200+ Intel
Network Builders partners, a growing number of end user members, and increasing
opportunities for collaboration.
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6WIND	

6WIND’s commercial software solves performance challenges for network vendors in
telecom, enterprise, and cloud infrastructure markets. The company’s packet processing
software, accelerated virtual networking infrastructure, and software appliances are
optimized for cost-effective hardware running Linux* with a choice of multi-core
processors to deliver a wide variety of networking and security protocols and features.
By solving critical data plane performance challenges on multicore architectures, 6WIND
enables a cost-effective value proposition, enabling the transition to the future with
network functions virtualization (NFV).
6WIND’s 6WINDGate packet processing software, Virtual Accelerator, Turbo Router, and
Turbo IPsec products all leverage the Data Plane Development Kit (DPDK) for industry
leading performance.
For more information, visit www.6wind.com and follow us on Twitter
@6windsoftware.

A10 NETWORKS	

As data centers undergo transformation from dedicated to shared cloud infrastructure,
the need for automation and dynamic policy enforcement exponentially increases.
Application Delivery Controller (ADC) plays a critical role in SDN/NFV infrastructure for
automated policy enforcement.
A10 Networks products (ADC, CGN, TPS) are built on the ACOS platform, which was
architected from the ground up to linearly scale performance. A10 Networks products
are time tested to perform in mission critical environments.
Under the hood, ACOS is a software platform built on supercomputing principles and
innovative high-speed shared memory based on Intel® architecture. A10 Networks
leverages Intel innovation in evolving ACOS. We continuously scale performance with
innovative software techniques to tune performance.
For more information, please visit a10networks.com and follow us on Twitter
@A10Networks.
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AAEON	

AAEON, founded in 1992, is a leading manufacturer of advanced hardware platforms
for network computing and security solutions. AAEON’s membership in the Intel®
Network Builders Program has demonstrated high standard and in-depth knowledge
in the networking arena.
The FWS-2350 and FWS-8500 network appliances are AAEON’s take on providing
SDN and NFV functionalities. The former, features built-in Intel® QuickAssist Technology
Crypto Acceleration delivers direct communication between built-in accelerators and
network applications through extensible API and available open source frameworks.
While the latter is a rackmount device, which supports high performance Intel® Xeon®
processors plus Intel QuickAssist Technology Crypto Acceleration, sports a modular
design for enhanced flexibility and versatility. By leveraging these network appliances,
solution providers could reach success in creating high-performance but cost-effective
business networks by deploying bundled add-on services, such as VPN, firewall, and
QoE at the Network Edge on their existing infrastructures.
Web URL: http://www.aaeon.com/en Twitter: @AAEONEurope.

ACCENTURE	

Communications Service Providers are evolving from traditional service providers into
Integrated Digital Service Providers, with digital at the heart of everything they do.
Accenture brings multiple advantages to organizations seeking to achieve this
transformation. There is no organization better at IT transformation, and with the
convergence of network and information technology, Accenture is now bringing its
tools for process and governance to the network world, and to the Intel® Network
Builders ecosystem. Accenture has the industry expertise, digital insight, technology
experience, ecosystem partners, and end-to-end solutions to help build your
next-generation network. We can help you make the move from a traditional network
to a digital network, along multiple dimensions through our four offerings: Next
Generation Enterprise Services, Field Installation and Repair Services Transformation,
Service Experience Engineering Management, and Digital Network Deployment.
For more information please visit http://www.accenture.com/network and follow us
on Twitter @NetworkFuture.
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ACS	

For the past 20 years, ACS has helped wireline service providers, MSOs, and wireless
service providers build out their networks. ACS’s experience in traditional wired
broadband services and mobility provides the expertise, technical talent, and OEM
relationships to help the operators deliver on LTE-based mobile broadband. ACS was
a key partner for the service providers as they rebuilt their networks for video, mobile,
and IP data services by helping providers move from a circuit-switched hierarchical
architecture to the existing IP native factory. ACS’s experience with video and mobile
is especially helpful to help clients retool existing networks when moving to SDN/NFV
and higher bandwidth on-demand platforms. ACS has integrated physical hardware,
virtualized solutions, and the full technology stacks in both the traditional wired and
mobile networks. ACS has experience in implementing routing, switching, backhaul,
In-Building RAN, EPC, vEPC, and IMS supporting structures with many different
hardware implementations.

ADAPTIVE MOBILE	

Adaptive Mobile offers products designed to protect all services on both fixed and
mobile networks through in-network and cloud solutions. With deep expertise and
a unique focus on network-to-handset security, Adaptive Mobile’s award winning
security solutions provide its customers with advanced threat detection and actionable intelligence, combined with the most comprehensive mobile security products
available on the market today. Adaptive Mobile’s sophisticated, revenue-generating
security-as- a-service portfolio empowers consumers and enterprises alike to take
greater control of their own security.
Adaptive Mobile deploys its scalable network and cloud based security solutions on
either bare metal or as Virtualized Network Functions using COTS Intel® architecture
hardware. Adaptive Mobile uses its own highly efficient packet processing capability
that does not rely on custom silicon or third party packet processors. The products
are hypervisor agnostic with live deployments running on multiple hypervisor
technologies including VMware, KVM, and HYPER-V.
To learn more, visit us at www.adaptivemobile.com and follow us on Twitter
@adaptivemobile.
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ADI ENGINEERING

ADI Engineering is a leading provider of custom Intel® architecture-based
products for applications including data center, SDN, storage, communications,
military, aerospace, and embedded. ADI Engineering is a division of Silicom
Connectivity Solutions (NASDAQ: SILC) and is also an Associate Member of the
Intel® Internet of Things Solutions Alliance. Headquarters: Charlottesville, VA.
For more information, please visit http://www.adiengineering.com and follow us on
Twitter @adiengineering.

ADLINK

ADLINK’s Application Ready Intelligent Platforms (ARIPs) and AdvancedTCA®
technologies provide complete solutions that keep global OEMs competitive in the
telecommunications arena, optimized for long-term deployment of traditional local
and long-distance service, video on demand (VOD), and a spectrum of broadband
communications services such as high-speed Internet access and video conferencing.
To find out more visit us at www.adlinktech.com for more information and follow us
on Twitter @ADLINKTech_usa.

ADVA OPTICAL NETWORKING

At ADVA Optical Networking, we’re creating new opportunities for tomorrow’s
networks, a new vision for a connected world. Our intelligent telecommunications hardware, software, and services have been deployed by several hundred communication
service providers and thousands of enterprises, helping them drive their networks
forward. We provide network solutions for accessing and interconnecting the cloud.
With the acquisition of Overture Networks in early 2016, we formed a strategic division
called Ensemble, which is focused on delivering a broad range of innovative NFV and
SDN solutions that enable the telco cloud transformation. Our market leading FSP 150
ProVM NFV edge devices are optimized for hosting of virtual network functions. We’re
able to provide technology developed for the highest performance that’s based on
sophisticated hardware as well as software-centric solutions that efficiently share
compute resources with virtual network functions (VNFs). Our products utilize standard
servers based on Intel® architecture and act as a micro data center for VNFs from a
wide range of vendors.
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ADVANTECH

Founded in 1983, Advantech is a global leader in providing trusted, innovative
embedded computing products, services, and solutions. Advantech Networks
& Communications Group provides the broadest range of communications
infrastructure platforms in the industry scaling from 1 to over 300 Intel® processor
cores, consolidating packet, application, and control processing onto a single platform
architecture and one code base. Our technology leadership stems from field-proven
design expertise on Intel® architecture combined with high performance switching,
hardware acceleration, and innovative new offload techniques.
Service Providers can leverage our white box appliances for virtual customer edge
and cybersecurity, or our carrier-grade servers for virtual service edge and edge cloud,
to deploy the most flexible, scalable, and efficient platforms based on Intel processors.
When the migration of proprietary IP to a new platform is essential, Customized COTS
helps bridge the gap between ODM and standard product to speed time to market.
Advantech’s Remote Evaluation Service (www.go-res.com) offers easy and secure
access to all our platforms for evaluation, benchmarking, and the testing of new
services. In concert with other Intel® Network Builders, RES gives customers the
earliest access to application-ready platforms integrating the latest technology for
faster development of new products and physical or virtual network functions.
To find out more visit us at www.advantech.com/nc and follow us on Twitter
@AdvantechNCG.

AEWIN	

Aewin’s networking product line covers full range of Intel® processors from Intel®
Atom™ processors, Intel® Core™ processors, to the Intel® Xeon® processor series.
Our hardware designs provide high flexibility, high scalability, high reliability, which
significantly improve total cost of ownership, and present the best platform choices
for firewall, UTM, ADC, and gateway applications.
Our products include fanless box, desktop, rack-mount form factors, and manufacturing
options such as PCIe* slot, PCIe switch, TPM chip, bypass circuit... Moreover, there are
also many user friendly designs like swappable CPU board, fan board, IPMI module,
power module, and NIC module. On NIC modules, we even provide up to 80+ selections
to fit different types of network appliance.
Besides ODM services, Aewin also provides on-shelf products together with customization support for time to market. By decade experience in this field, we help customers
to define right product specifications easier and shorten the development cycle.
Web URL address: http://www.aewin.com.tw/en
AEWIN twitter account address: https://twitter.com/IPC_aewin
Twitter account: AEWIN Technologies
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AFFIRMED NETWORKS	

Affirmed Networks Mobile Content Cloud™ solution for Network Functions Virtualization
(NFV) significantly transforms and advances the state of mobile networks by moving
away from legacy infrastructure with a more agile and flexible virtualized architecture
per the NFV framework. The Affirmed Mobile Content Cloud leverages the Intel®
architecture in order to virtualize the Evolved Packet Core (vEPC) and to abstract
its higher level application functions with data plane and control plane separation.
Affirmed provides a number of industry leading VNF’s including vEPC, vGiLAN services,
vProbe and Analytics, vWiFi (ePDG and TWAG), Service Orchestration with the Affirmed
Service Automation Platform, and Service Function Chaining. By virtualizing these
critical network functions in a carrier-grade solution, the Affirmed Mobile Content Cloud
and the Intel architecture empowers mobile operators to greatly accelerate the pace of
new service creation and monetization.
To learn more, visit us at www.affirmednetworks.com and follow us on Twitter
@AffirmedNetwork.

AKAMAI	

Akamai® is the leading provider of CDN services and solutions that deliver fast,
secure, and reliable user experiences on any device, anywhere. For network service
providers, Akamai’s Aura Operator CDN solutions enhance services such as highvolume live video and multiscreen VoD delivery, while Akamai’s AnswerX is helping
ISPs monetize and leverage DNS traffic for higher quality Internet experiences and
value-add Internet services such as parental controls and safe search aimed at both
consumers and businesses.
To find out more visit us at www.akamai.com and follow us on Twitter @Akamai.
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ALLOT	

Allot uses core deep packet inspection (DPI) technology to provide real-time network
traffic visibility, control, and security solutions to some of the largest broadband
service providers and enterprises worldwide. In the past, the performance and
scalability required for these solutions could only be achieved with purpose-built
network processors. Today, Allot integrates technology including the Data Plane
Development Kit (DPDK) and SR-IOV into our market-leading products in order to give
our customer greater service agility and deployment flexibility without compromising
functionality, performance and scalability. Allot Virtual Edition products support full
integration with KVM and VMware virtual platforms, as well as Openstack hypervisor
according to ETSI defined NFV-SDN architecture, to assure smooth interoperability in
networks at all stages of migration to NFV and SDN.

ALTEN CALSOFT LABS	

Alten Calsoft Labs leverages the Data Plane Development Kit (DPDK) to design and
develop virtual network functions with significantly higher performance and scalability
on latest Intel® architecture-based platforms. Alten Calsoft Labs provides a fast path
framework for line rate packet processing and complete range of professional services
in the areas of VNF Architecture and Design, Benchmarking and Performance improvement, MANO software design and development, and SDN-NFV Systems integration.
We have a solid track record of working with network equipment manufacturers and
communications service providers from Proof-of-Concept stage to Service Roll-Out
and Service Desk implementation.
To find out more visit us at http://sdn.calsoftlabs.com/ and follow us on Twitter
@Altencalsoftlab.
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AMARTUS	

Amartus is an Irish expert Telecom software services company specializing in design,
development and integration of standards-based multi-vendor, multi-protocol service
orchestration and management solutions for communication service providers,
network equipment vendors, and network solution vendors. Customers choose
Amartus because of the strong Telecom domain expertise, outstanding technical
knowledge, and proven track record in on-time delivery. The company provides
know-how and support throughout the entire software development life cycle from
conceptualization and requirements collection, through Proof of Concept, planning
and strategy, to deployment and maintenance.
Amartus is committed to drive innovation and develop solutions that are well-suited
not only for the current, traditional infrastructure, but that can be easily integrated
with the incoming, revolutionary network functions virtualization (NFV), software
defined networking (SDN), and lifecycle service orchestration (LSO)-based networks.
The company’s expertise in Telecoms and Networking software includes extensive
experience with network management all levels, OSS/BSS, element management
systems (EMS) and network management systems (NMS), and device management,
test and measurement, standards and protocols, carrier, and service provider
environments. Amartus is an active member/participant of leading standards
groups including MEF, ETSI, and TMForum.
Find more information at www.amartus.com and follow us on LinkedIn and Twitter
@amartus_com.
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AMDOCS	

Amdocs Network Cloud Service Orchestrator is an open, catalog-driven solution
for communication service providers transitioning from physical networks to cloud
service environments. The solution continuously designs, fulfils, and assures network
services, from any Virtual Network Function (VNF) vendor, over all mainstream cloud
management systems and software defined networking (SDN) controllers. The
Amdocs Network Cloud Service Orchestrator enables communication service
providers to:
1. Build and operate best-of-breed network services and avoid vendor lock-in
2. Achieve agile and lean network operations in a virtual and physical environment
3. Rapidly introduce a multitude of new user-defined services, allowing communication
service providers and their users to create and install their own tailored services
Amdocs Network Cloud Service Orchestrator leverages the Intel® architecture in order
to provide communication service providers with a common platform to accelerate
the delivery of services and meet operational and capital expenditure challenges
they are facing.
More information can be in the Amdocs NFV Partner Program site www.amdocsnfvpartners.com/default.html. To learn more about Amdocs visit us at www.amdocs.com
and follow us on Twitter @amdocs.

ANRITSU	

Anritsu’s product range spans the entire network life cycle, from research, development, and conformance testing to optimization, customer experience, and service
assurance. This, combined with a reputation for building highly reliable instruments
and the backing of a comprehensive global support and service network, firmly
underlines our commitment to provide our customers an unparalleled experience.
Anritsu’s heritage includes extensive history and innovation in RF & Microwave
technologies for the communications, aerospace, defense, and education industries.
This innovation continues today with a leadership position in a number of key
technologies from LTE to 5G and IoT.
To learn more visit us at www.anritsu.com and follow us on Twitter @Anritsu.
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ANUTA NETWORKS	

Anuta NCX is a leading Network Services Orchestration solution (MANO) provider for
NFV. The NCX software is deployed by large telecom providers and cloud service
providers for NFV use-cases such as Virtual CPE, Virtual MPLS backbone, Virtual Data
Center, Virtual IMS, and Virtual EPC. NCX orchestrates multi-vendor VNFs such as
Brocade Vyatta 5600 vRouter (with DPDK support), Cisco CSR1000v router, Citrix
NetScaler VPX, F5 LTM VE, HP VSR1000, Juniper vSRX, Nuage VSP, and Riverbed
Virtual Steelhead. In addition, NCX orchestrates hybrid networks consisting of legacy
PNFs and VNFs to further accelerate NFV adoption.
To learn more, please visit us at http://www.anutanetworks.com or follow us on
Twitter @anutanetworks.

ARA NETWORKS	

ARA Networks specializes in web traffic optimization, serving global ISPs, CDNs,
content providers, and enterprise customers with web cache, security proxy, and traffic
analysis and control products for over 15 years. Under cooperation with SK Telecom, we
developed LTE Edge Cache technology for mobile CDN service. The company focuses
on developing new technology for a better Internet service environment to fulfill the
ever-growing needs of customers in a rapidly evolving ICT landscape.
To find out more, please visit our website at www.aranetworks.com.
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ARIA NETWORKS	

Software-defined networking (SDN) and network function virtualization (NFV) promise
to revolutionize the industry, but proprietary solutions, legacy business models to
protect, management of a hybrid of physical and virtual network functions, and a
lack of open interoperability threaten their transformative nature.
Key to enabling this transformation are the investments that both Service Providers
and the ecosystem, like Aria Networks and Intel are making to efficiently and effectively
accelerate SDN and NFV adoption, and future proofing its deployment in this fastmoving and dynamic environment. Decisions on network and service design today
may need revising tomorrow. Aria Networks provides industry leading optimization
and capacity planning solutions using patented Artificial Intelligence and Machine
Learning systems. When coupled with Intel’s “Distributed Multi-domain Policy
Management and Charging Control” customers can realize unparalleled business
and network optimization in a manual or closed loop system.
www.aria-networks.com Linked In: www.linkedin.com/company/aria-networks
Twitter: @AriaNetworks.

ARICENT	

Aricent is the world’s #1 pure-play product engineering services firm. The company
has 20-plus years’ experience co-creating ambitious products with the leading
networking, telecom, software, semiconductor, Internet, and industrial companies.
The firm’s 10,000-plus engineers focus exclusively on software-powered innovation
for the connected world.
Based in San Francisco, frog, the global leader in innovation and design, is a part
of Aricent. The company’s key investors are Kohlberg Kravis Roberts & Co. and
Sequoia Capital.
For additional information, visit www.aricent.com and follow us on Twitter @Aricent.

ARISTA

Arista Networks was founded to deliver software defined cloud networking solutions
for large data center and high-performance computing environments. Arista uses
Intel® processors and networking chipsets to provide the hardware framework for
our networking solutions. With more than two million cloud networking ports being
deployed worldwide, Arista delivers a portfolio of 1/10/40 and 100GbE products that
redefine network architectures, bring extensibility to networking, and dramatically
change the price/performance of data center networks.
To find out more visit us at www.aristanetworks.com and follow us on Twitter
@AristaNetworks.
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ARRAY NETWORKS	

NFV and Software-Defined Networking (SDN) solutions are playing a major role in the
overall industry shift toward network and application virtualization, and Array has
already introduced significant forward-looking products, APIs, and tools to support the
shift toward the virtualized networking landscape. Moving forward, Array will continue
its efforts on developing next-generation software-centric application delivery solutions for IaaS, SaaS, and enterprise private clouds, allowing end customers to easily
manage and adapt their virtual environments as needed. Intel® processor-based
servers are the foundation for Array’s NFV and SDN-related products.
To learn more, visit us at http://www.arraynetworks.com and follow us on Twitter
@arraynetworks.

ARTESYN EMBEDDED TECHNOLOGIES	

Artesyn Embedded Technologies is a global leader in the design and manufacture of
highly reliable power conversion and embedded computing solutions for a wide range
of industries including communications, computing, medical, military, aerospace, and
industrial automation using Intel® architecture.
For more than 40 years, customers have trusted Artesyn to help them accelerate
time-to-market and reduce risk with cost-effective advanced network computing
and power conversion solutions. Artesyn has over 20,000 employees worldwide
across nine engineering centers of excellence, five world-class manufacturing
facilities, and global sales and support offices.
To find out more visit us at www.artesyn.com and follow us on Twitter
@ArtesynEmbedded.
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ASOCS	

ASOCS is a pioneer in virtual Radio Access Networks (vRAN) and a provider of fully
virtualized, NFV-compatible virtual Base Station (vBS) solutions. Enabling unmatched
spectrum and energy efficiency Cloud-RAN deployments at any scale, on an open
platform, ASOCS vBS solutions greatly improve user experience at significantly
reduced total cost of ownership. ASOCS vBS solutions provide full virtualization of all
base station layers and functions, including Baseband L1 PHY, real-time processing.
With its open-source-based, Real-Time on Commercial Off-the-Shelf (ROC) platform,
ASOCS transforms the IT server Cloud Computing and Software Defined Networking
(SDN) market into a cross-platform software solution where all resources are sharable,
scalable, and economical. ASOCS vBS are based on its Modem Processing Unit (MPU)
and Modem Programing Language (MPL) which enable the virtualization and software
abstraction of processing elements required for L1 PHY acceleration. Designed to
enable high quality coverage in any environment, ASOCS vBS solutions are ideal for
neutral host, Micro (In-building/DAS), Metro (city center), and Mega-scale (whole cities)
networks via the Communication as a Service (CaaS) business model. ASOCS realizes
the ETSI NFV vision by re-defining the world of traditional, inflexible, proprietary
base-stations into a new era of cost-effective, agile, Multi-RAT networks. By virtualizing
the Base Station, ASOCS enables Mobile Edge Compute (MEC) applications to run in
Distributed-NFV Clouds at the metro and network edge. Founded in 2003, ASOCS is
headquartered in Rosh Haayin, Israel.
To find out more visit us at www.asocsnetworks.com and follow us on Twitter
@ASOCSTECH.
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AUDIOCODES	

For more than 20 years AudioCodes is a leader in the telecommunications market
offering a broad range of solutions for both communication service provider and
enterprise deployments. AudioCodes solutions are certified for leading Unified
Communications and Contact Center environments including Microsoft Skype for
Business, Avaya, Broadsoft, Interactive Intelligence, Alcatel-Lucent, and Shoretel. For
network functions virtualization (NFV), AudioCodes offers a set of solutions spanning
from vE-CPE devices that can host 3rd party virtual network functions (VNFs) as well as
a scalable virtual session border controller (SBC). AudioCodes’ virtual SBC runs on any
vE-CPE device as well as in the service provider’s NFV cloud, functioning as an access
or peering SBC. By offering a single scalable product, covering all capacity needs with
one unified control and management interface, communications service providers can
leverage its deployment and maintenance simplicity to introduce new communications services rapidly and cost-effectively.
AudioCodes’ SBC VNF delivers full SBC functionality for service providers looking to
deliver voice services such as hosted business services, unified communications, and
contact centers via private or public clouds that follow the ETSI NFV architecture.
AudioCodes’ vE-CPE is ideally suited for UCaaS providers, providing the flexibility
needed to consolidate several services, such as branch routers, WAN interfaces,
VoIP media Gateways, and SBCs, into a single device.
Detailed technical information about AudioCodes can be found at
http://www.audiocodes.com/network-functions-virtualization-nfv.

ASSIA, INC.

ASSIA is a leading SaaS company for global enterprise and consumer markets that is
helping to make the Internet reliably fast. ASSIA software provides an SDN framework
for access networks—the so-called “last mile,” where virtualizing access-network
control and management functions results in enormous gains in service agility and
reliability, particularly in multi-operator environments. Benefits of virtualizing the
access network with ASSIA Expresse solutions include:
•
•
•
•

Streamlining operations
Accelerating services creation
Enhancing access network performance
Enabling competition among service providers on a shared infrastructure

The ASSIA Expresse system enables enterprise customers to grow revenue, increase
customer satisfaction, and improve operational efficiencies. Today, ASSIA has more
than 80 million households under contract with top-tier service providers using
Intel® architecture worldwide, and is backed by an impressive portfolio of brandname strategic investors.
For more information, please visit our website at www.assia-inc.com, follow us on
Twitter @ASSIA_Inc, and e-mail sales@assia-inc.com to arrange a meeting.
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ATTO RESEARCH

Atto Research is a SDN/NFV solution provider under high performance and massive
data environment. Atto Research provides a SDN Controller (OBelle), SDN/NFV
management tool (OBelle Archon), Openflow software switch (OBelle vSwitch),
SDN-based network security applications (DDos detector, distributed firewall, etc.),
SDN-based cloud solutions, and SDN/NFV deployment consulting. Our innovative
future network technologies maximize your network effectiveness and security.

AVAYA

Through a groundbreaking network architecture based on Fabric Connect, Avaya is
building an unparalleled foundation for Software Defined Networking. As its first proof
point, Avaya’s Software-Defined Data Center framework offers a simplified and unified
process for deploying cloud-based services in a matter of minutes, replacing processes
that used to take weeks or months. It allows businesses operating highly virtualized
data centers to easily combine, customize, and commission server, storage, and
networking resources through a single, common interface.
Avaya can extend its reach into virtualized compute and storage resources. This
relationship will enable new ways to control the network with seamless interactions
between device, application, and network, all without adding another layer of complexity. The partnership between Avaya and Intel ultimately benefits the network
user with unprecedented quality of service at business speed.
To learn more, visit www.avaya.com/usa/solution/software-defined-networking and
follow us on Twitter @avaya.

AVI NETWORKS	

Avi Networks has built a next-gen, software-based distributed load-balancer with
integrated application performance analytics for enterprise and cloud-based
applications. Avi Networks’ Cloud Application Delivery Platform (CADP) uses real-time
analytics to maximize the user experience in the most strenuous mobile and cloud
environments. Avi Networks’ solution is built upon its patented network service
architecture that transforms the experience and economics of application delivery.
The company serves customers and partners worldwide.
To find out more visit us at www.avinetworks.com and follow us on Twitter
@AviNetworks.
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AVIDBEAM

AvidBeam Technologies is a leading provider of video innovative solutions.
AvidBeam solutions focus on analyzing video Big Data to extract insightful business
and security information as well as packaging video streams to achievethe best quality
of experience for AvidBeam clients.
AvidBeam’s technology strengths are based on world-class development team
composed of video architects, software engineers, and computer scientists with
proven track-record in technologies such as media streaming, videoconferencing,
image processing, and Big Data Analytics.
AvidBeam offers a variety of services in the NFV domain: We provide integration
services for virtualized network functions running on Standard High Volume servers.
We are proud integrators of non-core functions such as firewall, Carrier Grade NAT,
routing and deep packet inspection, DDOS, all the way to video optimization, content
distribution networks, and video caching all running as NFV components. We deliver
proof of concepts for virtualized network functions to operators interested to validate
these functions before commercial deployment working with their network vendors
and suppliers.
AvidBeam team has accredited history of working in multinational corporations
and delivering unique solutions and products worldwide.
For more information on AvidBeam, please visit: www.avidbeam.com.

AVNET	

As a $27 billion global Fortune 500 company, Avnet partners with communications
solutions providers who take their intellectual property to market, accelerating
product launch and increasing profitability—ultimately enhancing competitiveness.
From components to cloud and design to disposal, Avnet brings products, services,
and solutions to customers that build, sell, and use technology, globally.
Avnet works with telecommunications, unified communications, and broadcast
solutions providers to bring their software applications to market quicker, and more
efficiently. With low- and no-touch business models, Avnet’s customers are able to
operate with the margins of a software company while enjoying the added benefits
of a partner who can take care of any off-the-shelf or white box hardware supply
chain and integration needs. Avnet integrates hardware to our customers’ exact
specifications in our global integration centers, loads their software stack and applications, and then directly ships to their end service provider and enterprise customers. In
short, we allow our customers to do what they do best—software.
To find out more, visit us at www.avnet.com.
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AVVASI	

Avvasi enables QoE-driven measurement, improvement, and monetization of the
video experience, and is the industry reference in mobile video QoE measurement
and OTT video experience management. Avvasi provides operators with the tools to
become Video Service Providers, enabling profitable participation in the value chain
for mobile video delivery. Avvasi Q-VUE* is an industry-leading solution in scalable
mobile video QoE measurement. Avvasi Q-SRV* is an innovative and unique traffic
management solution that puts QoE at the center of the decision-making process
for the management and monetization of video traffic in mobile networks. Avvasi’s
XperiumOS* based solutions leverage high performance Intel® Xeon® processors,
with Data Plane Development Kit (DPDK) acceleration and Intel® Ethernet adapters
to enable the real-time processing, analysis, and management of millions of concurrent video streams. XperiumOS based products can be deployed on ATCA, COTS,
and NFV enabled platforms making them ideal for deployment in VNF enabled
OpenStack frameworks.
To find out more visit us at www.avvasi.com and follow us on Twitter
@AvvasiVideoQoE.

AXIOMTEK

Intel® ONP (Open Network Platform) is a reference architecture which helps design
and deploys SDN and NFV simpler. Leveraging the fast development of open-source
and Open-Stack software, users of telecommunications, cloud computing and enterprises get more and more preferable to open technologies that saving costs on fixed
instrument investment. Axiomtek network appliance products widely adopt DPDK
(Data Plane Development Kit) and Intel® QuickAssist Technology (QAT) and therefore
offer outstanding performance and extensive flexibility to meet versatile industrial
and enterprise demands, through such open-source ecosystem.
Axiomtek’s network appliances integrate multiple security functions with powerful
Intel core logic computing capability, user-friendly management interface and high
networking bandwidth throughput into one box and delivers stable and reliable
performance. The customization of products and services which meets each customer
with regard to certain requirements is provided to optimize customers’ network
business and save customers’ TCO.
Web URL address: www.axiomtek.com Twitter account address:
https://twitter.com/Axiomtek.
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BENU NETWORKS	

Benu provides the next generation Virtual Service Edge (VSE), which allows operators
to dynamically and exponentially scale existing networks for better service agility and
increased stickiness in the home and business. The VSE is a virtual platform for
service providers that combines Mobility, Wi-Fi, vCPE, and SD-WAN technologies to
deliver innovative cloud managed services to residential and enterprise markets. Benu
enables operators to create different network service slices on the same platform to
offer Carrier Wi-Fi, Managed Home, and Managed Business services. The VSE is an
open platform supporting REST API to enable an agile service delivery architecture
with better scaling economics.
For more information, please visit our website at www.benu.net and follow us on
Twitter @benunets.

BIG SWITCH NETWORKS	

Big Switch Networks is bringing hyperscale data center networking technologies to a
broader audience. Using bare metal and open Ethernet switch hardware, sophisticated
SDN control software, and modern data center designs—Big Switch delivers fit-forpurpose data center networking solutions designed for enterprises, cloud providers,
and service providers.
Big Switch is taking key hyperscale networking design principles and applying them to
products for enterprises, cloud providers, and service providers. The company’s Big
Tap Monitoring Fabric is an entry level solution to monitor existing networks, and the
flagship Big Cloud Fabric is the industry’s most advanced bare metal SDN switching
fabric intended for new data center pods such as private cloud, big data, and virtual
desktop infrastructure (VDI).
For more information, please visit our website at www.bigswitch.com and follow us on
Twitter @bigswitch.
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BIVIO NETWORKS	

The Bivio 8000i Advanced Cyber Security Application Platform* is a carrier-grade,
high-performance packet processing system that is flexible, scalable, and fully
programmable. Designed specifically to provide wire speed deep packet and applications processing, the Bivio 8000i architecture allows cyber security and network
assurance professionals to rapidly deploy advanced network application solutions
with packet processing capability from 10 Gbps to over 40 Gbps full duplex line rates.
At the foundation of the platform is an Intel® processor-based hardware architecture
combined with a robust, secure, and optimized Linux* application environment
and specialized adaptation of the Data Plane Development Kit (DPDK) that nearly
eliminates internal packet handling latency and achieves a significant performance
advantage over alternative solutions. The platform’s sustainable and programmable
architecture simplifies delivery of NFV/SDN solutions for Cyber Security, Information
Assurance, Network Flow Monitoring, and other services that are ideal for Government
and F-500 SOCs and NOCs.
To find out more, visit us at www.bivio.net and follow us on Twitter @bivionetworks.

BRAIN4NET	

Brain4Net is the SDN/NFV software provider that helps Communication Service
Providers and large Enterprises to adapt modern network technologies such as SDN
and NFV within existent multi-vendor network infrastructure. Company’s B4N Service
Platform turns benefits of SDN/NFV synergy and solves performance and interoperability
challenges that are major stop factors of SDN and NFV adoption in Communication
Service Provider’s networks. Brain4Net product portfolio includes solutions for tight SDN
integration with traditional IP/MPLS networks and unified traffic management and
delivery from SP’s Access network to NFV farm in data center. Brain4Net provides SDN
Controller, SDN Orchestrator, set of Virtualized Network Functions (VNFs) and Switch
Operation System (SwitchOS). B4N Switch OS is an OpenFlow-agent that leverages Data
Plane Development Kit (DPDK) for high-performance data plane. In conjunction with
Brain4Net’s innovative technologies it provides much higher performance than OVS,
integrates with any OpenFlow-switches and ensures high-speed traffic processing for
virtualized network functions inside Communication Service Provider’s NFV platform.
For more information, please visit www.brain4net.com and follow us on Twitter
@Brain4Net_Inc.
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BROADPEAK

Broadpeak designs and manufactures video delivery components for Content
Providers, Network Service Providers deploying IPTV, Cable, OTT, and mobile services.
Its portfolio of solutions and technologies powers the delivery of movies, television
programming, and other content over managed networks and the Internet for viewing
on any type of device. The company’s systems and services help operators increase
market share and improve subscriber loyalty with superior quality of experience.
Broadpeak supports all of its customers worldwide, from simple installations to
large delivery systems reaching capacities of several simultaneous million streams.
Broadpeak systems leverage the long legacy of Technicolor’s excellence in broadcast
and broadband content delivery from where the founders and technology originated.
To find out more visit us at www.broadpeak.tv and follow us on Twitter @broadpeak.

BROCADE	

Brocade is the #2 provider of data center network infrastructure globally and an early
leader in Ethernet Fabrics and SDN. Our long-term strategic partnership with Intel has
played a key role in achieving the position as the world’s most widely-deployed NFV
component with the Brocade vRouter line of products. Brocade takes advantage of
Intel technology leadership for our full suite of software products, including the
Brocade SDN Controller, Brocade vADC family, Brocade Network and Analytics,
and vEPC.
To find out more visit us at www.brocade.com/index.page and follow us on Twitter
@BRCDcomm.
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CA TECHNOLOGIES	

CA Technologies uniquely enables customers to maximize their Intel® processor-based
SDN/NFV deployments with expert management, monitoring, and operations of
dynamic virtual networks along with legacy infrastructure; providing insights and
analytics to improve productivity and agility while accelerating new service deployments.
CA Technologies leverages our proven expertise in the monitoring and management
space to ensure your successful SDN/NFV deployments while guaranteeing an exceptional user experience. CA transforms networks from transparent pieces into one
streamlined automated system, collecting real-time performance metrics from your
physical and virtual network architectures. This enables you to easily visualize the
complete business or customer topology, rest-assure with multi-layered performance
and fault management and remediation, receive proactive alerts to any network
provisioning event, and say goodbye to a manual response to threshold breaches
with policy-driven intelligent automation.
To find out more visit us at www.ca.com and follow us on Twitter @CAinc.

CANONICAL	

Canonical is the commercial sponsor of Ubuntu, the leading open-source platform for
cloud, personal computing, and next-generation devices. Ubuntu delivers reliability,
performance, and interoperability to cloud and scale-out environments, and Canonical’s
scale-out expertise and orchestration technology enable software-defined networks
and storage, providing the platform of choice for network equipment providers and
operators. Ubuntu is the world’s most popular operating system used in public clouds
and most of the large scale OpenStack deployments worldwide are on Ubuntu.
With developers, support staff, and engineering centers all over the world, Canonical
is uniquely positioned to help its partners and enterprise customers make the most
of Ubuntu.
To find out more visit us at http://www.ubuntu.com/about/contact-us/form and
follow us on Twitter @ubuntucloud.
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CASA SYSTEMS	

Ultra broadband services will require networks that are ultra-fast, ultra-dense,
ultra-low latency, and ultra-secure. But today’s solutions aren’t always easy to
optimize across all those dimensions. Strong security can reduce throughput
speeds; densification can introduce security risks; and, applications requiring
low latency can impact core network performance.
Casa Systems, an industry leader in fixed access solutions, has developed a new
breed of ultra broadband solutions for mobile applications. Our family of Mobile
Edge Computing gateway, small cell, and Wi-Fi solutions leverages the power of
Intel® processor-based servers and are engineered to optimize performance across
competing dimensions—so you don’t have to compromise. Designed from the ground
up with extreme densification and virtualization in mind, our Mobile Edge Computing
solutions enable networks to converge, become more intelligent, yet still deliver a TCO
that allows service providers to continue to invest in ultra broadband services.
To find out more, visit us at www.casa-systems.com and follow us on Twitter
@Casa_Systems.

CHECK POINT SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGIES	

Check Point vSEC protects virtualized cloud environments from internal and external
threats with the full range of advanced security protections available in the Check Point
Software Blade architecture.Check Point vSEC seamlessly extends security protections
to public, private, and hybrid clouds built on SDN and NFV architectures. In NFV
environments, vSEC allows CSPs to offer the best cyber security to their customers.
Check Point vSEC advanced security and threat prevention solutions for cloud
environments are supported on a variety of physical and virtual appliances based
on Intel® processor architecture. Both physical and virtual appliances are managed
using a single unified management platform. The Check Point Threat Emulation
Software Blade provides advanced protection against malware and zero-day
attacks and includes CPU-level threat detection based on close integration with
Intel processor features. Additionally, Check Point optimizes appliance performance
by maximizing throughput using Intel network interface card technology.
To find out more, visit us at http://www.checkpoint.com and follow us on Twitter
@CheckPointSW.
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CENX

CENX’s Exanova Service Intelligence software accelerates end-to-end operations by
harnessing dynamic analytics and web-scale computing to visualize, manage, and
assure data services across hybrid physical and SDN/NFV networks. CENX’s global
customer base includes mobile, wireline, and cloud data center service providers
seeking to differentiate their service offerings through on-demand delivery and high
QoE, and to gain operational cost efficiencies. Exanova Service Intelligence optimizes
the delivery and assurance of new services, such as reliable Internet of Things (IoT)
connectivity, on-demand enterprise access to the cloud, bandwidth on demand, and
dynamically scalable Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) cloud offerings.
Exanova Service Intelligence integrates easily within existing operations by overlaying on
top of existing inventory, fault management, performance monitoring and legacy B/OSS,
eliminating operational silos. Exanova consolidates network big data and uses real-time
analytics to correlate alarms and measure KPIs, all through a single pane of glass.
Find out more by visiting cenx.com or find us on Twitter @CENXInc.

CIENA

Ciena’s Blue Planet SDN and NFV orchestration platform delivers agility, programmability,
and scale to networks that have predominantly been static and hardware-driven. Serving
communication service providers, enterprises, governments, and data centers globally,
Ciena’s orchestration platform provides multi-vendor and multi-domain service orchestration, NFV orchestration and SDN management and control, making service delivery
more efficient and profitable. Ciena’s orchestration solution runs on Intel® servers, which
deliver an ideal base for optimal NFV performance.
To find out more visit us at www.ciena.com and follow us on Twitter @ciena.com.
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CISCO	

Cisco and Intel have partnered for over a decade not just on constructing products but
also working together in open standards and open source. Our true partnership derives
from how Cisco products consume Intel innovation and our joint focus/contributions
to open source components that push the ultimate value in NFV forward—service
creation. Telecommunications are evolving: new opportunities are appearing and
becoming concrete. Service Providers today face a challenging but very interesting
scenario. To stay competitive, they need to do more than just re-engineer their networks. Service providers need to rethink how they engage with their customers to meet
their business needs and the key success factors are: Agility, Velocity, Flexibility, Innovative Value Proposition, Cost Optimization. The Cisco Open Network Architecture can
help you achieve these objectives. It uses software-defined networking (SDN), Network
Functions Virtualization (NFV), open APIs, and advanced orchestration capabilities.
To find out more visit us at www.cisco.com.

CITRIX

Citrix is leading the transition to software-defining the workplace, uniting virtualization,
mobility management, networking, and SaaS solutions to enable new ways for
businesses and people to work better. Citrix solutions power business mobility through
secure, mobile workspaces that provide people with instant access to apps, desktops,
data, and communications on any device, over any network and cloud. With annual
revenue in 2015 of over $3.3 billion, Citrix solutions are in use at more than 400,000
organizations and by over 100 million users globally.
Citrix NetScaler delivers the capability to automatically provision, manage, secure,
and scale mobile device, application, and network services for combinations of users,
devices, applications, and locations, as well as integrate and interoperate with emerging
SDN, NFV, and cloud architectures. Utilizing the latest Intel® processor technologies and
collaborating with ecosystem partners, NetScaler provides intelligent traffic management, policy enforcement, diameter signaling, security, DNS, and IPv6 solutions for
operators to optimize, secure, and monetize their mobile broadband networks.
Learn more at www.citrix.com, www.citrix.com/netscaler and follow us on Twitter
@netscaler.
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CLAVISTER	

Clavister is the network security software provider for fixed, mobile, and virtual network
environments, specializing in distributed security systems, such as small cell security
for 3G and Lte Telecom Networks. The Swedish vendor’s technology provides the
innovative aspect of Intelligent Mobile Offloading setups, ensuring the same control of
subscribers in Wi-Fi networks as operators prefer in Radio Networks. The technology,
compliant with virtualization technologies, uniquely provides a complete set of
relevant features, including high performing IPSec, Firewalling, Application Layer
Gateway, Intrusion Detection Prevention, Web Content Filtering, and Anti-Virus,
requiring such small computing capacity that the company is positioned exceptionally
well for operators’ traditional networks as well as the imminent Internet of Things.
To find out more visit us at www.clavister.com and follow us on Twitter @Clavister.

CLEARPATH NETWORKS	

ClearPath Networks (ClearPath) was founded in 2002 to enable delivery of network
functions as a service. ClearPath leverages Network Functions Virtualization (NFV)
and Software Defined Networking (SDN) to substantially improve agility and cost
efficiencies for service delivery.
ClearPath is helping reshape virtualized Customer Premise Equipment (vCPE),
which has emerged as an important Network Functions Virtualization (NFV) use
case. By leveraging containers and decomposed Virtualized Network Functions
(VNFs), ClearPath has made viable scale-out use cases, where managed services
are personalized for delivery to large numbers of distributed enterprises, small
and medium businesses (SMBs), and consumers.
ClearPath’s Virtual Services Platform (VSP) readily integrates into broader services
delivery solutions, providing VNF lifecycle management integrated with FCAPS
management and efficient onboarding of both commercial and open source VNFs.
VSP enable operators to significantly reduce the cost for personalized services that
better enables and align value and costs.
ClearPath has been recognized for its industry leadership by the most important
NFV and SDN Industry Groups, Standards Development Organizations, and Open
Source Projects. ClearPath executives have been appointed and elected to the Board
of Directors, senior organizational leadership, and a variety of leading roles for the
ETSI NFV ISG, OPNFV, ONF, OpenDaylight, and others.
For additional information, visit www.clearpathnet.com and follow us on LinkedIn
and Twitter @ClearPathnet.
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CLOUDGENIX

CloudGenix is the software-defined wide-area network (SD-WAN) leader, revolutionizing
networking by transforming legacy WANs into a radically simplified, secure, application-defined fabric, and virtualizing heterogeneous underlying transports into a unified
hybrid WAN. Enabling application-specific, service-level agreements (SLAs), CloudGenix
controls network application performance based upon application-performance SLAs
and business priority. CloudGenix ION (Instant-On Network) radically simplifies how
WANs are designed and managed, enabling customers to build “networks without
networking,” and achieve more than twice the performance at less than half the cost—
leading to a much faster time-to-value once deployed—and extending data centerclass security to the network edge. Founded in 2013 by a team that has previously
delivered industry-leading products in networking, SDN, cloud, security, and webscale applications, CloudGenix serves world-class financial services, legal, retail, and
technology organizations. The company is backed by Bain Capital Ventures, Charles
River Ventures, and the Mayfield Fund and has headquarters in San Jose, California.
To learn more, visit us at http://www.cloudgenix.com and follow us on Twitter
@CloudGenix.

COBHAM WIRELESS	

At Cobham Wireless, we are global leaders in the provision of advanced wireless
coverage and mobile communications systems, producing innovative, cost-effective
solutions that address market requirements for improved connectivity, greater
capacity, and better quality of experience.
See more at: http://cobhamwireless.com/about.
TeraVM is a fully virtualized application emulation and security validation solution.
TeraVM uses DPDK to gain increased traffic throughput performance on the virtual
platform which outperforms proprietary hardware solutions, facilitating service
providers, and network equipment manufacturers to use standard server hardware
to deliver cost effective and highly scalable network infrastructure and application
performance test capability.
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COHO DATA

Coho Data delivers web-scale storage for the cloud generation. Led by a team of
virtualization and storage industry veterans, Coho Data is enabling businesses of all
sizes to build their own high performance web-scale storage for their private cloud.
Inspired by the highly scalable, commodity-hardware based approaches of public
clouds, the company is developing the first flash-tuned scale-out DataStream storage
architecture designed for private clouds that delivers unparalleled performance and
simplified management at public cloud capacity pricing.
Coho Data is the first infrastructure company to integrate Software Defined Networking
in its scale-out storage architecture. The DataStream software stack runs inside the
SDN switch which communicates with the DataStream storage arrays that leverages
Intel’s ultra-fast PCIe flash cards and the power of Intel® processor-based servers to
deliver consistent high performance and scale with zero bottlenecks. Coho Data is
redefining enterprise storage with hybrid and all flash arrays. For enterprises who are
looking to realize the benefits offered by private cloud infrastructure, Coho Data’s NAS
scale-out solution provides “Fast, Flexible, Forever” storage for any application, at any
scale with a promise to future-proof customer’s investments.
To find out more visit us at www.cohodata.com and follow us on Twitter @cohodata.

COMPTEL	

Comptel solutions allow you to design and orchestrate NFV-delivered applications and
services, through automated configuration, order management, and a comprehensive
understanding of virtual, logical, and physical infrastructure. Our suite of software
components comprises functions that are a natural match to the characteristics
defined in the ETSI NFV MANO architecture and other similar iterations, specifically in
relationship with the Network Function Virtualization Orchestrator (NFVO) components. Comptel solutions for SDN and NFV are built upon a common software platform
that is certified to support Intel® architecture. Our solution for SDN and NFV has been
designed and tested to interoperate with an ecosystem of partners who also operate
on Intel architecture as part of the ETSI NFV MANO architecture. With an Intel architecture, Comptel can confidently build, test, and deploy solutions for our global service
provider customers.
To find out more visit us at www.Comptel.com and follow us on Twitter
@ComptelCorp.
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CREANORD	

Creanord, Service Assurance for Virtualized Networks. Creanord provides SLA,
Performance Visibility, and Network State to SDN and NFV. The Creanord vProbe
provides flexible, powerful, and accurate monitoring in central locations as well as at
the network edge. Creanord EchoVault system provides powerful performance
reporting and SLA management with multi-vendor support. APIs, including REST, NETCONF, and CSV ensure that the solution integrates well with systems such as SDN
controllers, orchestrators, and other Operations Support Systems. EchoVault Portal
enables branded multi-tenant service reporting, regardless of underlying monitoring
scheme. Creanord empowers communication service providers to build intelligent,
network state aware NFV and SDN applications without compromising quality.
For more information visit us at www.creanord.com, and follow us on Twitter
@creanord.

CUMULUS NETWORKS	

Cumulus Networks, the leader in open networking, is enabling disaggregation of data
center switches akin to Intel® server hardware/software disaggregation. Data center
networking is rapidly standardizing on merchant silicon and powerful chipsets and
with Cumulus Linux*—the first, true Linux OS for data center networkin—networking is
adopting the lingua franca of the data center. Because, it’s just Linux, customers are able
to leverage standard server automation and monitoring software and innovate rapidly
with custom, open-source, or commercial tools providing a modern alternative to
proprietary vendor-locked stacks that constrain IT innovation. With 7 open-hardware
partners, 80+ solution partners and well over 1 Million switch ports worldwide; Cumulus
Networks powers data centers ranging from small businesses and universities to
enterprises and some of the world’s largest cloud providers.
To find out more visit us at www.cumulusnetworks.com and follow us on Twitter
@CumulusNetworks.
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DELL	

Dell provides world-class compute, storage, and networking hardware and
services for enterprises, communication service providers, institutions, and data
centers. As a founding member of CloudNFV, and actively contributing in many
open-standard industry forums, Dell develops and promotes open, standard, and
compatible network and ICT solutions.
These high quality top tier solutions leverage the massive scale and economies of
well-established offerings and markets. With dedicated resources for Telecom and
Data Center practices and a broad global footprint, Dell provides hardware, software,
services, and support solutions for partners and customers around the world and
works closely with Intel to bring high quality solutions to market.
To find out more visit us at www.dell.com and follow us on Twitter @Dell.

DIALOGIC	

Dialogic inspires the world’s leading service providers and application developers to
elevate the performance of media-rich communications across the most advanced
networks. 48 of the world’s top 50 mobile operators and nearly 3,000 application
developers rely on Dialogic to redefine the possible and exceed user expectations.
For applications requiring intensive real-time media processing, it’s important that
service providers take a closer look at how media processing is implemented in order
to maximize flexibility, and to make their networks future ready. The move towards a
service provider infrastructure cloud—what is now encompassed in NFV—has been
an integral part of Dialogic’s DNA, and is exemplified by the visionary developments
in our applications and participation in public cloud POCs and industry organizations.
Dialogic is a driving force for network function virtualization in developments of both
NFV-ready solutions, and standards bodies. Dialogic is a silver level member of
the OPNFV.
To find out more visit us at www.dialogic.com and follow us on Twitter @Dialogic.
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DORADO SOFTWARE	

Comprehensive management of network functions is essential to realize the full promise
of NFV, SDN, and associated open source initiatives. Dorado Software’s products enable
communications service providers, NFV Infrastructure, and network function vendors to
accelerate their time to benefits of their virtualized cloud-based networks.
Dorado’s Redcell MANO product is an integrated end-to-end solution that provides
packaged and extensible capabilities to orchestrate, monitor, and provide closed loop
automation of both physical and virtual network functions in a multivendor and
evolving ecosystem.
Dorado supports Intel and the Intel® Network Builders partners with: agile orchestration to accelerate the adoption of COTS based network functions; advanced assurance
capabilities for NFV Infrastructure providers; and solution and services to existing
and evolving VNF vendors to make their virtual functions communication service
provider-ready.
Ultimately, Dorado lets communication service providers manage end-to-end network
services across hybrid virtual and physical networks and realize their critical NFV
objectives, now and in the future.
To find out more visit us at www.doradosoftware.com and follow us on Twitter
@doradosoftware.

DRUID	

Druid’s Raemis application is a complete cellular core application with all
of the functional elements of a public mobile network executed on an enterprise
scale. Raemis is deployed at the edge providing intelligent network functions
designed to deliver smart enterprise applications such as cellular resilience, enterprise
UC features, and managed QoS. Raemis also features an open API for third-party
application integration. Raemis is Europe’s leading private enterprise cellular solution
and is hosted on a 64-bit Intel® Xeon® processor with Intel® QuickAssist Technology
suitable for edge or enterprise domain deployment.
Learn more at www.druidsoftware.com.
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EANTC	

The European Advanced Networking Test Center is based in Berlin and offers vendorneutral consultancy and realistic, reproducible high quality testing services since
1991. Our customers include leading network equipment manufacturers, tier-1
service providers, large enterprises, and governments worldwide. EANTC’s proof of
concept, acceptance tests, and network audits cover established and next-generation
fixed and mobile network technologies. EANTC is 100% independent of manufacturers and service providers.
Staying on top of cutting-edge network technologies is our business. While we are
providing test services for our customers worldwide, we are constantly working on
evaluating new technological developments in the industry and how they can be
integrated with existing deployments. We drive quality and innovation through our
testing services. Our continued exchange with network equipment manufacturers,
service providers, and standards bodies provides us with unique insights into the
network industry which ensures that our customers are always ahead of their competition.
For more information, please visit www.eantc.de and follow us on Twitter @EANTC_AG.

ECI TELECOM

ECI is a global provider of ELASTIC network solutions to communications service
providers, utilities as well as data center operators. Along with its long-standing,
industry-proven packet-optical transport solutions, ECI offers a variety of software
defined networking (SDN) and network functions virtualization (NFV) applications,
end-to-end network management, a comprehensive cyber security solution, and a
range of professional services. ECI’s ELASTIC solutions ensure open, future-proof,
and secure communications. With ECI, customers have the luxury of choosing a
network that can be tailor-made to their needs today, as well as be seamlessly and
cost effectively upgraded to future requirements. ECI’s SDN and NFV applications
increase network visibility, efficiency and automation. They also provide greater
network flexibility and faster time to market for new services which are so important
in this day and age. LightCONTROL is an open, multi-vendor, multi-domain, multi-layer
SDNcontroller which supports E2E services and advanced SDN applications (such as
LightAPPS™). ECI’s Mercury NFV solution enables the application of both in-house
VNFs as well as VNFs of ecosystem partners. These solutions leverage Intel COTS
compute platforms and purpose-built line cards to empower service providers to
create, activate, and assure network services.
For more information, visit us at http://www.ecitele.com/ and Twitter @ecitelecom.
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ECODE NETWORKS	

ECODE Networks, the leader in Software Defined Networking Orchestration was
founded in 2012 and is headquartered in London, England with offices in Palo Alto,
California and Hyderabad, India.
Backed with a proven track record of Network Consulting, ECODE was seeded to
foster network innovation by disruption by the means of Network Orchestration by
abstraction. Although, Enterprise and Data Centers are prime area of the focus, but
our orchestration techniques are also applied to the Cloud industry.
Traditional networks are configured with certain sets of functions which are distributed
across devices from multiple vendors—a complex and inefficient approach with a
high Capex/Opex model. The focus of network orchestration is on the creation and
provisioning of a dynamic network profile, based on the user-intent. This enables
provisioning of network services on an on-demand basis which not only reduces
Capex, but also automates the operations.
To find out more visit us at www.ecodenetworks.com.
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ERICSSON	

Ericsson is the driving force behind the Networked Society—a world leader in communications technology and services. Our long-term relationships with every major communications service provider in the world allow people, business, and society to fulfill their
potential and create a more sustainable future. Our services, software, and infrastructure—especially in mobility, broadband, and the cloud—are enabling the telecom
industry and other sectors to do better business, increase efficiency, improve the user
experience, and capture new opportunities.
With approximately 115,000 professionals and customers in 180 countries, we combine
global scale with technology and services leadership. We support networks that
connect more than 2.5 billion subscribers. 40% of the world’s mobile traffic is carried
over Ericsson networks. And our investments in research and development ensure that
our solutions—and our customers—stay in front. Ericsson’s Cloud, NFV, and SDN based
solutions leverage various Intel technologies using the latest Intel® Xeon® processors,
Intel® Ethernet adapters, Intel® Acceleration Chipsets, and Intel® SSDs found in the
infrastructure platforms Ericsson HDS 8000 and BSP 8000. Built on Intel® Rack Scale
Architecture, Ericsson’s award winning HDS 8000 enables optimal utilization and
performance in next generation hyper scale and software defined data centers.
The Ericsson Cloud Execution Environment and the world leading VNF portfolio
feature DPDK for optimized packet processing and is based on OPNFV for multivendor interoperability.
To learn more, visit us at http://www.ericsson.com/cloud and follow us on Twitter
@EricssonCloudIP and join our discussion at https://www.linkedin.com/groups/
Ericsson-Cloud-6966087/about.

EXTREME NETWORKS	

Extreme Networks, Inc. (EXTR) delivers software-driven networking solutions that
help IT departments everywhere deliver the ultimate business outcome: stronger
connections with customers, partners, and employees. Wired to wireless, desktop
to data center, we go to extreme measures for our customers delivering 100%
insourced support to organizations large and small, including some of the world’s
leading names in business, education, government, healthcare, manufacturing, and
hospitality. Extreme Networks is headquartered in San Jose, CA and has more than
12,000 customers in over 80 countries.
For more information, visit us at www.extremenetworks.com and follow us on Twitter
@ExtremeNetworks.
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F5

F5 provides the means to efficiently provision, manage, secure, and scale
mobile device, application, and network services for growing combinations of
users, devices, applications, and locations, as well as integrate and interoperate
with emerging SDN and NFV architectures.
Utilizing the latest Intel® processor technologies and collaborating with various
ecosystem partners, F5 provides intelligent traffic management, policy enforcement,
diameter signaling, security, DNS, and IPv6 solutions for operators to optimize, secure,
and monetize their mobile broadband networks.
To find out more visit us at https://f5.com and follow us on Twitter @f5networks.

FEDERATED WIRELESS	

Federated Wireless’ CINQ XP platform provides a private, secure cloud-based network
for carriers to extend the allocation and management of spectrum resources through
shared spectrum, and will facilitate the use of the company’s proprietary Spectrum
Access System (SAS). CINQ XP provides access to a new model of shared spectrum
that combines the quality and predictability of licensed spectrum with the low cost
and versatility of unlicensed spectrum. Additionally, CINQ XP will enable an extension
of networks indoors utilizing cloud economics, reducing the high cost of Wi-Fi
infrastructure.
CINQ XP is powered by Intel technologies, including the use of Intel® Transcede™ T3K
SoCs and Intel® Wi-Fi radios within the access points. Intel® Xeon® processors power
the cloud-based network that CINQ XP enables through the SAS.
For more information, please visit www.federatedwireless.com and follow us on
Twitter @fedwireless.
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FUJITSU	

Fujitsu is the Japanese global information and communication technology (ICT)
company, offering a full range of technology products, solutions, and services. NFV
infrastructure based on high volume standard server “FUJITSU Server PRIMERGY”
including optimized hypervisor, open vSwitch and server settings delivers our
customer high performance environment as the best practice. We also provide VNF
building simple and perfect network connection environment between multi-network
functions by one. These work well with “FUJITSU Network Virtuora.” FUJITSU Network
Virtuora is a full suite of software products, including SDN control, NFV orchestration
and infrastructure management, in addition to network planning, design, management, service fulfillment and performance assurance functions. The Virtuora Product
suite enables end-to-end operational automation, service orchestration and network
programmability. The suite leverages the Intel® architecture and open-source including
such as OpenDaylight, OpenStack, and DPDK in order to provide openness, scalability,
and flexibility.
Web URL: http://www.fujitsu.com.

GENBAND	

GENBAND is a global leader in real time communications software solutions for
service providers, enterprises, independent software vendors, systems integrators,
and developers in over 80 countries. The company’s Network Modernization, Unified
Communications, Mobility, and Embedded Communications solutions enable its
customers to capitalize on growing market segments and introduce differentiating
products, applications, and services. GENBAND’s market-leading solutions, which are
deployable in the network, on premise or through the cloud, help its customers
address the growing demands of today’s consumers and businesses for real time
communications wherever they happen to be.
GENBAND’s Virtual Network Functions (VNF) portfolio includes fully virtualized,
high-performance communications signaling, control, and media management
solutions including Session Border Controller, Applications Server, WebRTC, Wireless
Access Gateway, Intelligent Messaging, and Session Routing solutions. GENBAND works
with leading companies including Intel, Wind River, HP Enterprise, Dell, Ciena (CYAN),
and Nokia to deliver tightly integrated and differentiated end-to-end NFV solutions.
To learn more, visit www.genband.com and kandy.io or follow us on Twitter
@genband.
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GIGASPACES	

Cloudify is an open source, pure-play cloud orchestration platform that
automates and manages complex services throughout their entire lifecycle, bringing
DevOps and web scale best practices to enterprises and communications service
providers. Integrating with any environment and tooling, Cloudify helps thousands of
organizations worldwide deploy, monitor, and scale their applications, regardless of
the topology or technology stack.
Cloudify is based on TOSCA as the standard templating language, enabling you to
model your topology once in a single blueprint and deploy it across cloud platforms,
supporting multi-VIM environments and hybrid workloads, through containers,
non-virtualized and even bare metal infrastructure.
Many communication service providers and enterprises turn to Cloudify for network
orchestration, looking to provision, configure, deploy, and continuously manage and
monitor their network functions and services on standardized hardware through a
single pane of glass. Being open and modular in nature enables Cloudify’s seamless
pluggability with additional industry tools and standards such as YANG/NETCONF,
thereby reducing complexity and leveraging existing know-how.
To learn more, visit us at http://getcloudify.org/ and follow our blog
http://getcloudify.org/blog/.

GLOBALEDGE	

GlobalEdge, a Product Engineering company focused on Telecom, Wireless, Networking,
SDN/NFV, IoT, Cloud, Platform, Multimedia, and Automotive. We are an SEI CMM Level
5 certified company. We provide engineering services to top semiconductors, OEM,
and ODMs.
For more information, visit www.globaledgesoft.com and follow us on Twitter
@GlobalEdgeTweet.
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GLOBALLOGIC	

GlobalLogic is a full-lifecycle product development services leader that combines
deep domain expertise and cross-industry experience to connect makers with markets
worldwide. Using insight gained from working on innovative products and disruptive
technologies, we collaborate with customers to show them how strategic research
and development can become a tool for managing their future. Headquartered in the
United States, GlobalLogic operates design and engineering centers around the world,
extending the benefits of its authentic global presence to customers in digital media,
electronics, healthcare, infrastructure, finance, retail, and telecom industries. The
company works with both start-ups and industry leaders, including many of the
world’s top hardware, software, and consumer brands.
To learn more, visit www.globallogic.com and follow us on Twitter @GlobalLogic.

H3C	

H3C NFV solution provides a network virtualization platform for the service provider
and enterprise. We focus on VNFs (e.g., vRouter, vFirewall, vLB, vBRAS, etc.) and
VNF Manager which are based on the Intel® architecture and support the popular
hypervisors, e.g., KVM, WMware, Hyper-V, Xen, etc. We also aim to build an open
ecosystem to integrate with 3rd party’s VNF and interact with OpenStack/CloudStack.
To learn more about H3C, visit http://www.h3c.com.

HAPPIEST MINDS	

With a strong foundation in Networking domain and extensive focus on the software
defined networking (SDN) and network functions virtualization (NFV) space, Happiest
Minds has been a trusted engineering partner for several Tier-1/Tier-2 clients on their
journey towards network virtualization. We are uniquely positioned to assist OEMs,
TEMs and communications service providers (CSPs) in design, development, and
deployment of network function virtualization.
Happiest Minds’ SDN Engineering CoE uses convergence of technologies (Cloud,
Mobility, Analytics, and DevOps), Open standard APIs and open source networking
trends to deliver exceptional value to customers with SDN/NFV Proofs of Concepts,
R&D projects and deployment-grade solutions. Our SDN/NFV offerings include SDN
controller Engineering and SDN application development, VNF Engineering and
MANO, SDN-NFV integration, OpenStack Plugin Development and Integration, DPDK
porting and optimization, Network Analytics, Visualization and Big Data services, FPGA
Engineering, System design, Test Engineering, and DevOps.
To find out more on our SDN/NFV service offerings, please visit our website at
www.happiestminds.com/services/software-defined-data-centre.
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HCL	

Since its emergence on global landscape, HCL Technologies has focused on “transformational outsourcing,” underlined by innovation and value creation, offering an integrated
portfolio of services including engineering and R&D services, software-led IT solutions,
remote infrastructure management, and Business services. HCL leverages its extensive
global offshore infrastructure and network of offices in 31 countries to provide holistic,
multi-service delivery in key industry verticals including Telecom and Networking,
Financial Services, Manufacturing, Consumer Services, Public Services, and Healthcare
and Life sciences.
HCL has established Center of Excellences for focused Telecom technology areas such
as SDN/NFV, Carrier Routing, and LTE. It’s thought leadership in SDN/NFV and Carrier
Routing have been demonstrated and acknowledged in various forums, technology
shows, and events. HCL is an active member in top tier Telecom OEM vendors’
technology development eco-systems including Intel® Network Builders. HCL brings
value to its customers through solution accelerators such as LTE stack for small cells
and automation test and API framework for OpenFlow.
To find out more visit us at www.hcltech.com/engineering-rd-services and follow us
on Twitter @hclers.

HEWLETT-PACKARD ENTERPRISE	

The HPE OpenNFV Program provides communication service providers and their
suppliers—such as network equipment providers (NEPs), independent software
vendors (ISVs), and system integrators (SIs)—the foundation upon which to build a
dynamic service and network environment. HPE’s OpenNFV platform accelerates
the design, proof-of-concept, trial, and deployment of new cloud-enabled network
services and innovations, while lowering capital expenditures, operating expenditures,
and risk.
HPE’s OpenNFV architecture is based upon open standards and leverages Open
Source technology as the foundation for the NFV Platform (NFV infrastructure and
virtualization, software-defined networking (SDN), and network virtualization).
Coupled with our OSS and Service Orchestration capabilities, we deliver the industry’s
most open, end-to-end, Carrier-Grade communication service provider network cloud
backbone. The addition of necessary service functions integrated into the reference
architecture by our large partner ecosystem provides the agility, speed, and time-tomarket advantages for launching new services and fulfilling the NFV promise. HPE is
involved in developing a number of active NFV use cases together with our partners
and international standards organizations in Europe, Americas, and Asia.
To find out more visit us at https://www.hpe.com/us/en/networking/nfv.html and
follow us on Twitter @HPE_NFV.
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HUAWEI	

Huawei is a leading global ICT solutions provider, with a company vision “to enrich
life through communications.” Huawei has established end-to-end capabilities,
strengths, and ICT solutions and service across the communication service provider
networks, enterprise, consumers, and cloud computing. Huawei’s products and
solutions have been deployed in over 140 countries, serving more than one third
of the world’s population.
To find out more visit us at www.huawei.com/en and follow us on Twitter @Huawei.

IBASE	

IBASE, a reputable manufacturer and supplier of network appliances, offers reliable
and flexible hardware design solutions for firewall, intrusion prevention system,
anti-virus and load balance in various market segments. Most global independent
software vendors have chosen IBASE as their partner.
IBASE provides the needed solutions for ISVs (Independent Software Vendors) with
SDN and NFV applications. We offer several network appliances that are based on Intel
platforms and solutions and support the Data Plane Development Kit (DPDK) or Intel®
QuickAssist Technology. ISVs would definitely benefit from the improved packet
performance, throughput, compression, and acceleration.
IBASE is built on the corporate cornerstones of “teamwork, sharing, innovation,
efficiency, and service.” These hold the key to IBASE’s extraordinary competitiveness
and continuous growth. As a team, IBASE is committed to consistently provide
products and services of highest quality to strategically position customers in a
win-win situation.
To learn more, visit www.ibase.com.tw and follow us on Twitter @ibasetech.
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IMPERVA INCAPSULA

Imperva, Inc (NYSE:IMPV) is a leading provider of cyber security solutions that protect
business-critical data and applications in the cloud and on premises. The company’s
Incapsula, SecureSphere, CounterBreach, and Skyfence product lines enable organizations to discover assets and risks, protect information, and comply with regulations.
The Imperva Incapsula Solution, is a cloud-based security and performance service
which enables safer, faster, and more reliable websites. Today, thousands of businesses
worldwide trust Imperva Incapsula Solutions with their websites and web applications.
Whether you’re an e-commerce business, SaaS provider, or SMB we have the tools to
maximize a website’s security, speed, and availability.
Incapsula’s cloud-based solution includes enterprise-grade Website Security featuring
a PCI-certified Web Application Firewall, DDoS Protection, Load Balancing, and
Failover—all fully integrated on top of our global CDN. It is activated by a simple DNS
change with no hardware/software installation, code changes, or complex integrations.
Imperva Incapsula is headquartered in Redwood Shores, California. For more information, visit our website at www.incapsula.com, our blog at www.incapsula.com/blog,
and on Twitter https://twitter.com/Imperva.

IMVISION	

Intel-imVision collaboration extends imVision’s Network-based Behavioral Analysis
(BA) solution, by adding Host/Resources based BA module, leveraging Intel® architecture (IA) server generated network and platform telemetry. The underlying premise is
that anomalies may create resource utilization “anomalies” which can be learnt over
time and used effectively to deploy imVision Analytics algorithms. This makes this
technology a good candidate for discovering runtime anomalies for NFV and SDN
systems. Our use of BA systems on IA integrates both network and server resources
in a holistic way (SNAP, Ceilometer/Monasca etc.). The end solution is comprised of:
1. Profiling of resources load per Network services, VNF, VNFC(i) running in
VM/Container(s).
2. Prediction – Correlate between resources behavior and Network behavior to
provide a holistic 360° behavioral analysis of the Network Services and it’s
VNF/VNFC(i), in order to detect and predict performance degradation of the
above entities.
3. Remedy – Offering migration recommendations and platform utilization
optimization.
Website: www.imvisiontech.com
Twitter account address: @imvision_tech
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INDENI	

indeni’s game-changing Dynamic Knowledge solutions empower IT admins to manage
their rapidly evolving networks with greater visibility, control, and foresight. With
indeni you can automate error checking, prevent configuration mistakes, and preempt
dormant issues months before they disrupt your business. The result: less fire-fighting,
fewer lost weekends, and smarter deployment of valuable IT resources.
With the new landscape being shaped by SDN, there is a distinct need for network
management tools that will be able to keep up with the new self-defining world. In
essence, the concept of SDN really only focuses on controllers and data flow but does
not cover the implications and the aftermath of the changing data flow. The constant
changes in the data flow can impact the behavior of the devices and software handling
the data. indeni is leading this gap and integrates with the controllers to oversee data
flow changes and review their impact on the devices and software.
To find out more visit us at www.indeni.com and follow us on Twitter @indeni.

INDRA

Indra is helping tier-1 operators in their migration to network functions virtualization
(NFV) by adapting their OSS/BSS stacks and participating in the homologation of the
end-to-end solutions. As an integration services company, Indra’s involvement in
NFV implementation projects brings the skills and vision of more than 4,000 telco
professionals around the world and ensures a riskless approach. Our company has
more than 200 strategic alliances with key players such as Cisco, Brocade, or VMWare.
As a solution provider company, our iAAA and iPCRF products offer the flexibility,
performance, and conformance to ETSI-NFV standards required by communications
service providers.
For more information please visit us at www.indracompany.com and follow us on
twitter @indracompany.
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INEOQUEST	

IneoQuest is an industry leader with 14 years experience providing video service
assurance and analytics solutions for the leading cable, communication service
providers, and satellite providers. IneoQuest uses a unique combination of Operational
(root cause analysis, performance profiling, SLA compliance) and Behavioral (customer
demographics, viewing behavior) analytics solutions for video service tuning and
monetization. Using video analytics and service assurance IneoQuest products are
able to provide solutions to monitor, analyze, and monetize video—independent of
the screen or network—with end-to-end visibility into every subscriber, viewing
experience, channel, and advertisement.
To find out more visit us at www.ineoquest.com and follow us on Twitter @IneoQuest.

INFOSIM

Infosim® is a leading manufacturer of automated Service Fulfillment and Service
Assurance solutions for Telcos, ISPs, Managed Service Providers, and Corporations.
Infosim develops StableNet,® the leading unified software solution for Fault, Automated
Root Cause Analysis, Performance, and Configuration Management.
StableNet is the award winning, consistent management solution designed to address
today’s operational and technical challenges of managing distributed and missioncritical Telco, multi-client MSP, SDN/NFV, IT, and IoT infrastructures. StableNet can be
deployed for cross-silo, Multi-Tenant and secure distributed management operations
and can be operated in a highly dynamic flex-compute environment. Key leading
Telcos, Mobile SPs, MSPs, large Enterprises, and large Industrial customers have selected the highly automated and scalable StableNet solutions, due to its rich features,
rapid deployment, and reduction of OPEX and CAPEX.
At Infosim, we take pride in the engineering excellence of our high quality and high
performance products. All products are available for a trial testing and professional
services for Proof-of-Concept (POC) can be provided on request.
To find out more visit us at www.infosim.net
Follow us on Twitter: https://twitter.com/Infosimdotcom
Follow us on YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/user/infosimtv
Follow us on LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/infosim
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INFOSYS	

Infosys is a global leader in consulting, technology, and outsourcing solutions,
enabling clients in more than 50 countries, to stay a step ahead of emerging business
trends. We help enterprises transform and thrive in a changing world through strategic
consulting and co-creation of breakthrough solutions, including those in softwaredefined networking, network functions virtualization, Internet of Things (IoT), mobility,
sustainability, big data, and cloud computing.
Infosys Engineering Services provides solutions that support clients across the
product lifecycle of their offerings, from ideation and creation to sustenance and
end-of-life management. The unit features core capabilities in software product
development, telecommunications, electronics, embedded, and mechanical systems. It
also provides engineering solutions in areas such as product lifecycle management,
plant automation and control services, and knowledge-based engineering. We enable
SDN/NFV technology adopters for faster and cost-effective end-to-end services. Our
services cut across SDN/NFV, including network, controller, orchestration, service
enablement, system integration, and end-user interfaces.
To learn more visit us at www.infosys.com and follow us on Twitter @Infosys.

INTERDIGITAL	

InterDigital develops technologies that are at the core of mobile devices, networks, and
services worldwide. We solve many of the industry’s most critical and complex technical
challenges, inventing solutions for more efficient broadband networks and a richer
multimedia experience years ahead of market deployment. InterDigital has licenses
and strategic relationships with many of the world’s leading wireless companies.
For more information, visit: www.interdigital.com.
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IP INFUSION	

IP Infusion, the leader in disaggregated networking solutions, delivers enterprise and
carrier-grade software solutions to unlock the true potential of networks. IP Infusion
offers network operating systems for both physical and virtual networks to carriers,
service providers, and enterprises to achieve the disaggregated networking model.
With the OcNOS™ and VirNOS™ network operating systems, IP Infusion offers a single,
unified physical and virtual software solution to deploy new services quickly at
reduced cost and with greater flexibility. These full-featured network operating
systems include advanced capabilities, such as extensive switching and routing
protocol support, MPLS (Multiprotocol Label Switching), and SDN, and are based
on the widely-deployed and time-tested ZebOS® network platform. OcNOS is the
industry’s first carrier-grade network operating system for open networking. OcNOS
provides seamless transition from traditional networks to open networks with
investment protection. VirNOS is a scalable, network operating system for Virtual
Network Functions, is a high performance software solution to leverage standard
COTS platform with generic CPUs. Over 300 customers worldwide, including major
networking equipment manufacturers, use IP Infusion’s respected ZebOS platform to
build networks to address the evolving needs of cloud, carrier, and mobile networking.
To learn more, visit us at http://www.ipinfusion.com and follow us on Twitter
@IPInfusion.

R&S CYBERSECURITY IPOQUE GMBH

R&S Cybersecurity ipoque GmbH, provides network traffic and subscriber analytics
solutions to enable operators to understand traffic patterns, monetize new data
services, and improve the quality of experience for their subscribers. ipoque’s protocol
and application classification and analysis engine (PACE), enables network infrastructure
and security vendors to develop products with intelligent bandwidth control, prioritized
quality of service delivery, and reliable network security. Over 200 customers in more
than 60 countries across the globe rely on ipoque’s IP network analytics solutions to
minimize equipment and operating expenditure, increase profitability, and maximize
user satisfaction.
To find out more visit us at www.ipoque.com, or follow us on Twitter @ipoque.
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IRICENT	

We founded Iricent to help service providers and enterprises realise the potential of
SDN and NFV. Our decades of expertise and our direct relationships with established
global vendors and innovative start-ups mean we’re ideally placed to enable our
customers to transform their networks into flexible, cost effective, and revenue
generating platforms.
We offer a complete suite of SDN and NFV-based open networking solutions, applications, and services including Iricent MANO as a Service (MaaS), our market leading
NFV MANO services platform. Iricent MaaS addresses the requirements of Network
Equipment Providers and Service Providers wishing to deploy NFV services but not
wanting to invest in the necessary cloud-based network management infrastructure,
infrastructure management (OpenStack), and related resources.
To find out more please visit us at www.iricent.com.

ITALTEL	

Italtel designs, develops, and implements products and solutions for next-generation
networks and communications services. Its offer is based on proprietary products,
engineering and network consultancy services, managed services, and solutions such
as VoIP, Unified Communications & Collaboration, HD video, interconnect solutions,
Next Generation Data Center, Mobile Broadband, and IoT solutions.
SDN, NFV, and WebRTC are among the focus areas of its R&D activities.
Thanks to a strong technological leadership, result of constant efforts in R&D, Italtel
is both an historical network equipment provider for major telecommunications
operators worldwide and an innovative vendor and system integrator of ICT solutions
for business and Government.
To find out more, visit us at www.italtel.com.

IXIA

Ixia provides testing, visibility, and security solutions, strengthening applications across
physical and virtual networks for enterprises, service providers and network equipment
manufacturers. Ixia offers companies trusted environments in which to develop, deploy
and operate. Customers worldwide rely on Ixia to verify their designs, optimize
their performance and ensure protection of their networks to make their
applications stronger.
To learn more about us visit www.ixiacom.com and follow us on Twitter at @ixiacom.
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JUNIPER NETWORKS	

Juniper Networks is a leading provider of virtual IP networking platforms. For NFV,
Juniper offers the Contrail Cloud, turnkey OpenStack-based NFV platform software
to accelerate service provider NFV data centers. The Contrail Cloud platform supports
Juniper’s own VFNs as well as 3rd party applications. Juniper offers two VNFs, the
vMX and vSRX, virtualized versions of our highly successful routing and security
products. The vMX is a software-only version of our high-performance MX-3D edge
router providing functional consistency in a scale-down, virtual route platform.
The vXSRX is a virtual version of Juniper’s edge security appliance. The vSRX is ideal
for virtual CPE applications as well as for an embedded security objects into data
center architectures.
To find out more visit us at www.juniper.net and follow us on Twitter
@JuniperNetworks.

KAPSCH

Kapsch CarrierCom is a leading global systems integrator in the telecoms world
specialized in complex, multivendor solutions. Our rich networking heritage and
continuous innovation enables us to navigate complexity brought by SDN/NFV,
Security Solutions or Customer Experience Management with ease and help us speed
time to market, optimize network performance, and minimize deployment cost and risk.
We understand each of our clients’ telecom requirements and are able to translate
them into “NFV” requirements. This profound understanding together with our
end-to-end delivery capability and pronounced proximity to client make us a unique
partner for those looking to optimize their existing infrastructure, or leverage the
latest generation of fully redundant, powerful, and scalable all-IP-based networks.
Kapsch CarrierCom has built, integrated, and optimized carrier-grade networks for
some of the world’s largest operators, including Telekom Austria Group in the CEE
region, Orange and Bouygues in France, and Chunghwa Telecom in Taiwan.
To find out more, visit us at www.kapsch.com.
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KEMP TECHNOLOGIES	

KEMP’s evolving and innovative application delivery strategy contributes to successful
SDN and NFV environments. Since the principles of SDN are typically focused on the
lower layers of the network and application load balancers primarily operate at L4–L7,
they are in a prime position to bridge the gap that exists between the application and
the network. KEMP’s LoadMaster provides SDN Adaptive capabilities that enables
circuit information to be “pulled” from an SDN controller across the North Bound
Interface (NBI). By aggregating native application intelligence information with the
metrics provided by the controller, LoadMaster is able to make better traffic steering
decisions to optimize customer application deployments.
Today, KEMP has created and made available three key capabilities in a VNF form
factor for SPs and Enterprises alike to evaluate in their NFV environments: Geographic
Load Balancing, Application Firewall Pack, and the Virtual Load Balancer. These
products have been tested and certified within the HPE OpenNFV environment and
can be run anywhere network virtualized functions are desired. KEMP continues to
work on additional functions, all of which will also be available for manageability and
orchestration from the KEMP360 Central Platform in the future.
To find out more, visit us at www.kemptechnologies.com and follow us on Twitter
@kemptech.

KONTRON	

Kontron SYMKLOUD series of integrated COTS platforms are designed to bring any
infrastructure application to life deployed in telecom and cloud networks. We are
experienced system architects who match our clients’ network application requirements with the right hardware and software solutions for the 4G LTE Evolved Packet
Core, Content Delivery Networks, and Cloud infrastructure. Kontron is listed on the
German TecDAX stock exchange (KBC).
To find out more, please visit our website at www.symkloud.com or
www.kontron.com/communications and follow us on Twitter @Kontron.
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L&T TECH SERVICES	

L&T Technology Services is a global company with presence in over 36 countries
and a trusted partner of multiple F500 companies. The services and solutions cater
to a wide spectrum of engineering domains including the telecom and hi-tech space
spanning across Chip Vendors, Network Equipment Vendors, Communication Service
Providers, and Independent Software Vendors.
With a technology coverage across Wireless Networks, Data Networks, Enterprise
Solutions and Network Management Solutions, L&T TS has made strategic investments in the areas of SDN & NFV, building competency for the Virtualized Software
Defined Everything future. Investments span across hardware and software ensuring
multi-technology coverage.
L&T Technology Services strives to be a go-to partner for Product Development,
testing, and system integration services for SDN and cloud-based NFV across Switches
and Controllers, NFVI including VNF and MANO. L&T TS also setting up a state-of-the
art SDN & NFV centric Test Lab for Conformance e Interoperability, Benchmarking, and
Validation test services.
To find out more, visit us at www.lnttechservices.com.

LANNER	

Lanner’s Series of Intel® processor-based network appliances are known worldwide
for reliability and flexibility. Industry leaders in enterprise firewalls, UTM, WAN
optimization, application delivery, and other information security industries have
used Lanner for their hardware requirements for over a decade.
We provide last mile services including configuration, OS load, custom branding,
warehousing, and drop shipment services. Our service allows you to focus on your
core competency of software development for the information security industry. We
take care of the hardware design, manufacturing, logistics, and service.
To find out more visit us at www.lannerinc.com and follow us on Twitter @lannerinc.
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LENOVO	

As a provider of smart connected devices and enterprise hardware, Lenovo is in a
unique position to understand the needs of telco providers as well as enterprise
data centers and the connection between enterprise cloud services and the mobile
Internet. Lenovo is committed to engaging ecosystem partners to optimize and speed
up the deployment of network services to improve end user experiences.
Lenovo’s broad line of servers with Intel Inside® along with Lenovo Storage and
SDN-ready Lenovo Ethernet switches form the foundation of a NFV infrastructure.
Management and Operations are simplified using any combination of Lenovo’s
XClarity, VMware vRealize, and OpenStack platforms.
To find out more visit us at www.lenovo.com/systems and follow us on Twitter
@LenovoServers.

LUCERA

The Lucera Connect platform relies on processors from the Intel® Xeon® processor
E5-2600 product family. Using the Intel® Ethernet Converged Network Adapter
X520-DP 10GbE DA/SFP+ server adapter, low profile) provides scalability and flexibility
necessary for high-performance cloud environments. Lucera runs on the IllumOS*
operating system, which includes a deep heritage of OS virtualization and network
isolation. Custom SDN software developed by Lucera and use of Intel® Data Direct I/O
Technology and the Data Plane Development Kit complete the mix, providing an extra
measure of SDN network efficiency. The Illumos project, to which Lucera is an active
contributor, is an open community fork of the OpenSolaris* OS.
To learn more, please visit www.lucera.com and follow us on Twitter @LuceraFinancial.

MATRIXX

MATRIXX Software is Powering the Future for market-leading Digital Service Providers
(DSPs) worldwide. Through patented real-time technology, MATRIXX enables service
providers to innovate and profit from the transition to digital. The MATRIXX platform
combines real-time charging, policy, and analytics enablement to offer a differentiated
customer experience. Its technology provides DSPs with unique market advantages by
delivering unrivaled performance. In deployment, it is proven to outperform existing
real-time systems by greater than 100 times. Matrixx software runs great on standard
off-the-shelf Intel® processor-based servers. Using MATRIXX, DSP’s can accelerate data
monetization, rapidly deploy new service propositions, and drive customer engagement.
To find out more, please visit our website at www.matrixx.com and follow us on
Twitter @MATRIXX_SW.
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MCAFEE	

McAfee is now a part of Intel Security, combining the experience and expertise of McAfee
with the innovation, trust, and performance of Intel to deliver secure computing so
consumers and businesses around the globe will have the confidence to use technology
to its—and their—fullest potential (www.intelsecuritygroup.com).
For 4G Network security and value-added service delivery, McAfee Network Security
Platform (NSP) protects the network from malware and can be used to deliver
value-added services.
To find out more, please visit our website at www.mcafee.com and follow us on
Twitter @McAfee.

METASWITCH

Metaswitch is powering the transition of communication networks into a cloud-based,
software-centric, all-IP future. As the world’s leading network software provider, we
design, develop, deliver, and support commercial and open source software solutions
for network operators. Our high performance software runs on commercial, off-theshelf hardware, as appliances or in the cloud. We package this software into solutions
that are redefining consumer and business communications and enabling the interconnection between diverse network services and technologies. We also apply our software
development expertise to removing network virtualization complexities in the data
center, with a solution that easily scales and secures workload interconnection in
support of mission-critical IT and real-time communication applications.
For more information, please visit www.metaswitch.com and follow us on Twitter
@metaswitch.
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MIDOKURA

Midokura is the provider the MidoNet SDN overlay, a highly customizable virtual
network infrastructure capable of scaling an enterprise or data center physical
network to hundreds of thousands of virtual ports. MidoNet dramatically reduces
IT management overhead, application deployment time, and networking hardware
requirements. MidoNet is available in both open source and commercial distributions:
1. Open source MidoNet [www.midonet.org] is the first and only open source,
vendor-agnostic, networking virtualization solution for the OpenStack community.
Midokura is also a contributor to the OpenStack Networking (Neutron) Project and
a member of the Open Daylight Project.
2. Midokura’s commercial Midokura Enterprise MidoNet (MEM) solution is a complete
overlay technology that integrates with OpenStack and includes 24x7 support and
enhanced network analytics.
For more information, please visit http://www.midokura.com and follow us on
Twitter @midokura.

MIRANTIS	

Mirantis is the number one pure-play OpenStack company. We deliver all
the technology, integration, training, and support required for companies to succeed
with production- grade open source cloud. More customers rely on Mirantis than any
other company to scale out OpenStack without the compromises of vendor lock-in. Our
bench of 400+ open source infrastructure experts helped make us one of the top five
contributors to OpenStack’s upstream codebase. Mirantis is headquartered in Mountain
View, California and operates across five additional international locations in Russia,
Ukraine, and Poland. The company is venture funded, including investments by Intel
Capital, West Summit Capital, Ericsson, and SAP Ventures.
Mirantis OpenStack components run a wide range of Intel hardware under all dominant host Linux OS distributions, and support a broad range of hypervisors and guest
OSs. Intel and Mirantis have collaborated to engineer proofs of concept and reference
architectures for OpenStack-based enterprise/service provider hybrid cloud and for
OpenStack cloud security based on Intel® Trusted Execution Technology (Intel® TXT).
To learn more, visit www.mirantis.com or follow us on Twitter @MirantisIT.
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MITEL	

Mitel provides software-based networking solutions that enable
mobile service providers to deliver next generation services over 4G LTE networks.
Mitel has a fully virtualized end to end portfolio of Voice/Video, Messaging and Mobile
Core products that include IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS), Evolved Packet Core (EPC),
and Session Border Controller (SBC). Mitel’s solutions, based on the award-winning
mOne® software platform, leverage NFV and SDN technologies for deployments on
cloud-based infrastructure.
For more information please visit us at www.mitel.com and follow us on Twitter
@Mitel.

NAIM NETWORKS	

NAIM Networks is aiming at restructuring the network ecosystem with disruptive
technology and industry experts. We are focusing on SDN/NFV consulting, network
and system integration, education, and maintenance to help customer adopt SDN/
NFV. As a leader SDN/NFV company in Korea, we provide our customers with the
most effective SDN/NFV components, network configuration and guaranteed SDN/
NFV services.
To find out more, please visit http://www.naimnetworks.com or follow us on Twitter
@Naim_networks.

NAKINA SYSTEMS	

Nakina offers a suite of Network Integrity applications for managing, securing, and
optimizing physical and virtual networks. Nakina’s applications are built upon our
Network Integrity Framework—open and modular software platform that abstracts
network complexity, normalizes multi-vendor management, and bridges the physical
and virtual worlds for Management and Orchestration systems. Our software is
proven, trusted and protects the world’s largest and most important networks.
Nakina is enabling the network virtualization transformation.
To find out more, please visit www.nakinasystems.com or follow us on Twitter
@nakinasystems.
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NEC	

NEC has begun sales to telecom service providers of the world’s first commercial
virtualized Evolved Packet Core (vEPC), a virtualized mobile core network solution that
achieves Network Function Virtualization (NFV), network functions on a virtualization
infrastructure running on a COTS server hardware with Intel® architecture.
A next-generation solution, ProgrammableFlow uses NEC’s OpenFlow technology
(physical/virtual switches and controller) to deliver a flattened, open networking
topology that simplifies network management, proactively addresses performance
and contributes to high availability of mission-critical business processes.
To find out more, please visit our website at www.nec.com and follow us on Twitter
@NEC_en_pr.

NEC/NETCRACKER	

NEC/NetCracker’s SDN/NFV Solutions combines NEC’s in-depth expertise in networking
with NetCracker’s deep-rooted and proven excellence in telecom IT and service delivery
into a single business unit. Together, NEC and NetCracker address the emerging
opportunities and challenges presented as communications service providers pursue
the evolution from physical to virtual infrastructure. As CSPs recognize the ability to
enhance flexibility, improve business agility, and reduce costs through the use of
virtualized technologies, NEC/NetCracker SDN/NFV Solutions aims to provide those
companies with a variety of virtual offerings, including virtualized customer premises
equipment (vCPE), virtualized evolved packed core (vEPC), virtualized data center (vDC),
SDN controllers, and end-to-end network and service orchestration, in order to support
policy-based, real-time provisioning and service assurance for both SDN/NFV and
legacy networks.
To learn more, visit www.netcracker.com and follow us on Twitter @NetCrackerTech.
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NETNUMBER	

NetNumber, Inc. brings 15 years of experience delivering innovative signaling control
solutions that enable carriers to accelerate implementation of new services across
multiple generations of networks, while dramatically simplifying the core network and
reducing operating costs. Today, we are the leading provider of Centralized Signaling
and Routing Control (CSRC) solutions to the global communications industry.
With the introduction of NFV solutions in the core of the network, simplification of
the signaling control layer becomes critical for achieving real operational cost savings.
At a minimum, service providers need to virtualize 15+ silo services supporting IMS
Signaling & Control, LTE Signaling & Control, Legacy IN Signaling & Control, and
Signaling Security. NetNumber’s TITAN drives complexity out of the NFV model by
delivering a single platform that integrates directly into the NFV service orchestration
layer supporting multi-protocol signaling-control services (SS7/C7,DNS/ENUM, SIP,
and Diameter). The result is a 15x reduction in operational complexity. TITAN also
provides full NFV integration into VMware and OpenStack service orchestration layers.
To learn more, visit us at www.netnumber.com and follow us on Twitter @netnumber.

NETRONOME	

Netronome produces Agilio™ Intelligent Server Adapters (ISAs) to offload networking
functions from data center and NFV servers. Agilio hardware and software enables
customers to increase the efficiency of their modern data center infrastructure,
reducing total cost of ownership (TCO), and driving significantly higher revenue per
server. Server-based networking has enabled rapid innovation and transformed the
economics for data center compute and networking. Netronome brings back
much-needed scale and efficiency, without compromising flexibility or the speed
of innovation needed in today’s cloud networks running businesses of all sizes.
Netronome is headquartered in Santa Clara, CA.
To learn more, visit www.netronome.com.
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NETROUNDS	

Netrounds is a programmable, software-based test and service assurance platform
suitable for fixed and mobile networks. Netrounds’ innovative traffic-generating test
agents allow OSS and NFV orchestrators to remotely test, monitor, and assure their
network service KPIs and SLAs. Available on-demand as a SaaS solution or on-premise
for NFV deployments, Netrounds helps operators gain an in-depth understanding of
their network performance and provides them with actionable end-user service
experience metrics. Netrounds reduces the need for purpose-built hardware and
alternative proprietary test instruments by utilizing standard x86 hardware, lowering
network test and assurance costs while also enabling remote support to rapidly
identify the root cause of network issues with minimal onsite visits and field
engineering to solve customer problems.
To find out more, visit us at www.netrounds.com.

NETSCOUT	

NetScout Systems, Inc. (NASDAQ: NTCT) is a market leader in real-time service
assurance and cybersecurity solutions for today’s most demanding service provider,
enterprise, and government networks.
NetScout’s NFV Service Assurance solution facilitates proactive monitoring and
troubleshooting in virtual environments with end-to-end views of traffic between
virtual network functions, real-time service performance data via a single interface,
and seamless access between tools. Data Plane Development Kit (DPDK) libraries
help our NFV solution to process data faster with direct path packet access.
NetScout delivers unmatched service visibility to protect the digital infrastructure
that supports our connected world.
To learn more, visit netscout.com and follow us on Twitter @NETSCOUT.

NEUSOFT	

Neusoft is the largest IT Solutions and Services provider in China with a global
presence. In network security, it delivers reliable and cost-effective network security
solutions and services, helping enterprises address their security challenges in
physical, virtual, and cloud environments.
To find out more visit us at http://www.neusoft.com/en.
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NEXCOM

NEXCOM was founded in 1992 and is head quartered in Taipei, Taiwan. NEXCOM is
committed to being your trustworthy partner in building the network infrastructure.
To surpass customers’ expectations, NEXCOM makes the difference by utilizing its
decades of industrial computing experience, a highly talented R&D team, and by
providing exceptional levels of customer service. NEXCOM NCS BU are the enabler
of Network and Communication Solutions.
NEXCOM’s products include Network Security appliance, Application Ethernet switch,
Industrial Wi-Fi solutions, Industrial Firewall, Telecommunication products and
Network Attached Storage solutions, and use Intel® architecture with multi-NICs
(up to 40 GbE Ports, Copper/Fiber) architecture for its network security solutions.
To find out more, please visit our website at www.nexcom.com and follow us on
Twitter @NEXCOMUSA.

NFWARE	

NFWare develops high-performance virtualized network software for operators and
data-centers which can process traffic at the speed of hardware but on standard x86
servers and cloud environments. NFWare’s Multicore Network Stack technology based
on innovative multi-core CPU fast packet processing approach provides low-latency
and high-performance capabilities for NFV services making them equal to hardware
appliances based on FPGA and ASIC. NFWare’s virtual network functions for IP and
packet core networks (such as Virtual CG-NAT, Virtual ADC) can scale up to 240Gbps
per instance and Terabits per cluster. For carriers this approach enables significant
cost reduction, service agility and deployment flexibility that cannot be achieved
based on a hardware model.
To find out more visit us at www.nfware.com and follow us on Twitter @nfware.
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NG4T	

ng4T provides test solutions together with world class consulting services to enable
building and testing of mobile telecommunication networks and mobile devices. The
company’s software, protocol stacks, and state machines are independently developed
for speed and stability as a true reference and benchmark for any Implementation
Under Test (IUT). ng4T’s vTester takes testing to a new level by virtualization of the
test functionality and seamless integration into NFV and SDN management and
orchestration systems.
The companies test solutions for 2G, 3G, LTE, IMS, VoLTE, and interoperability of these
systems are optimized for the high performance of cost efficient Intel® architecture.
The high control plane performance is matched on the user plane by integration of
the Data Plane Development Kit (DPDK). Advanced independent stacks and load
generation for millions of UEs leverage the full potential of the DPDK. The DPDK can
also be configured for the control plane stacks to enable emulating tens of thousands
of network elements.
To learn more, visit www.ng4t.com.

NGINX

NGINX provides products, solutions and services for its renowned open source
software, NGINX. Run by the busiest websites on the Internet, NGINX enables high
performance web architectures to improve user experience, without incurring
unnecessary costs in capital or time.
NGINX is the fastest growing and highest performing software for modern web
architectures. Today 40% of the busiest websites in the world use NGINX to
accelerate online user experience, and it’s deployed on over 140 million websites.
NGINX is the secret heart of the modern web, powering 1 in 3 of the world’s busiest
sites and applications. The NGINX open source project started in 2002 and has grown
exponentially during the past 10 years thanks to the vision of Igor Sysoev and the
enthusiasm and support of our loyal community of users. Today, millions of innovators
choose NGINX for delivering their sites and applications with performance, reliability,
security, and scale.
To learn more, visit www.nginx.com and follow us on Twitter @nginx.
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NOKIA INFRASTRUCTURE, SOFTWARE, AND SERVICES	

Nokia invests in technologies important in a world where billions of devices are
connected. We are focused on two businesses: network infrastructure software,
hardware, and services, which we offer through Nokia Networks advanced technology
development and licensing, which we pursue through Nokia Technologies. Nokia
Infrastructure, Software and services organization is the world’s specialist in mobile
broadband. From the first ever call on GSM, to the first call on LTE; we operate at the
forefront of each generation of mobile technology. Our global experts invent the new
capabilities our customers need in their networks. We provide the world’s most
efficient mobile networks, the intelligence to maximize the value of those networks,
and the services to make it all work seamlessly. Liquid Applications adds general-purpose computing, content storage, and access to real-time radio and network information, and makes the base station a hub for local service creation and delivery.
To find out more visit us at http://networks.nokia.com, http://company.nokia.com,
and http://networks.nokia.com/portfolio.
CloudBand is the first-to-market carrier grade NFV management and orchestration
(MANO) platform purpose-built for service providers. It offers high availability service
deployment and assurance capabilities that let you move NFV into production on any
scale. With CloudBand, you can start first NFV application deployments today or
deploy and grow to a full NFV network when the time is right for you.

NORTHFORGE INNOVATIONS	

NorthForge

Northforge helps OEMs develop NFV- and SDN-based products for their customers.
Applying our software development skills to meet specific customer needs, we have
the knowledge and experience to develop new or convert existing network functions
that were previously handled by specialized hardware to the SDN and NFV paradigms.
Examples of how Northforge is helping to develop NFV or SDN include virtualizing
network functions to run on an OpenStack managed environment; programmatically
performing virtual tapping of VNF elements deployed on the cloud with the same
traffic monitoring capability as the physical elements; and development of a Distributed-NFV prototype for use at the Provider Edge (PE).
To find out more, visit us at www.gonorthforge.com or check out our Twitter
@GoNorthforge.
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OLIVER SOLUTIONS	

Oliver focuses on the virtualization of telecom and cable wireline access networks:
For Telecom:
• OpenStack based Virtual xPON OLT running over ~10 different xPON chipset VNF
• DPDK based traffic management enabling line rate OLT/Edge Router functionality
For Cable:
• OpenStack based DOCSIS Provisioning of everything (EPON, GPON, Ethernet) VNF
• DPDK based traffic management enabling line rate CMTS functionality
To learn more, visit us at www.oliver-solutions.com.

ONE CONVERGENCE	

One Convergence Inc. is a company providing products and services in the general
domain of SDN and NFV. We are especially focused on solving the challenges of
deploying open-source and multi-vendor network services for OpenStack cloud
deployments. One Convergence Network Service Delivery (NSD) solution simplifies
and automates delivery of rich set of L3-L7 network services and can be deployed
with OpenStack Neutron or in conjunction with SDN controllers/fabrics like Cisco ACI
and OpenDaylight. We are co-contributors for Group-based policy (GBP) framework
in OpenStack and helping define a model for abstraction, insertion, and chaining of
network services. Network Service Delivery (NSD) solution value proposition for
OpenStack cloud:
• Network services orchestration and life-cycle management
• Ability to mix and match open-source and multi-vendor network services like LB,
FW, VPN, WAF, IPS, and IDS
–– Leading vendor Networks Services
–– Open-Source: HA Proxy, Nginx, VyOS, PFSense, SNORT, Suricata
• Intent policy framework to drive network services
–– Abstractions to make them friendly to person deploying apps
–– Automation and adaptability to changing conditions
• Can run on different network fabrics/SDN controllers
–– OpenStack Neutron, Cisco ACI, ODL, and OC overlay controller
One Convergence provides professional services to augment its product offerings
in the general domain of security, cloud networking, NFV, and SDN.
To learn more, visit www.oneconvergence.com and follow us on Twitter
@oneconvergence.
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OPENET	

Openet delivers high performance BSS solutions to communication service providers
globally. Our solutions enable communication service providers to accelerate data
monetization, improve network optimization, enhance the customer experience, and
to rapidly evolve new business models. All Openet solutions are fully virtualized and
NFV compliant, deployable as VNFs, managed by Openet VNF manager, and integrated
with a wide range of Orchestrators.
Openet has numerous virtualized solutions in production, including the world’s largest
virtualized Policy Control (PCRF) solution deployed by a major tier 1 mobile communication service provider in North America. In 2015, Openet in partnership with Intel and
other key industry leaders, showcased how NFV can be monetized for a real-world
mobile network deployment with distributed multi-domain policy management and
charging control (ETSI POC #32). Openet is a member of ETSI NFV ISG and Intel®
Network Builders.

ORACLE	

With a focus on Cloud Communications, Oracle’s NFV strategy includes a OSS/BSS
cloud management system, an application orchestrator as virtual network function
(VNF) manager and a network service orchestration solution as the crucial link between
service definition, provisioning, and deployment. These elements are augmented by a
design center that builds bundles and offers to subscribers and enterprise/business
solutions. Oracle Communications also offers virtual network functions (VNFs) for IMS
session management, session border controllers, and service delivery platforms, with
plans and development underway to virtualized the complete Oracle Communications
products. As a leading cloud services provider, Oracle Corporation has demonstrated
virtualization capability in both enterprise and carrier networks for several years and it
is committed to helping communications service providers (CSPs) in their journey from
hardware-based network functions (PNFs) to the software-led data center.
To find out more, please visit our website at http://www.oracle.com/us/products/
applications/communications/communications-nfv/overview/index.html and follow
us on Twitter @OracleComms.
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PARALLEL WIRELESS	

The defining challenge for the next ten years is managing a much more complex radio
network. All of this requires more intelligent coordination and orchestration in the
RAN. That is why we combined multiple VNFs and coupled it with SDN to deliver a
SOLUTION to orchestrate the multi-vendor, multi-RAT RAN while reducing the load
on the EPC. This solution is the world’s first high-performance NFV and SDN-based
RAN orchestrator that makes a true HetNet easy to deploy, scale, and maintain. This
unique virtualized solution reimagines cellular economics by delivering reliable
coverage to rural, urban, enterprise, or Public Safety. By providing self-configuration
and self-optimization of the RAN, this solution helps to deliver consistent wireless
coverage to any market at a lower cost and on accelerated timeline.
To learn more, visit www.parallelwireless.com and follow us on Twitter @Parallel_tw.

PIOLINK

PIOLINK provides the IT infrastructure solutions and service to meet the corporate
business demands. PIOLINK also guarantees the best application availability, security,
and performance in this field, and maximizes the efficiency and credibility of the IT
resources in the server consolidation and virtualization. With high visibility as well as
fast and easy operation, PIOLINK helps data centers retain the agility and flexibility
while reducing the investment costs. Representative products are Application Delivery
Switch (PAS-K), Web Application Firewall (WEBFRONT-K), Security switch (TiFRONT),
SDN switch (TiFLOW), and so on. PIOLINK was founded in 2000, and its headquarters
is in Korea. PIOLINK is currently providing the data center optimization for more than
5,000 customers in nine countries in Asia, including China and Japan.
For more information, please refer to www.PIOLINK.com.

PLUMGRID	

PLUMgrid Inc. is an innovator of secure and scalable virtual network infrastructure for
OpenStack clouds. PLUMgrid provides multi-tenancy, security, scale, and performance
for their cloud’s virtual network infrastructure. Through automation, ease-of-use and
agility, PLUMgrid makes the complex and large-scale production clouds possible.
PLUMgrid’s innovative solutions leverage PLUMgrid Platform® and IO Visor® technology,
it provides highly automated workflows that significantly reduce the deployment time
of private and public clouds and enables users to create private Virtual Domains for
applications and projects. PLUMgrid works closely with Intel to bring high quality
solutions to market.
To learn more, visit www.plumgrid.com and follow us on Twitter @PLUMgrid.
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PLURIBUS NETWORKS	

Pluribus Networks, the company that brings together open source server and merchant
silicon switching with Netvisor OS, a powerful network hypervisor, was founded in April
2010 by Sunay Tripathi, Robert Drost, and C.K. Ken Yang to deliver server economics,
innovation, and programmability to top of the rack switching. Today, Pluribus Networks
is a leader in performance-oriented network virtualization for private and public cloud
data centers. Our systems, powered by Intel® Xeon® processors, transform how IT
administrators deploy applications so they can realize productivity gains and enable
new business models. Pluribus Networks delivers operational excellence by optimizing
data center network utilization while maintaining required levels of performance,
reliability, and availability.
To learn more, visit www.pluribusnetworks.com and follow us on Twitter
@pluribusnet.

POLARIS NETWORKS	

Polaris Networks is a leading solutions provider in the field of Wireless Networking
Protocol Software. The Polaris LTE Core Network solution (NetEPC TM) comprises the
MME, HSS/AAA, SGW, PGW, PCRF, ePDG, and the Charging Gateways. The (NetEPC
TM) supports Network Functions Virtualization (NFV) i.e., each function of the (NetEPC
TM) can be run as software instances on virtualized platforms. The Control Plane and
the User Plane (HiPPE—High Speed Packet Processing Engine) of the EPC solution can
be run as separate applications to support Software Define Networking (SDN). NFV
and SDN lead to greater network scalability and service flexibility. Polaris uses an
optimized Intel® 10Gb Ethernet ixgbe driver to deliver a throughput of 9 million
packets per second and 20 Gbps per system.
For more information visit us at www.polarisnetworks.net.
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POLTE CORPORATION	

PoLTE Corporation is revolutionizing the market for location-based data services by
leveraging carriers’ vast terrestrial LTE networks to accurately locate phones and
devices in the network, whether indoors or out. Unlike localized solutions, such as
Wi-Fi and Bluetooth, PoLTE Corporation’s technology leverages its unique Positioning
over LTE (PoLTE) Macro™ technology to provide a universally available, integrated
global platform that ensures user privacy.
In addition to the benefits of availability and privacy, PoLTE Macro provides wireless
carriers/operators, retailers, and data providers have access to richer data that enables
the delivery and monetization of value-added, customized services along with more
accurate information.
As the sole developer of PoLTE Macro, PoLTE Corporation is positioned to provide
customers with subscriber insights and behavior analysis that will create deeper
brand loyalty through highly targeted marketing strategies. Headquartered in Dallas,
the PoLTE Corporation team creates innovative solutions with globally recognized
development partners.
Additional information is at www.polte.com.

PORTWELL	

Portwell provides network appliances benefiting system builders on time to market
when developing solutions to fulfill the dynamic needs of today’s network applications.
Its extended portfolio of network appliances supports control plane, data plane, and
virtualization functions at the hardware level.
Portwell’s network appliance hardware platforms support Intel® QuickAssist
Technology from day one, and are tested with the Data Plane Development Kit
(DPDK). Portwell has accumulated successful experiences on helping SDN and
NFV customers implementing the latest Intel technology based system solutions
with required multi-core processing capability, memory capacity, I/O latency and
processing performance, and high availability.
To learn more, visit www.portwell.com and follow us on Twitter @portwell_usa.
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PROCERA

Procera Networks, the global Subscriber Experience company, is revolutionizing the way
operators and vendors monitor, manage, and monetize their network traffic. Elevate
your business value and improve customer experience with Procera’s sophisticated
intelligence solutions.
Procera’s PacketLogic/V platform enables flexible deployments of PacketLogic software
using industry-standard COTS hardware and software virtual environments, without
compromising on the performance or features of the traditional appliance-based
solution. Procera’s NFV performance was achieved through participation the Intel®
Network Builders program and is focused on demonstrating that high-performance
NFV applications can be successfully deployed on standard off-the-shelf Intel®
processor-based servers.
All three of the functional components that make up Procera’s PacketLogic software—
real-time enforcement, the subscriber manager, and intelligence center—can be readily
provisioned without purchasing vendor-specific, single-use hardware configurations or
purpose-built hardware, allowing network operators to begin realizing the benefits of
network functions virtualization.
To learn more, visit www.proceranetworks.com or follow us on Twitter
@ProceraNetworks.

QOSMOS	

Qosmos leads the market for embedded Deep Packet Inspection (DPI) and network
intelligence technology used in physical, SDN, and NFV architectures. The company
supplies software to vendors who embed real-time application awareness in their
products for traffic optimization, service chaining, quality of service, analytics, cyber
security, and more. Qosmos brings fast time to market for network intelligence and
continuous protocol signature updates inside physical, SDN, and NFV networking
products. As the leading supplier of embedded intelligence software, Qosmos contributes actively to international standards and serves 75% of the market. Our software
takes advantage of Intel® architecture as well as the Data Plane Development Kit
(DPDK) to further improve performance.
To find out more, please visit our website at www.qosmos.com and follow us on
Twitter @qosmos_news.
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QUALITEST	

QualiTest is the world’s second largest pure play software testing and QA company.
Testing and QA is all that we do! We design and deliver contextualized solutions that
leverage deep industry-specific understanding with technology-specific competencies
and unique testing-focused assets.
QualiTest delivers results by combining customer-centric business models, critical
thinking and the ability to gain a profound comprehension of customers’ goals
and challenges.
QualiTest offers a comprehensive NFV testing strategy and implementation solution,
from the planning phase through production. QualiTest also offers a testing certification
process complying NFV vendors with the ESTI NFV standards. Throughout the entire
migration process, QualiTest partners with their clients to ensure that NFV testing is
comprehensive, painless, and expedient.
To find out more visit us at www.qualitestgroup.com/nfv and follow us on Twitter
@QualiTest.

QUANTA

Founded in 1988, Quanta is a global leader in the design and manufacturing of an
array of consumer and business computing products. Since 2000, the company
has engineered and manufactured server, storage, and networking equipment for
customers globally.
Each product in the Quanta line-up is specifically engineered for a different function.
This eliminates the need for over-engineering and excessive feature sets that often
plague conventional equipment with unnecessary cost and complexity. As a result,
Quanta products measurably outperform conventional designs in energy consumption,
cooling efficiency, acquisition cost (CAPEX), and operational expense (OPEX).
To find out more, please visit our website at www.quantatw.com/quanta/english.

QUORTUS	

Quortus enables flexible, agile mobile communications networks that provide a foundation for innovative services tailored to a diverse range of end customers. Its award
winning EdgeCentrix (ECX) virtualized mobile core solutions help increase operator
margin and “stickiness.” They interwork gracefully with existing mobile networks, with
small cell and HetNet architectures and with standard IT infrastructure, to create truly
integrated communications platforms.
To find out more visit us at www.quortus.com or follow us on Twitter @Quortus.
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QWILT	

Qwilt solves the online video problem for network operators with an open caching
solution that increases network capacity and improves subscriber quality of experience. A growing number of the world’s leading cable, telecom, and mobile service
providers rely on Qwilt to optimize their networks to support consumer demand
for online video content as a primary entertainment source.
Qwilt’s open cache solution is engineered for high performance and scalable video
delivery in the demanding environment of high capacity operator networks. The
broader operator organization—including network planning, engineering, and
operations teams—benefits from comprehensive media analytics, which offer insights
into growth trends, content sources, and consumer preferences. By relying on open
caching for online video delivery at the network edge, operators can substantially
reduce network capital and operational costs—a typical open cache deployment
yields a return on investment (ROI) in less than 12 months.
Founded in 2010 by industry veterans from Cisco and Juniper, Qwilt is backed by
Accel Partners, Bessemer Venture Partners, Cisco Ventures, Disruptive, Innovation
Endeavors, Marker, and Redpoint Ventures.
Qwilt is also a founding member of the Streaming Video Alliance (www.streamingvideoalliance.org), a new industry forum building the open architecture for streaming.
To find out more, visit us at www.qwilt.com. Or, connect via our blog at,
www.qwilt.com/blog, converse on Twitter: @qwilt, follow on LinkedIn:
www.linkedin.com/company/qwiltor friend on Facebook: www.facebook.com/Qwilt.Inc.

RAD	

RAD is an award-winning provider of Service Assured Access solutions that reduce
operational complexity and improve service agility for business, wholesale, and
communication service providers.
An early industry proponent of Distributed NFV, RAD believes that virtualized network
functions should be located where they will be most effective and least expensive—
not only at data centers but also at network nodes and the customer premises. Its
unique vCPE D-NFV solution integrates an Intel® architecture-based platform for VNF
hosting into a L2/L3 NID controlled by the communication service provider, converging the control of conventional network elements, VNFs, and IT applications, optionally by using SDN principles.
To find out more, please visit our website at www.rad.com.
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RADCOM

RADCOM (NASDAQ: RDCM) is a first-mover and leading provider of NFV-ready service
assurance and Customer Experience Management (CEM) solutions for Communications Service Providers (CSPs). RADCOM’s software—MaveriQ—continuously monitors
network performance and quality of services, to optimize user experience for CSPs’
subscribers. RADCOM specializes in solutions for next-generation mobile and fixed
networks, including LTE, VoLTE, IMS, VoIP, WiFi, VoWiFi, and mobile broadband.
MaveriQ enables CSPs to smoothly migrate their networks to NFV by assuring
physical, NFV-based, and hybrid networks.
To find out more, please visit our website at www.radcom.com and follow us on
Twitter @RADCOMUpdates.

RADISYS	

Radisys helps communications and content providers, and their strategic partners,
create new revenue streams and drive cost out of their services delivery infrastructure.
Radisys’ service aware traffic distribution platforms, real-time media processing engines
and wireless access technologies enable its customers to maximize, virtualize, and
monetize their networks. Radisys technology is used in a wide variety of 3G and 4G/LTE
mobile network applications including:
•
•
•
•
•

Small cell Radio Access Networks (RAN)
Wireless core network elements
Deep packet inspection (DPI) and policy management equipment
Conferencing
Media services including voice, video, and data

To find out more, please visit our website at www.radisys.com and follow us on
Twitter @Radisys.
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RADWARE	

Radware (NASDAQ: RDWR), is a global leader of cyber security and application
delivery solutions for virtual, cloud, and software defined data centers. Its awardwinning solutions portfolio delivers service level assurance for business-critical
applications, while maximizing IT efficiency. Radware’s solutions empower more than
10,000 enterprise and service provider customers worldwide to adapt to market
challenges quickly, maintain business continuity, and achieve maximum productivity
while keeping costs down.
For more information, please visit www.radware.com or join our community
www.radware.com/community.

REALMAGIC	

Realmagic Technology Co., Ltd is a leading provider of complete solutions for Digital
TV Head-end System and IP-based solutions and provides professional and salable
DVB devices, DTV systems, and IPTV solutions. The Digital TV Head-end System
provided by Realmagic is valued by clients worldwide for its stability and reliable
quality. Realmagic has always concentrated on providing the best products and
service to ensure the development of Digital TV with clients.
The 1U 4-channel HD and SD Encoder/Transcoder and 1U 8-channel/16-channel
Multi-frequency Transcoder have earned the praise and recognition of system
operators and broadcast users from all over the world. The RM9000 Gateway is a
leading product, providing transmission of realtime video over Internet Protocol (IP)
networks. Based on Intel CPU+GPU hardware and Media Processing Development Kit
software architecture, the RM9000-Gateway can support IP input reach up to 32
programmers, multi IP protocol conversion output, and multi-format output in 1RU
size. This device can be used widely in DVB, IPTV, Internet TV, and Mobile TV fields.
To learn more about Realmagic, visit www.realmagic.cn.
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RED HAT	

Red Hat is the world’s leading provider of open source solutions, using a communitypowered approach to provide reliable and high-performing cloud, virtualization,
storage, Linux,* and middleware technologies.
Red Hat has built a powerful, innovative portfolio of industry-leading open source
solutions. Our products are built within an active community of contributors, including
customers, hardware and software vendors such as Intel, and developers. From JBoss
Enterprise Middleware to Red Hat Enterprise Linux—on-premise or in the cloud—Red
Hat is the leader in open source.
To find out more, please visit our website at www.redhat.com and follow us on Twitter
@RedHatNews.

REDKNEE	

At Redknee, we see virtualization as a technology strategy that enables CSPs to “do
more for less” by leveraging it to get to market faster while taking advantage of the
shared resource management. We see NFV is the next evolutionary step to a successful
virtualized BSS deployment. Whether it’s a short-term goal, driven by speed to market
for content-driven services or a long-term strategy that focuses on achieving lower
hardware costs.
As one of the leaders in the telecom BSS industry serving more than 200 CSPs
worldwide and over one third of the world’s population, Redknee is at the forefront
of virtualization and NFV strategies, deploying mission critical real-time monetization
software in both public and private cloud environments at scale and leveraging
virtualization to enable CSPs to become more agile and more scalable at the
same time.
To find out more, visit us at www.redknee.com or follow us on twitter @redkneeRKN.
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RIFT.IO	

RIFT.io provides open source software solutions that simplify and automate the
development and deployment of cloud network functions and applications. RIFT.io
has created RIFT.ware,™ the next generation Network Service Virtualization (NSV)
platform that delivers management and orchestration (MANO) and automation of
virtual network services, applications, and functions with scale. RIFT.ware gives
enterprises and service providers a standard platform to deploy virtual network
services today, and provides network and cloud function builders with a framework
for building elastic, distributed virtual network functions (VNFs) and services. Network
functions and services built with RIFT.ware can intelligently take advantage of unique
network and cloud infrastructure capabilities and scale limitlessly. RIFT.ware is
available as open source software that is compliant with the latest Open Source
communities and ETSI standards. RIFT.ware incorporates key technologies, such as
DPDK, Intel® QuickAssist Technology, and other hardware offload accelerators to
take advantage of their capabilities and net hardware efficiency gains when applied
to networking workloads. This enables RIFT.ware to unlock a whole new level of
intelligence for VNF workload placement in NFV orchestration.
To learn more, visit www.riftio.com and follow us on Twitter @rift_io.

RIVERBED	

Riverbed, at more than $1 billion in annual revenue, is the leader in application
performance infrastructure, delivering the most complete platform for the hybrid
enterprise to ensure applications perform as expected, data is always available
when needed, and performance issues can be proactively detected and resolved
before impacting business performance. Riverbed enables hybrid enterprises to
transform application performance into a competitive advantage by maximizing
employee productivity and leveraging IT to create new forms of operational agility.
Riverbed’s 28,000+ customers include 97% of the Fortune 100 and 98% of the
Forbes Global 100.
Learn more at www.riverbed.com.
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SAGUNA NETWORKS	

Saguna Networks, a pioneer of Mobile Edge Computing (MEC), makes mobile broadband
faster, simpler, and more economical with smart NFV software solutions.
Saguna Open-RAN Mobile Edge Computing platform creates an open ecosystem and
growth engine inside the mobile Radio Access Network (RAN) in close proximity to
mobile users. Based on the ETSI MEC standard, the solution enables communication
service providers to quickly and effectively deploy new revenue generating services
for content delivery, Internet-of-things (IoT) connectivity, retail, and enterprise
applications. Saguna Open-RAN features fully virtualized software architecture
providing a scalable and flexible future-proof infrastructure.
To find out more, please visit our website at www.saguna.net and follow us on
Twitter @sagunanet.

SAISEI	

Saisei is a developer of flow-based network visibility and control solutions. Our
software-based solution enables our customers to have unprecedented control
of their networks, achieving dramatic savings and accelerated revenue growth.
Saisei’s patented flow control technology provides 100% real-time visibility into all
network flows at the application and user levels, advanced traffic engineering tools
that allow link utilization up to 95% without congestion, and policy-based control
of all network flows for real-time fair usage within service tiers.
To find out more, please visit our website at www.saisei.com and follow us on
Twitter @SaiseiNetworks.
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SANCTUM NETWORKS	

Sanctum Networks Ltd is a technology led company delivering innovation and
engineering excellence. Our core focus is in solving the most critical challenges
associated with routing within Software Defined Networks, providing unprecedented
programmability at the control plane.
Our core product “Jupiter” delivers real customer benefit by resolving many of the
challenges associated with both edge and access routing in the Enterprise Data
Centre and Communication Service Provider network. The ability to dispatch network
applications in just four clicks of a mouse brings unprecedented control and programmability while delivering a real reduction in operational overheads.
Sanctums value proposition is further underpinned but extending our product
innovation well beyond the traditional orthodox SDN thought of “control—data
plane separation” but extends to a fully distributed Agent or routing engine, capable
of running across the entire network on any switch, server, or NIC.
Sanctum provides an easily deployable and highly secure solution for customers
needing to see the real benefits of an investment in SDN and we do this by reducing
network complexity, improving network efficiency, and enabling our customers to truly
differentiate themselves through improved Quality of Experience and enhanced SLA.
For more information please visit http://sanctum-networks.com.

SANDVINE	

Sandvine’s network policy control solutions add intelligence to fixed, mobile, and
converged communications service provider networks to enable services that can
increase revenue and reduce network costs.
Powered by Sandvine’s Policy Engine and SandScript policy language, Sandvine’s
networking equipment provides end-to-end policy control functions including traffic
classification, and policy decision and enforcement across the data, control, and
business planes. Sandvine’s products provide actionable business insight, the ability
to deploy new subscriber services and tools to optimize traffic while enhancing
subscriber quality of experience.
Sandvine’s network policy control solutions are deployed in more than 300 networks
in over 100 countries, serving hundreds of millions of data subscribers worldwide.
To find out more visit us at www.sandvine.com and follow us on Twitter @Sandvine.
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SECUI	

SECUI has been building up its capabilities in network security technology development since its foundation in 2000. Now, we are aiming high to become the world’s
number one security company. Continuing its global expansion and recognized for
its prowess and potential, secui is writing a new story of its own “New Secui Way” on
the global market based on its enjoyable corporate culture, innovative work process,
creative thinking, and passionate activities.
Ranging from information protection solution development to consulting and professional security SI service, the management of secui as a global player, along with the
entire employees of secui, strictly complies with the transparency and ethics rules to
offer what are the best service and product to our customers.
To find out more visit us at https://www.secui.com/english.

SIDEBAND NETWORKS	

Sideband Networks helps enterprises protect their critical data assets from breaches
and data loss using communication behavior analytics. Sideband’s SBN Behavioral
Monitoring Solution leverages live traffic analysis and machine cognition to understand normal patterns of communication behavior and generate premium, contextual
alerts to anomalous behavior indicative of an emerging threat. Sideband’s solution
deploys through spans, taps, and mirror ports to gather live streaming traffic with
minimal impact on the enterprise security footprint. The SBN appliances can handle
over 10 Gbps of live network traffic and house Sideband’s analytics software for
real-time processing and alerting. The solution deploys quickly, does not require
complicated rules and signatures to set up, and integrates with existing security
infrastructure such as SIEM, IDS/IPS and firewalls to improve situational awareness
and speed security incident response. Available in physical appliance and virtual
form factors, the Sideband solution is ideal for deployment in enterprise data
centers, corporate headquarters, and remote offices.
To find out more, please visit our website at www.sidebandnetworks.com and follow
us on Twitter @sidebandnet.
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SILICOM

Silicom is an industry-leading provider of high-performance networking and data
infrastructure solutions. The solutions dramatically improve the throughput and
availability of networking appliances and COTS server-based solutions. Performance
enhancement options include:
• Offload engines such as Intel® QuickAssist Technology.
• Software performance enhancement tools include SR-IOV, NFV, and
OpenFlow/ OVS support.
• OCP mezzanine supporting up to 100Gbps of throughput based on
Intel® Ethernet controller.
• High throughput networking adapters of up to 100Gbps of throughput
based on Intel® Ethernet Coverged Network Adapters XL710.
Silicom adopted Intel® architecture and offers solutions that implement Intel® Ethernet
Multi-host Controller FM10000 Family together with APIs for additional functionality
and OpenFlow/OVS support. Silicom leverages the Data Plane Development Kit
(DPDK) and offers APIs that implement a wide range of high speed monitoring,
recording, and security interfaces. Silicom leverages Intel architecture to offer an
adapter with an Intel® processor for offloading packet handling engines such as:
DPDK, OVS, and OpenStack Neutron.
To learn more, please visit us at www.silicom-usa.com.

SONUS	

Sonus brings the next generation of Cloud-based SIP and 4G/VoLTE solutions to its
customers by enabling and securing mission critical traffic for VoIP, video, IM, and
online collaboration.
With Sonus, enterprises can intelligently secure and prioritize real-time communications,
while service providers can deliver reliable, secure real-time services for mobile, UC, and
social applications.
Sonus also offers an award-winning portfolio of hardware-based and virtualized
Session Border Controllers (SBCs), Diameter Signaling Controllers (DSCs), Cloud
Exchange Networking Platform, Policy/Routing servers and media/signaling gateways.
To find out more visit us at www.sonus.net and follow us on Twitter @Sonusnet.
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SPIDERCLOUD WIRELESS	

SpiderCloud Wireless is the innovator behind scalable dual-band 3G+4G or dualcarrier 4G+4G small cell systems that allow communication service providers to
deliver unprecedented cellular coverage, capacity, and managed services with the
ability to cover up to 1.5 Million square feet with just one Services Node connection
to the mobile core network.
SpiderCloud’s small cell system includes its UMTS/LTE small cells, called Radio
Nodes,* and its enterprise small cell aggregator, called Services Node.* The Services
Node is based on Intel® architecture with Intel® QuickAssist technology to host
virtualized applications and services that benefit from running at the edge of the
mobile network.
To find out more, please visit our website at www.spidercloud.com and follow us
on Twitter @SpiderCloud_Inc.

SPIRENT	

Spirent Communications is a global leader in test and measurement and offers an
extensive portfolio of solutions to test data centers, cloud computing environments,
high speed Ethernet networks and services, 3G/4G wireless networks and devices,
network security and global navigation satellite systems. Many of Spirent’s products
are powered by multi-core Intel® processors.
Intel processors enable Spirent to simultaneously scale up on multiple dimensions
by assigning separate cores to different functions/protocols. Data Plane Development
Kit (DPDK) drivers vastly improve the data-plane performance of Spirent offerings
such as TestCenter and Avalanche.
To find out more, please visit our website at www.spirent.com and follow us on
Twitter @Spirent.
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STRATUS TECHNOLOGIES	

Stratus Technologies is the leading provider of availability solutions that keep applications running in today’s always-on world. Our Software Defined Availability (SDA)
Infrastructure moves fault management and automatic failover from the applications to
software infrastructure. This provides fully automated and complete fault tolerance for
all applications, which includes fault detection, localization, isolation, recovery, repair, and
if desired, state replication—all without requiring application code change. This means
any application can be instantaneously deployed with high resiliency on commercial
off-the-shelf (COTS) hardware in any network, without the complexity, time consuming
efforts and risks associated with modifying and testing every application.
To find out more visit us at www.stratus.com and follow us on Twitter
@StratusAlwaysOn.

SUMAVISION	

The latest innovative SDM (Software Defined Media) is a frontend multimedia processing
device running in Multi-screen mode from Sumavision enables broadcasters and IP
network operators to provide high quality multiscreen services. The transcoder module
or transcoder server supports MPEG-2/4 TS input and transcodes to multi-format
MPEG-2/4, H.265, and plenty of files format output.
Up to 144 SD/ 36 HD programs in 1RU system, an ultrahigh-density architecture that
dramatically reduces the amount of rack space required to meet growing processing
and transcoding requirements, support audio multi-format including Dolby® E, Dolby
Digital (AC-3), Dolby Digital Plus (E-AC-3), AAC, HE-AAC, DRA and MPEG-1 Layer II
audio codecs. Various file format including TS, MPG, MP4, 3GP, FLV, AVI, MKV, M2TS,
MOV, VOB, RMVB, MP3, MXF, MXP, satisfied all different application requirement.
Web URL: http://en.sumavision.com.
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SUPERMICRO	

Supermicro designs, develops, manufactures, and sells servers and
switches based on Intel® architecture. The company’s offerings include rackmount,
tower, and blade server systems, high-end workstations, storage server systems,
motherboards, chassis, switches, and server components branded under the Server
Building Block Solutions product line.
The Supermicro SDN enabled SuperSwitch and MicroBlade switches provide Data
Centers, Cloud, and Enterprise environments with the flexibility to dynamically allocate
networked resources as data demands shift. The Supermicro SuperSwitch, also delivers
high performance, is easy to deploy and is a cost effective solution that offers management and control functionality.
Working with Intel, we’ve developed a high-bandwidth IA-based switching solutions
enabling a highly efficient and cost effective path to network virtualization. Supermicro’s
new top-of-rack SuperSwitch combined with our extreme density, low power
MicroBlade and extensive range of energy-efficient SuperServer and SuperStorage
platforms delivers complete computing solutions precisely optimized to maximize
ROI in hyperscale deployments.
To find out more visit us at www.supermicro.com and follow us on Twitter
@supermicro_SMCI.

SURF COMMUNICATIONS	

SURF-HMP™ marks a breakthrough in multimedia service provisioning, revolutionizing
cost, performance, and functionality—extended via superb 4K Video resolution and
ultra-high capacity Voice and Video processing on any GPU accelerated Intel® processor.
Paving the way for Next Generation NFV deployments demanding support for HD Voice,
state-of-the-art Video resolutions and interoperability between legacy SIP/H.323 and
revolutionary WebRTC hybrid infrastructures, it offers a wide variety of licensing models;
SURF-HMP is architected to meet requirements from evolving and up to large-scale
deployments, driven-by a powerful multimedia processing engine fully leveraging the
benefits of Intel® Media SDK and facilitating a multitude of applications (transcoding,
conferencing/mixing, MRF, playout, recording, messaging, Surveillance, and more), and
instrumental in bridging the “battle between codecs” in the WebRTC world—supporting
any-to-any transcoding between H.264, H.265, VP8, and VP9 codecs. Additionally
coping with signaling and termination challenges, SURF-HMP grows to be an imperative
building-block when interconnecting between legacy incumbent networks and
emerging environments.
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SUSE	

SUSE has a long history as the foundation for networking solutions for some of the
world’s largest telecommunications companies, and SUSE solutions like SUSE OpenStack Cloud provide a reliable, open foundation for today’s NFV and SDN technologies.
SUSE OpenStack Cloud is an enterprise OpenStack distribution that rapidly deploys
and easily manages highly available, mixed hypervisor IaaS clouds. It leverages existing
data center investments to help enterprises increase business agility, economically
scale current IT capabilities, and easily consume future innovations. As a leader in the
open source community, SUSE, with its membership in projects such as OPNFV [opnfv.
org] and I/O Visor [iovisor.org], is helping to pioneer efforts to bring innovation to the
software defined data center.
To find out more visit us at suse.com and follow us on Twitter @SUSE.

TAIL-F

Tail-f technology enables easier control of networks and services. With Tail-f NCS,
communication service providers can replace manual processes and traditional OSS
provisioning and activation systems with a Service Orchestration layer that provides
agile service design and implementation as well as real-time service provisioning. Tail-f
NCS is equally applicable for today’s network problems, such as layer 2 or layer 3 VPN
provisioning, and next-generation networks based on NFV and SDN technologies.
ConfD provides a faster, less expensive way to build world-class management functionality for networking products. Tail-F’s NCS solution is in wide deployment on Intel®
architecture-based platforms for scalability and performance and the ConfD solution is
shipping on many Intel® processor-based networking products in the service provider
and data center markets.
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TANGO NETWORKS	

Tango Networks enables service providers, channel partners, and
enterprises to offer Mobile Business Services. Using its unique and patented federated
design, Tango Networks’ award-winning edge services platform offers specialized
service capabilities across 4G IMS/VoLTE, 3G, and 2G networks, providing value to
mobile and fixed service providers, enterprises, and consumers.
Services include Mobile Unified Communications and PBX integration, Mobile Call
Recording, SIP Trunking, Business Messaging Service, Business Continuity, Multi-line,
Mobile PBX, Mobile Policy Control and Responsible Driver System for distracted
driving. Tango Networks’ Small Cell Connect solution for Mobile UC/PBX Integration
deployed on-board the Intel® Smart Cell platform ensures that wireless service can
monetize growing enterprise small cell deployments by offering a compelling suite
of enterprise services that work on both inside and outside the corporate campus.
Tata and TCS Marks - Stacked
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Tata Consultancy Services brings in rich experience of over 30 years in telecommunication industry with more than 300 consultants serving customers in the SDN and
NFV domains across the globe where TCS offers end-to-end product engineering
capability. TCS’ Centers of Excellence (CoEs) specializing in virtualization, networking,
and orchestration enable cutting edge research and development of enablers and
solutions. TCS also contributes to open-source communities such as OpenStack,
OpenDayLight, OpenVSwitch, OPNFV, and Open Network Operating System (ONOS),
building their technology know-how and extending thought-leadership positioning
to real-world implementations. TCS’ extensive partner ecosystem helps consolidate
telco cloud insights and customize solutions based on customers’ requirements.
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TECH MAHINDRA

Tech Mahindra is an 87,300+ people organization with $3.1 billion revenues,
specializing in providing technology solutions and services to Information
Communications and Technology industry. The Product Engineering Group at
Tech Mahindra focuses extensively in the Telecom space. We have 50+ product
engineering customers including 4 of the top 6 TEMs, and 3 of the top 6 TSPs. Our
capabilities spread across a broad spectrum, including BSS/OSS, Network Design
and Engineering, Product Engineering, Security consulting, and Testing.
Tech Mahindra is working with many of its Tier-1/Tier-2 clients in realizing native
and virtualized network functions on Intel® processor-based platforms. Tech Mahindra
uses Intel processors for the development of control plane functions for Femto
Gateway, Mobility Management Entity and S/P-GW, and recommends the use of
Intel processors for user plane applications leveraging the Data Plane Development
Kit (DPDK). Tech Mahindra’s hands-on experience with DPDK can help customers
implement and tune solutions quickly.
For additional information, visit www.techmahindra.com and follow us on
Twitter @tech_mahindra.

TELCO SYSTEMS	

Telco Systems delivers an industry-leading portfolio of SDN/NFV, Carrier Ethernet
and MPLS-based demarcation, aggregation and edge solutions, enabling service
providers to create intelligent, service-assured, CE 2.0-compliant networks for
mobile backhaul, business services, and cloud networking. Telco Systems’ offers a
vast portfolio of best-in-class carrier-grade SDN & NFV networking products and
solutions, led by the CloudMetro SDN/Distributed NFV product family that combines
a switch and integrated Intel® architecture processor as a hosting processor.
Telco Systems is taking a leadership role in the evolution to SDN & NFV perceiving
them as instrumental forces leading us toward highly intelligent and ultimately efficient
networks. We have created the Open Edge Alliance, attracting global technology
leaders, domain experts, and other innovators who are establishing an advanced SDN/
NFV ecosystem of inter-working applications, controllers, orchestrators, chipsets, and
other hardware and software components, empowering service providers to deliver
intelligent-network capabilities from the network edge.
To learn more, visit us at www.telco.com and follow us on Twitter @TelcoSystems.
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TELENITY

Telenity is a leading provider of innovative services and solutions for communications
networks in emerging markets. With a complementary portfolio of market-proven
software products, Telenity enables network operators to unleash and monetize their
network assets, and to personalize the services that they offer. Telenity’s revenue
generating solutions include messaging products such as SMSC, MMSC, USSD Service
Center; innovative VAS products such as personalized call completion, next generation
voice mail, collect call, workforce/family tracker, and various other location based
services; partner management system, location middleware, API management, and
service enablement solution, which are all consolidated on Telenity’s fully virtualized,
cost effective, easy to deploy, easy to operate, high-performance, highly scalable, and
time-tested CanVAS® operating environment. Telenity follows open standards such as
ETSI NFV specifications and leverages proven NFV infrastructure comprising cuttingedge cloud and virtualization technologies to deliver a flexible and costeffective
environment that is based on NFV-ready design approach.
To find out more visit us at www.telenity.com, or follow us on Twitter @Telenity.

TIETO	

Tieto is the leading product development services partner, enabling communication
infrastructure providers in the transformations to cloud and next generation networks.
We have strong capabilities in broad communications service providers domains and
world leading expertise in NFV, SDN, and Radio Access Networks. Our development
capabilities are complemented with key components in control plane signaling
solutions and high performance protocol stacks that are available off the shelf for
Intel® architecture and ready to be deployed in a cloud infrastructure. Our Components, and service solutions in Application cloudification, SDN Networking, Cloud
management, combined with the latest Intel® Xeon® processors, Intel® Ethernet
adapters and Switches, and Data Plane Development Kit (DPDK) helps our customers
accelerate their time to market building carrier grade, high performance products.
To find out more, visit our website at www.tieto.com/pds.
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TOPSEC	

TOPSEC is China’s leading information security products and services solutions provider,
dedicated to improving the security of user networks and applications, controllability,
availability and visibility, reduce security risks, and create business value. TOPSEC
company’s flagship product “NGFW next-generation firewalls” was launched in the
first half of 2013. IDC “China Information Security Market” analysis report shows that
TOPSEC has 16.5% of the market share and continues to lead ahead of similar companies and continues to consolidate its domestic firewall market leadership.
Using the Data Plane Development Kit, TOPSEC is able to achieve seamless integration
to a full-featured multi-core parallel processing and forwarding function from the
network layer to the application layer. The network forwarding layer at the application
layer utilizes the powerful data processing capabilities within Intel® architecture which
allows TOPSEC’s solution to be more powerful than similar domestic security vendor
firewall products.
To find out more visit us at www.topsec.com.cn.

TREND MICRO	

Trend Micro Incorporated, a global leader in security software, strives to make the
world safe for exchanging digital information. Built on 27 years of experience, our
solutions for consumers, businesses and governments provide layered data security
to protect information on mobile devices, endpoints, gateways, servers and the cloud.
Trend Micro now brings rich experiences in consumers and businesses to Network
Function Virtualization (NFV). With innovative Deep Packet Inspection (DPI) technology,
Trend Micro offers telecommunication carriers and service providers flexible, reliable,
and high-performance Virtualized Network Functions (VNFs) from premise, edge, to
core network. By leveraging the Data Plane Development Kit (DPDK), Trend Micro VNFs
achieve tens of Gigabits per second in virtualization infrastructure, making it better fit
for the NFV environment. Trend Micro VNFs feature intrusion prevention, parental
control, Quality of Service (QoS), and application and device identifications.
Web URL: http://www.trendmicro.com
Twitter Account: @trendmicro
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UBIQUBE	

UBIqube is an industry leading Lifecycle Services Orchestration (LSO) vendor. The
MSActivator™ platform is a Device Agnostic, Multi-tenant Service Orchestration
framework, designed for rapid adaptation to the industry expanding forms of service
delivery and architectures (Device based, VNF based, hybrid, etc.). Key to its agility is
the technology at the heart of the MSActivator which abstracts the service definition
and design from its activation over the underlying infrastructure.
The MSActivator finds its use as a replacement of several legacy Telco OSS silo blocks,
as well as a migration Orchestrator for services to be delivered over NFV and SDN
capabilities. Having integrated service Assurance and fulfilment, it is also a perfect fit
for the world of IoT service production where streamlined architectures is paramount
and the security managed services industry where a tight coupling between visibility
and control leads to higher security levels and service quality. The MSActivator is in
service production in several tier one telecom service provider globally, including early
NFV/SDN deployments and UBIqube’s is an active voice in the different industry
forums transforming the way networking technologies are designed and consumed.
To find out more, please visit our website at www.ubiqube.com and follow us on
Twitter @UBIqube.

UNICOM ENGINEERING

UNICOM Engineering is a leading provider of purpose-built application platforms,
appliances, and lifecycle deployment services for software developers and OEMs
serving storage, security, and communications markets worldwide. We are best known
for our solution design technologies, integration expertise, and our unique deployment
capabilities. All of our turnkey platforms and appliances are designed for longevity and
backed by lifecycle management services. UNICOM Engineering’s customers benefit
most by not having to deal with deployment strategies, interoperability issues, compliance challenges, maintenance programming, support services, and a host of other
non-core business concerns. UNICOM Engineering’s holistic approach to solution
design and delivering value-add services allows customers to focus on innovating their
application—not its form factor, delivery methods, OS compatibility, and field support.
We create products and business solutions that solve deployment challenges, accelerate time to market, reduce ownership costs, and increase business efficiencies.
To find out more visit us at www.unicomengineering.com and follow us on
Twitter @UNICOMEng.
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VANTRIX

Vantrix software enables content owners and service providers to optimize their media
processing operations and give their customers high-quality media experiences on any
device. Pioneers in media optimization and delivery since 1994, Vantrix is a global
leader in next generation video services for transcoding and 360 virtual reality streaming solutions. Since 2004, Vantrix products have been deployed in over 75 networks,
serving over 1 billion subscribers worldwide, helping top mobile operators and video
service providers across the globe successfully converge traditional linear business
models with OTT multiscreen delivery. Vantrix Media Platform is a software-defined
video-processing, optimization, caching, and analytics platform that can be deployed
as a turnkey appliance on premise, or in the public or private cloud.
Visit www.vantrix.com.

VANU INC.

Vanu Inc. provides wireless communications systems using software radio technology.
Vanu builds portable radio software that runs on multiple platforms, including Intel®
Atom™ processors, Intel® Transcede™ SoCs, and Intel® Xeon® processors. Vanu
leverages the flexibility of software to build indoor and outdoor 2G and 4G systems
running on Intel Transcede SoCs, cloud-based radio access networks running on Intel
Xeon processors, and ultra-low-power systems running on Intel Atom processors,
suitable for solar powered operation in remote areas.
To learn more, please visit our website at www.vanu.com, Facebook at
https://www.facebook.com/VanuInc/ and Twitter @vanuinc.
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VASONA NETWORKS	

Vasona Networks, Inc. delivers pioneering SmartAIR™ 1000 edge application
controller that addresses congestion conditions in real time for RAN performance
and customer experiences, and the SmartVISION™ analysis suite for visibility about
application activities within each cell of a network. The technology is based on
comprehensive perspective on all data activity within every cell at any time. The
SmartAIR is deployed in-between the RAN and the Core, and SmartVISION is
deployed in an Operations Center.
SmartAIR is deployed in-between the RAN and the Core, and SmartVISION is deployed
in an Operations Center. SmartAIR software takes advantage of Intel® architecture to
provide communication service providers optimal flexibility and performance utilizing
Network Function Virtualization (NFV). Using Intel® processor-based servers allows
Vasona to meet our customers need for high performance implementation of policies
that enable them to ensure Quality of Experience (QoE) for all network users.
To learn more, visit us at www.vasonanetworks.com and follow us on Twitter
@VasonaNetworks.

VEDICIS	

Vedicis provides Digital Experience Visibility and Data Traffic Optimization solutions to
telecom operators (MNOs, MVNOs & ISPs) to manage and monetize their subscribers’
Internet usage.
We empower our customers to get 360° view on subscriber data experience and
launch new data plans based on application usage, location, and time awareness.
Our software platforms are deployed today as IP broadband data probes for Smart
Data Services or as PCEF/TDF for policy control and charging projects. Vedicis
software platforms pave the way to SDN and NFV in the NEW IP era. Deployed on
Intel® architecture servers, as Virtual Network Function or as Linux application, our
clients leverage them to achieve rapid ROI, scalability, flexibility, and fast integration
in telecom ecosystems.
Visit www.vedicis.com for more information.
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VELOCLOUD	

VeloCloud Networks, Inc., the Cloud-Delivered SD-WAN™ company, Gartner Cool Vendor
2016 and a winner of Best Startup of Interop, simplifies branch WAN networking by
automating deployment and improving performance over private, broadband Internet,
and LTE links for today’s increasingly distributed enterprises. VeloCloud SD-WAN
includes: a choice of public, private, or hybrid cloud network for enterprise-grade
connection to cloud and enterprise applications; branch office enterprise appliances
and optional data center appliances; software-defined control and automation; and
virtual services delivery. Virtualization has primarily been applied to data centers, where
Intel® architecture is the primary processing technology. Delivering enterprise-grade
virtual services to branch offices means bringing multiple-service performance,
hypervisor support, and the data center-proven Intel architecture to the branch. The
emergence of Cloud-Delivered SD-WAN is expected to pave the way for not only
virtualized services, but also for the Intel architecture to extend from the data center
to the edge of the branch-office WAN.
• Gartner Cool Vendor in Enterprise Networking, 2016
• IOPN Best “Service or Solution” Award 2016 at Mobile World Congress
• TMC Cloud Computing Product of the Year Award
To find out more, please visit our website at www.velocloud.com and follow us on
Twitter @VeloCloud.

VERSA NETWORKS	

Versa Networks was founded by network industry veterans Kumar and Apurva Mehta,
who built the multi-billion dollar MX Series routers at Juniper Networks. Versa is an
early innovator in the rapidly growing network function virtualization (NFV) market,
which is forecast to grow to $11.6B in 2019 (Infonetics/IHS). The company has more
than 35 patents filed around its unique system-level approach for creating virtualized
network functions (VNF), a core NFV building block. Versa solutions enable service
providers and large enterprises to transform the WAN and branch networks to achieve
unprecedented business advantages. Versa’s VNF software provides unmatched
agility, cost savings, and flexibility vs. traditional network hardware. Versa Networks
solutions are optimized for Intel® Xeon® processors and include full support for DPDK.
To learn more, visit us at www.versa-networks.com and follow us on Twitter
@versanetworks.
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VERYX TECHNOLOGIES	

Veryx Technologies is a leading provider of innovative testing, monitoring, assurance,
and visibility solutions. Veryx SAMTEST NFV and PktBlaster SDN solutions provide
capabilities for performance benchmarking, SLA monitoring/assurance, network
diagnostics, and real-time network visibility in NFV, Cloud, and SDN-based network
deployments. Veryx solutions help network service providers, cloud service providers,
data centers, enterprise IT, and network equipment vendors to ensure performance
and functionality of virtualized network services, VNF and SDN components in
pre-deployment and on-field networks. Veryx solutions are powered by Intel®
processors and Intel® Ethernet NICs to achieve the required performance and scale
for L2-L7 testing and service assurance.
To learn more, visit us www.veryxtech.com and follow us on Twitter @Veryx_Tech.

VIAVI SOLUTIONS	

Viavi Solutions is a provider of Network and Service Enablement solutions
including testing, monitoring, assurance, and analytics. Viavi helps service
providers overcome the operational challenges faced when dealing with new
technology and service introductions.
From market-leading optical technologies used by the industry’s leading network
equipment suppliers to test instruments, software, and expertise used by the world’s
leading service providers, Viavi is at the heart of what’s important: making virtually
every network in the world faster and more reliable.
To find out more visit us at www.viavisolutions.com and follow us on Twitter
@ViaviSolutions.
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VMWARE	

VMware is the leader in virtualization and cloud infrastructure solutions that enable
businesses to thrive in the Cloud Era. Customers rely on VMware to help them transform the way they build, deliver, and consume Information Technology resources in a
manner that is evolutionary and based on their specific needs. With 2012 revenues of
$4.61 billion, VMware has more than 500,000 customers and 55,000 partners.
Intel and VMware can help you transform your organization, and align IT with business
needs, by delivering infrastructure as a service (IaaS) solutions that let you virtualize
any workload, simplify network provisioning and management, and increase data
center and cloud security. With advanced security features, Intel and VMware can
help you build a strong foundation of trusted compute platforms that ease regulatory
compliance and protect your organization’s critical data and workloads (see more
at: www.vmware.com/partners/global-alliances/intel/intel-solutions.html#sthash.
q4F2WW72.dpuf).
To find out more, please visit our website at www.vmware.com and follow us on
Twitter @VMware.

WIND RIVER	

Wind River is a world leader in embedded software for intelligent
connected systems. The company is at the forefront of a network
transformation driven by advanced telecommunications software.

™

AN INTEL COMPANY

The Wind River portfolio of network virtualization ready carrier grade software has
been optimized to run on the Intel® Xeon® processors and reference hardware. Wind
River runtimes, middleware, and comprehensive software platforms combined with
Intel® processors deliver a unique combination of performance, security, and intelligence designed specifically for service provider network solutions.
To find out more, please visit our website at www.windriver.com and follow us on
Twitter @WindRiver.
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WIPRO	

Over the last two decades, Wipro has established itself as the global
leader in product engineering, R&D, IT, and BPO services in multi-market
verticals. Wipro has been ranked in the leadership zone in Telecommunication R&D
Service Providers for the fourth consecutive year by Zinnov Management Consulting.
This recognition reiterates Wipro’s leadership position in Telecom R&D services and
our leading focus on next generation technologies such as Software Defined
Networking and Network Function Virtualization.
We work with our global clientele throughout their transformation journey and are
actively shaping the industry through our innovative IPs and Solutions Accelerators
across RAN, Converged Packet Core, Packet-Optical Networks, SDN & NFV offerings,
Analytics, and OSS/BSS for multi-market verticals.
To find out more, please visit our website at www.wipro.com and follow us on
Twitter @Wipro.

XURA

Xura is collaborating with Intel to provide Communications Service Providers (CSPs)
with a logical evolution path to next generation technology powered by Network
Functions Virtualization (NFV). As CSPs shift to NFV, the operational aspects of
managing a messaging infrastructure will evolve and transform the fundamental
importance of value added services. When new services are generated with minimal
infrastructure disruption, operational focus shifts to packaging, positioning, and
pricing. NFV will allow CSPs to address specialized needs of a certain industry verticals
simply by creating new instances of virtualized services for that sector and making the
necessary modifications. Previously, fulfilling specialized needs required complex
software enhancements on common, shared service platforms. Xura offers carriergrade NFV system support to provide a wide range of critical network messaging
functions such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SMS transport and delivery
SMS routing
SMS spam and fraud control
MMS transport and delivery
IP-SM gateway
RCS (Rich Communications Suite)
(Visual) voicemail

Website http://www.xura.com; LinkedIn http://www.xura.com/linkedin; Twitter
http://www.xura.com/twitter.
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YANZI	

Yanzi delivers an end-to-end, horizontal, and all-IP software IoT platform. The company
offers sensors, gateways, and a cloud server system packaged into a Software as a
Service solution for Smart Home and Smart Office applications. The horizontal and
all-IP approach provides a solution that is easy, smart, and evolutionary. Yanzi Networks
is a venture backed company with headquarters in Kista, Sweden. The company was
founded in 2009.
Intel® architecture processors are the core of the industrial Gateways produced by Yanzi
and the Cloud service is operating solely on Intel® Xeon® processors. Using Intel architecture processors, Yanzi has the foundation for secure, high performance, low power, and
cost efficient video and data processing required in next generation IoT applications.
To find out more visit us at www.yanzi.se.

YOTTA

Service Providers are looking for multivendor software solutions on COTS hardware,
to implement NFV. Multivendor software solutions creates new Service Provider
challenges. Yotta’s provides a vendor independent solution, solving the new challenges
by offering Service Providers pre-validated multivendor software, where we are liable
for the solution and support and maintenance.
To learn more, visit us www.yottacommunications.com.

ZNYX

The ZNYX B1 Series is a combination Top-of-Rack switch and a high-end Intel-based
environment optimized for NFV applications. The 1U B1 delivers twice the density by
using half the rack space of the alternative two device configuration of a separate switch
and server while reducing cost by about a third. ZNYX customers are using the B1 to
build top of rack switches with consolidated security appliances for data centers, IDS/
IPS vCPE appliances, telco edge routers, and OpenFlow switches. A 480 Gbps switch
fabric provides 24 10G and 4 40G ports to the servers in the rack and an 80 Gbps link
between the network and compute enables high-speed application chaining between
virtualized environments. The dual Intel® Xeon® processor E5-2600 family provide up
to 24 cores/48 threads for consolidation of virtual appliances or bare metal SDN
applications. A software add-on package turns the B1 into a fully compliant OpenFlow
1.3 top of rack switch.
For more information, please visit www.znyx.com and follow us on Twitter
@ZNYXnetworks.
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ZTE	

ZTE Corporation is a globally-leading provider of telecommunications equipment and
network solutions. With operations in 160 countries, the company is a leader in technology innovation, delivering superior products and business solutions to clients all over
the world. Founded in 1985, ZTE is listed on both the Hong Kong and Shenzhen Stock
Exchanges and is China’s largest listed telecoms equipment company.
ZTE ElasticNet, combined with SDN and NFV technologies, is designed to provide
users with flat networks that can provide a variety of functions and meet different
requirements. ElasticNet, based on cloud computing and Intel® technology, is a
software system that provides network functions and network control with elasticity.
ElasticNet, adhering to independence from control of forwarding, provides centralized
network control and complies with open and standard protocols.
To find out more, please visit our website at www.zte.com.cn/en/ and follow us
on Twitter @ZTE_Europe.
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storage builders

About

Intel® storage Builders
Intel® Storage Builders provides an open, collaborative environment for true storage
innovation and advancement. The program brings together forward-looking companies,
a broad Intel® ecosystem, key foundational technologies, and strategic resources to
empower our members to move storage forward. Members gain access to the tools
and guidance they need to speed the development and introduction of intelligent, costeffective, and efficient storage solutions. Goals include increased vendor collaboration,
accelerated technology innovation, and improved open storage standards alignment.
By working with an ecosystem that resides at the heart of many workloads, from
data analytics and cloud, to next gen storage and converged infrastructure, members
accelerate the storage transformation of the data center and drive business growth.
Today there are more than 90 Intel Storage Builders partners working together to
accelerate software-defined storage adoption across the storage industry.
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AEON COMPUTING

Aeon Computing is a recognized leader in high-performance computing and
storage specializing in high touch, fully-integrated turn-key solutions tailored to
customer applications. Possessing long-term Lustre* expertise Aeon Computing
builds and deploys multi-Petabyte Lustre file systems and is a member of OpenSFS
community organization.
Aeon Computing is a one-stop shop for HPC and enterprise customers, providing
solutions for a wide array of computing needs and user profiles.
Aeon Computing is a Intel® Platinum Technology Provider, Intel® Enterprise Edition
for Lustre* Elite Reseller, HPC Data Center Specialist, Intel® Storage Builder, and
certified InfiniBand Engineer.
For more information, visit www.aeoncomputing.com and follow us on Twitter
@Aeon Computing.

AIC	

AIC is a leading provider of storage and server solutions and a pioneer in NVMe
technology. With expert in-house design, manufacturing, and validation capabilities,
AIC’s products serve as building blocks for a variety of storage solutions. AIC leads the
industry since 1996 with experience in engineering as well as a dedication to innovation and customer satisfaction.
For more information, visit www.aicipc.com.
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ASROCK RACK

ASRock Rack Inc., established in 2013, specializes in providing high-performance and
high-efficiency server technology in the fields of Cloud Computing, Enterprise IT, HPC,
and Data Center. We adopted the design concept of “Creativity, Consideration, Costeffectiveness” from ASRock, and the company devotes passion to think out-of-the-box
in the Server Industry. Leveraged by ASRock’s growing momentum and distribution
channels, this young and vibrant company targets the booming market of Cloud
Computing, and is committed to serve the market with user-friendly, eco-friendly,
and do-it-yourself Server technology, featuring flexible and reliable products.
ASRock Rack currently have sufficient product lines for hot/warm/cold storage,
including barebones servers and server-level motherboards.
For more details, please go to www.asrockrack.com.

BIGTERA

Established in 2012, Bigtera is a disruptive innovator of industry-leading enterprise
software-defined storage solutions. Our mission at Bigtera is empowering enterprises
with software-defined freedom. Our mission is derived from the fact that we know
that current data center infrastructures are struggling with storage when it comes to
the huge amounts of data they are required to handle and complications arising
around cloud computing.
Bigtera is dedicated to advancing software-defined storage technology. Bigtera
storage solutions provide enterprise customers with a more cost-effective way to
build their storage infrastructure all while delivering high performance, data and
service security, and unlimited capacity expansion of the storage resource pool.
For more information, visit www.bigtera.com and follow us on Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/bigterastorage.
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CARESTREAM

Carestream Health’s Clinical Collaboration Platform (CCP) is a valuable asset for
healthcare enterprises that are working to integrate departmental workflows and
provide meaningful access to all authorized users. Enterprise clinical image data that
are managed and accessed in the appropriate context are essential to providing a
comprehensive portable record of each patient’s full medical history, including
clinical images and reports.
Pantone 158C
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Carestream’s Clinical Collaboration Platform offers flexible modules that work with
existing healthcare information systems to create an interoperable, standards-based
clinical data ecosystem—from image capture and ingestion to data management,
archiving, and delivery. Equipping clinical collaboration with an efficient information
exchange can help improve quality and reduce costs as providers, patients, payers,
and administrators gain secure access to clinical images along with contextual
information that’s relevant to their needs.
Whether implemented on-site or through Carestream’s cloud-based services, CCP
offers an Intel® technology storage foundation that delivers the capacity, flexibility,
and performance needed to help healthcare organizations reduce costs, eliminate
inefficiencies, and enhance quality of care.

CLOUDPHYSICS	

CloudPhysics provides data-driven insights for smarter IT, delivering unprecedented
data center analytics to a broad range of users. CloudPhysics’ agile, scalable SaaS
solution continuously analyzes customer environments and leverages collective
intelligence to yield actionable results that optimize performance, lower costs,
reduce risk, and enable smarter business decisions.
CloudPhysics’ powerful storage analytics allow IT teams to proactively pinpoint
and resolve storage-related capacity or performance problems. Data-driven insights
quickly reveal opportunities to reclaim unused or wasted storage space; now, IT can
easily view resource utilization trends that identify additional compute and storage
resources. Organizations rely on CloudPhysics to enable smart decision-making that
optimizes infrastructure management.
For more information, visit www.Cloudphysics.com and follow us on Twitter
@cloudphysics.
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COHO DATA

Cloud vendors have removed the provisioning and management of infrastructure
from customer view, making it invisible. Invisible storage is transparent to the
customer, allowing IT to focus less time on maintaining hardware and more time
focusing on the value of their data. Coho Data has brought invisible storage to the
enterprise private cloud.
Coho Data’s unique approach for the modern SDDC uses the rack as its design
paradigm, creating a totally new foundational software stack that is better equipped
to run, scale, and optimize data center operations for “New IT” enterprise workloads
such as Big Data, Containers, and OpenStack private clouds. It is the only SoftwareDefined Data Center (SDDC) platform that applies Software Defined Network,
Software Defined Storage, and commodity hardware to enable companies to
bring simplicity and elastic scale of public cloud to their private data centers.
The Coho Data platform Intel and Coho Data have developed is a strategic relationship
based on our aligned vision of accelerating technology adoption and evolution in the
data center.
For more information, visit www.cohodata.com and follow us on Twitter @cohodata.

CONCURRENT	

Concurrent (NASDAQ: CCUR) is a global software and solutions company that develops
advanced applications on a core foundation of high performance Linux* and storage
technologies. Our Aquari storage team is working to change the way people think
about storage. We are fueled by the idea that storage needs to be more open, more
flexible, and infinitely scalable to support the needs of an increasingly information
driven world. Our mission is simple: to create solutions that simply work better—all
the time. That means they are a breeze to deploy, faster to integrate, effortless to
scale, and are just plain easy to live with.
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CONVERGEIO	

ConvergeIO is the “Future of Storage.” Manage Applications vs. Infrastructure; Deliver
Guaranteed Performance to Applications; Provide Persistent Storage for Containers
and Micro Services.
For more information, visit www.convergeio.com and follow us on Twitter
@convergeioinc.

DATACORE SOFTWARE	

DataCore is the leading provider of Software-Defined Storage and Adaptive, Parallel
I/O Software—harnessing today’s powerful and cost-efficient server platforms to solve
the IT industry’s biggest storage problem, the I/O bottleneck. The company’s comprehensive and flexible storage virtualization and hyper-converged virtual SAN solutions
free users from the pain of labor-intensive storage management and provide customers
true independence from storage solution vendors that cannot offer a hardware agnostic
architecture. DataCore’s Software-Defined Storage platforms revolutionize storage
infrastructure and serve as the cornerstone of the next-generation, software-defined
data center—delivering greater value, performance, availability, and simplicity.
Visit http://www.datacore.com or Twitter @DataCore.
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DATAGRES	

DATAGRES is a global leader shaping the way organizations think about active data,
as well as transforming value for organizations through intelligent data management.
DATAGRES’ PerfAccel is ground-breaking software which provides comprehensive
data intelligence and dynamic data management within mission critical technology
environments. DATAGRES developed PerfAccel as the next generation of active data
management software, based on a Data Intellect platform that accelerates, manages,
and scales active application data in a heterogeneous storage environment with
complete transparency to the network.
PerfAccel Analytics
PerfAccel Analytics deliver real time operational intelligence into application I/O
performance, providing unmatched insight into I/O use. By tracking data movements
down to the file level, new opportunities are created to reduce I/O latency and accelerate every application I/O in the grid.
PerfAccel Caching
PerfAccel Caching is the I/O solution that provides both data analytics and application
I/O controls to dramatically increase storage management performance. The unique
software solution operates at the file level, not just block level, providing a new kind
of performance analytics—enabling very prescriptive movements of data, for maximum control.
For more information, visit www.datagres.com.

DDN STORAGE	

DDN and Intel are pursuing the ultimate high performance end-to-end
solution for new Enterprise Markets, while creating demand for Intel® EE
Lustre* that you can only get with DDN.
For more information, vist www.ddn.com or http://www.ddn.com/partners/intel/
Twitter: @ddn_limitless
LinkedIn: DDN Storage
Facebook: @DDN.DataDirect.Networks
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DELL	

For more than 30 years, Dell has played a leading role in transforming the
computing industry, making advanced technology more accessible and affordable
to people and organizations around the globe. Our purpose is to deliver technology
solutions that enable people everywhere to grow, thrive, and reach their full potential.
Our approach is fundamentally different—we simplify the complex, drive out inefficiency
everywhere, and deliver a superior long-term value. Simply put, we give customers the
power to do more. Today our enterprise portfolio addresses the entire IT ecosystem,
including servers, storage, networking, and cloud, enabling us to help customers deploy
future-ready solutions for the data center and the workforce.
To find out more visit us at Dell.com and follow us on Twitter @DellEnterprise.

E8 STORAGE	

E8 Storage provides the next generation of flash storage with a rack-scale architecture
for the enterprise and software-defined cloud, delivering 10 times the performance for
half the cost of existing storage products, while using only off-the-shelf hardware. E8
Storage’s appliance eliminates storage need projections, is easily upgradeable and
expandable, enables converged networking, and increases SSD utilization to over 90%.
With E8 Storage, data centers can enjoy unprecedented storage performance density
and scale, delivering on the promise of software-defined storage without compromising
on reliability and availability.
For more information, please visit: www.e8storage.com.

EMC CORPORATION	

EMC Corporation is a global leader in enabling business and service providers
to transform their operations and deliver IT as a service. Fundamental to this
transformation is cloud computing. Through innovating products and services,
EMC accelerates the journey to cloud computing, helping IT departments to store,
manage, protect, and analyze their most valuable asset—information—in a more
agile, trusted, and cost-efficient way.
Additional information about EMC can be found at www.EMC.com.
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ENMOTUS	

Enmotus has developed automated Storage Device Virtualization software. Our
technology blends DRAM, NVDIMM, Flash, and HDD into intelligent virtual volumes
that adapt automatically to your applications in real time, leaving you free to focus on
your critical business needs. Utilizing revolutionary storage device level virtualization,
analytics and optimization techniques, scale out data centers and storage servers will
realize improvements in performance, capacity utilization, and operating costs.
For more information, please visit www.enmotus.com.

ERICSSON	

Ericsson is the driving force behind the Networked Society. With approximately
115,000 professionals and customers in 180 countries, we combine global scale
with technology and services leadership.
Ericsson is one of the world’s first vendors to deliver commercial Intel® Rack Scale
Architecture data center technology. The Hyperscale Datacenter System 8000 not
only offers a flexible software-defined disaggregated approach to data centers, but
also achieves this with a revolutionary optical backplane that together reduce
infrastructure physical deployment costs.
The Hyperscale Datacenter System 8000 is designed from the ground up to amplify
the benefits of software-defined storage. The combination of low cost with the
flexibility of software-defined disks (both SAS and NVMe) promises a revolution
in storage TCO and deployment flexibility.
For more information, visit www.ericsson.com/hyperscale and follow us on Twitter
@ericssoncloud.
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FALCONSTOR	

FalconStor delivers enterprise-class software-defined, intelligent data services
combined with predictive analytics across any primary or secondary storage
hardware; in the cloud, across the cloud, or on-premise.
For more information, visit www.falconstor.com, follow us on Twitter @falconstor,
and Linked In – FalconStor Software.

GIGABYTE	

At GIGABYTE we use our three decades of experience as a leader in motherboard
design to deliver flexible and high performance server, workstation, and storage
solution for our customers’ data centers and compute needs. We produce all our
products in-house, including our storage and networking adapters, and systems
in order to provide products with the highest level of quality and durability.
Our customers rely on us for a wide range of those products, both using standardized
and readily available servers and components, as well as completely customized
solutions we develop in collaboration with them. Our ambition grows along with the
vigor of our customers, be it from powering Top500 supercomputers to delivering the
hardware required to operate one of the world’s largest search engines. This leads to a
vast amount of recognition working with the world’s leading brands in HPC, cloud and
storage, and enables us to keep innovating in these markets.
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GIGASPACES	

GigaSpaces is a pioneer with more than a decade of experience in developing software
for large scale real-time applications. GigaSpaces is uniquely positioned to bring the
best practices of web scale architecture to enterprises and telcos.
The In-Memory Computing Product Line provides two complimentary products: XAP
which delivers data processing at millisecond speed and InsightEdge which enables
real-time data analytics. Together, these products integrate a high-performance data grid
combined with Apache Spark to provide event streaming and scalable enterprise storage
to power a world of fast data applications. The In-Memory Computing Product Line
delivers enterprise grade high-availability, security, reliability, and real-time performance
while dramatically lowering both hardware and operational costs of critical applications
and data. GigaSpaces’ products have been battle-tested at Tier-1 enterprises in the
worlds of Finance, Telecommunications, Transport and Logistics, Healthcare, Insurance,
and e-Commerce.
For more information, visit www.gigaspaces.com/imc and follow us on Twitter
@gigaspaces.
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HUAWEI	

Huawei is a leading global information and communications technology (ICT) solutions
provider. Driven by responsible operations, ongoing innovation, and open collaboration,
we have established a competitive ICT portfolio of end-to-end solutions in telecom and
enterprise networks, devices, and cloud computing. Our ICT solutions, products, and
services are used in more than 170 countries and regions, serving over one-third of the
world’s population. With more than 170,000 employees, Huawei is committed to
enabling the future information society, and building a Better Connected World.
Adhering to the concept of “Converged Storage makes business agile,” Huawei storage
focuses on IT infrastructure and provides a panorama of storage products that meets
entry-level, mid-range, and high-end enterprise application requirements, big data and
vertical industry requirements, and cloud storage application and service requirements.
Huawei Storage provides intelligent and converged storage solutions to help customers
easily deal with rapidly increasing data volumes and the risks caused by poorly defined
storage system needs, thereby reducing the total cost of ownership (TCO) and meeting
the changing requirements of virtualization, big data, cloud storage, mobile and social
network, and other scenarios. At the same time, in the spirit of openness and collaboration, Huawei has joined hands with more than 500 partners to provide a complete
line-up of storage solutions for all industries. These solutions help customers build
advanced and efficient IT platforms to improve their operational efficiency, extract
value from data, and grow along with Huawei.
For more information, visit http://www.huawei.com/en and follow us on Twitter
@Huawei.

IBM

International Business Machines Corporation (commonly referred to as IBM) is an
American multinational technology and consulting corporation, with corporate
headquarters in Armonk, New York. IBM manufactures and markets computer
hardware, middleware, and software and offers infrastructure, hosting, and
consulting services in areas ranging from mainframe computers to nanotechnology.
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INFINIDAT	

Companies who acquire, store, and analyze the most data, achieve the greatest
competitive advantage. INFINIDAT helps clients achieve competitive business advantage at a disruptive price point by delivering 1 million IOPs of performance, 99.99999%
reliability and scales to over 2.7 PBs of capacity in a single rack. Automated provisioning, management, and application integration provide a system that is incredibly
efficient and easy to deploy and manage. INFINIDAT is changing the paradigm of
enterprise storage while reducing capital requirements, operational overhead, and
complexity. INFINIDAT: Storing the Future.
For more information, visit www.infinidat.com or follow us on Twitter, LinkedIn,
or Facebook.

KAMINARIO	

Kaminario, the leading all-flash storage company, is redefining the future of modern
data centers. Its unique solution enables organizations to succeed in today’s on-demand
world and prepares them to seamlessly handle tomorrow’s innovations. Only Kaminario
K2 delivers the agility, scalability, performance, and economics a data center requires
to deal with today’s cloud-first, dynamic world and provide real-time data access—
anywhere, anytime. Hundreds of customers rely on the Kaminario K2 all-flash array
to power their mission critical applications and safeguard their digital ecosystem.
Headquartered in Needham, MA, Kaminario works with an extensive network of
resellers and distributors, globally.
For more information, please visit www.kaminario.com.

LENOVO	

Lenovo is a $46 billion global Fortune 500 company and a leader in providing
innovative consumer, commercial, and enterprise technology.
For more information about Lenovo and how we are revolutionizing the economics
of storage please visit www.lenovo.com and http://shop.lenovo.com/us/en/systems/
storage and follow us on Twitter @lenovo and @lenovox86server.
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MAXTA

Maxta is redefining the modern enterprise through a groundbreaking approach to
hyper-convergence that dramatically simplifies IT operations and creates greater
organizational agility. Delivered as VM-centric software that supports a wide range
of standard servers, storage devices and virtualization layers, or as a pre-configured
hyper-converged appliance, Maxta eliminates the need for complex and costly storage
arrays. With Maxta, standard servers are transformed into a converged computing
and storage solution that leverages server-side flash and disk to deliver optimized
performance and capacity. Maxta solutions offer an ideal blend of single pane of glass
management, seamless scalability, and enterprise-class data services for most virtual
environments, including public, private, and hybrid cloud deployments.
For more information, visit us at www.maxta.com or follow us on Twitter @MaxtaInc.

NEXENTA

Nexenta is the global leader in Open Source-driven Software-Defined Storage
(OpenSDS) with 6,000+ customers, 400+ partners, 42 patents, and more than 1,500
petabytes of storage under management. Nexenta uniquely integrates deep software-only “Open Source” collaboration with one of the largest and most vibrant
Open Source communities (46,000 members) and a comprehensive vision around a
commodity hardware-centric “Software-Defined Storage” innovation enabling ANY
app, cloud platform and protocol. Nexenta is 100% Software-based; and 100%
hardware-, protocol-, cloud platform-, and app-agnostic providing organizations with
Total Freedom. Nexenta enables everyday apps from rich media-driven Social Living
to Mobility; from the Internet of Things to Big Data; from OpenStack and CloudStack
to Do-It-Yourself Cloud deployments—for all types of Clouds—Private, Public, and
Hybrid. Founded around an “Open Source” platform and industry-disrupting vision,
Nexenta delivers its award- and patent-winning software-only unified storage management solutions along with enterprise-scale 24x7—around the globe, All Love—
service and support with a global partner network, including Cisco, Citrix, Dell, Docker,
HPE, Lenovo, Quanta, SanDisk, Seagate, Supermicro, VMware, Western Digital, Wipro,
and many others. Nexenta: 100% Software. Total Freedom. All Love.
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NOKIA

Nokia is a global leader in the technologies that connect people and things. Powered
by the innovation of Bell Labs and Nokia Technologies, the company is at the forefront
of creating and licensing the technologies that are increasingly at the heart of our
connected lives. With state-of-the-art software, hardware, and services for any type
of network, Nokia is uniquely positioned to help communication service providers,
governments, and large enterprises deliver on the promise of 5G, the Cloud, and the
Internet of Things.

NUTANIX

Nutanix makes IT infrastructure invisible with an enterprise cloud platform that
delivers the agility and economics of the public cloud—without sacrificing the security
and control of on-premise infrastructure. Our solution natively integrates compute
and storage into a single x86 based server deployed in scale-out clusters. It reduces
power and space, and eliminates storage complexity. Built-in virtualization makes
infrastructure truly invisible, shifting focus back to applications.
For more information, visit www.nutanix.com and follow us on Twitter @nutanix.

OSNEXUS	

OSNEXUS enables organizations to manage their storage across global data centers
with its QuantaStor SDS industry-leading Software Defined Storage (SDS) platform.
The QuantaStor SDS platform, deployed by Global 500 companies, provides scale-out
file, block, and object storage that addresses a broad set of use cases including server
virtualization, big data, cloud computing, and high performance applications through
physical and virtual storage appliances.
For more information, visit www.osnexus.com and follow us on Twitter @osnexus.
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PLEXISTOR	

PLE

ISTOR

Plexistor is a new storage platform build from the ground up to leverage non-volatile
memory technology such as NVDIMM and the forthcoming 3D XPoint™ technology.
With the persistency of storage and performance of memory Plexistor perform 100
times faster than traditional Flash based solutions. Plexistor supports next-generation
applications such as relational databases, in-memory databases, NoSQL, big data
analytics, and complex event processing that challenge traditional compute and
storage systems. The revolutionary software reinvents the in-memory and Enterprise-storage paradigms, so that existing applications can seamlessly leverage the
capabilities provided by the new hardware.
Plexistor enterprise-grade clustered-storage solution delivers a rich set of data
services such as snapshots, clones, high availability, multi-tiering, and single name
space while maintaining near-memory speed and without modifying the application.
The solution can scale to thousands of nodes while delivering single-digit microsecond latency at millions of IOPS. In benchmarks Plexistor enabled applications
like Cassandra and Couchbase achieve full-data persistency and improve performance while reducing the cluster size and cost.
For more information, visit www.plexistor.com and follow us on Twitter @Plexistor.

PORTWORX

Portworx, the leading data storage company for containers, provides the industry’s
first storage solution purpose-built for Docker. Unlike legacy storage, Portworx
container-defined storage spins up quickly and scales elastically based on application
requirements—enabling organizations to manage their applications at container
speed, in seconds, not days; slash storage and virtual machine costs up to 70%;
and get enterprise-class storage features for containers.
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PRIMARY DATA

Primary Data delivers dynamic data mobility through data virtualization,
transforming data center architectures by matching data demands with
storage supply across a single global dataspace. With the Primary Data DataSphere
platform, applications, servers, and clients gain the ability to transparently access data
while it is intelligently migrated between direct-attached, network-attached, private,
and public cloud storage to deliver unprecedented manageability, performance, and
efficiency. The storage-agnostic DataSphere platform features an intelligent objective
engine that automatically places data on the right resources across file, block, and
object storage to meet evolving application requirements in real time.
Learn more at www.primarydata.com.

PROMISE TECHNOLOGY INC.

PROMISE Technology Inc. is a recognized global leader in the storage industry and
the leading developer of high-performance storage solutions, designed for the
data center, surveillance, cloud, and rich media markets. Always striving to meet the
rigorous demands of our customers, PROMISE has earned a reputation for developing
innovative storage solutions for vertical markets which deliver practical answers to the
business challenges facing large enterprise corporations, small to medium businesses,
security integrators, and creative professionals.
Pantone: 298C
K: 100

PROMISE is focusing on opening up new data storage markets, redefining storage
possibilities, and seeking opportunities for integrated development. This passion for
innovation has kept us at the forefront of the storage industry and led us to form
strategic alliances with leading storage-related companies worldwide. PROMISE has
quietly become the preferred storage provider for the world’s top resellers and
integrators, who are proud to sell our technology and products through their
vertical markets and channels.
For more information, please visit our website http://www.promise.com.
Follow us on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/PROMISE.Technology
Twitter: https://twitter.com/PROMISE_STORAGE
Linkedin: https://www.linkedin.com/company/promise-technology
Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/user/PromiseTechnology
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QUANTA CLOUD TECHNOLOGY (QCT)

Quanta Cloud Technology (QCT) is a global data center solution provider extending
the power of hyperscale data center design in standard and open SKUs to all data
center customers.
Product lines include servers, storage, network switches, integrated rack systems, and
hyper-converged solutions for private and hybrid cloud, backed by a suite of configuration, integration, and optimization services that help its customers configure the most
suitable product combination and gain the most optimized performance for their
unique workloads.
Understanding the IT mega trend and growing customer’s requirements, QCT has
been devoting itself to cloud computing and big data infrastructure, especially storage,
a major building block to store, process, and analyze data. Leveraging Intel’s storage
offerings, QCT aims to enable customers to build their own clouds in many ways on
top of future-proof industry standards.
The parent of QCT is Quanta Computer Inc., a Fortune Global 500 technology
engineering and manufacturing company.
For more information, visit www.qct.io and follow us on Twitter @quantaqct &
Facebook @qct.

RAIDIX

RAIDIX is a leading solution provider and developer of high performance storage systems.
The company’s strategic value builds on patented erasure coding methods and
innovative technology designed by the in-house research laboratory. Compatible
with commodity-off-the-shelf server hardware, RAIDIX commits to resilient storage
with high throughput, robust performance, and low latency.
RAIDIX Global Partner Network encompasses system integrators, storage vendors,
and IT solution providers. The latter offer RAIDIX-powered storage products focused
on professional applications. RAIDIX delivers storage solutions to Enterprise, Media
and Entertainment, Video Surveillance, High-Performance Computing (HPC), and
other data-rich industries.
For more information, visit www.raidix.com and follow us on Twitter @RaidixSoftware.
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RED HAT	

Red Hat is the world’s leading provider of open source solutions. Red Hat provides
software-defined storage solutions that displace traditional storage devices for
enterprise and cloud-based storage.
Red Hat Gluster Storage provides a scalable, reliable, and cost-effective data
management platform, streamlining file and object access across physical, virtual,
and cloud environments.
Red Hat Ceph Storage provides a robust, highly scalable block and object storage
platform for enterprises deploying public or private clouds. Voted No. 1 storage
option by OpenStack® users.

REDUXIO	

Reduxio builds enterprise flash storage systems with BackDating™ which provides the
ability to go back in time at the granularity of one second and recover applications
and data. Based on the Reduxio TImeOS™ storage operating system, these systems
are the most cost effective flash storage solution for the most demanding enterprise
applications.
For more information, visit www.reduxio.com and follow us on Twitter
@ReduxioSystems.

SEVEN10

Seven10 is a market leading developer of automated data management software.
The company’s award-winning technology provides organizations a simple, unified
information management system that includes data migration capabilities from
existing storage arrays. With support for on-premise and cloud technologies, Seven10
helps customers analyze, protect, and manage their most essential corporate data—
offering a secure, scalable, and centralized view of tiered storage. With proven success
in healthcare, finance, and other compliance-driven markets, Seven10’s software
delivers immediate access while providing the most economical choices for longterm data retention. Technology built to outpace innovation.
For more information, visit www.seven10storage.com and follow us on Twitter
@Storfirst.
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SMARTX

SmartX is an enterprise storage and virtualization company. The SmartX product
delivers a scale-out enterprise storage and compute infrastructure by leveraging the
modern commodity hardware and web-scale technology. The SmartX hyperconverged
infrastructure grows with the enterprise business demand which dramatically reduces
the total cost of ownership.
SmartX product has been widely deployed in the area of Finance, Government, Manufacture, Commercial, Energy, and Education, supporting various production systems.
For more detailed information, please visit www.smartx.com.

STARWIND	

StarWind is a pioneer in the virtualization space. Our products are designed to meet
the needs of mainly SMB and ROBO. StarWind has been on the virtualization market
for 11 years and was one of the first vendors to offer Software-Defined Storage and
Hyper-convergence.
Web: www.starwind.com, Twitter: @starwindsan.

SUSE	

SUSE Enterprise Storage enables IT to transform their enterprise storage infrastructure
to deliver highly scalable and resilient storage that is cost-efficient and able to seamlessly adapt to changing business and data demands.
For more information, visit https://www.suse.com/products/suse-enterprise-storage
and follow us on Twitter @suse.
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THECUS	

Thecus Technology Corp has been on a mission to provide the global market with
leading network attached storage, committed to revolutionizing how everyone from
the home user to enterprise level business centrally store, manage, and access their
digital data both onsite and cloud-based.
For more information, visit www.thecus.com.

YOTTABYTE	

Yottabyte and Intel® technologies allow the building of a range of scale-out infrastructure appliances called YottaBlox. These appliances may be mixed and matched to enable
the simple creation of a yCenter cloud infrastructure, containing the right mix of hyperconverged, storage, computing, and network resources to meet your current needs. As
your needs change, you simply add additional YottaBlox—no re-architecture or forklift
upgrades are required.
The core of your next generation data center infrastructure is yCenter. This software
defined infrastructure platform abstracts and isolates physical appliance resources
into secure containers. These physical elements are translated into secure pools of
virtual storage, virtual compute, and virtual network resources. These virtual resource
units are allocated to secure tenant containers, which are then configured into collections of one or many, isolated virtual data center (VDC) environments. This enables
multi-tenant, isolated data centers that run on the same physical infrastructure with
zero impact by your neighbor. With yCenter, disaster recovery is considered at the
entire virtual data center, not just VM level. Instant cloning and replication happens at
the VDC level, even between sites. Everything is configured, managed, and provisioned
entirely through software, securely from any device with a modern browser. This
platform provides on-demand provisioning and unmatched flexibility, all while
increasing efficiency and reducing complexity.
For more information, visit www.yottabyte.com and follow us on Twitter
@yottabytellc.
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ZADARA

Zadara™ Storage offers enterprise Storage-as-a-Service (STaaS), delivering highperformance, highly available file, block, and object storage. The company’s
award-winning Zadara Storage Cloud delivers a common storage-as-a-service
platform that can be deployed at any location (cloud, on-premise, or hybrid), supporting
any data type (block, file, and object) and connecting to any protocol (FC, iSCSI, iSER,
NFS, CIFS, S3, Swift). The patented VPSA™ Storage Array service provides flexible,
enterprise SAN and NAS technology while the ZIOS™ Object Storage service delivers
private, as-a-service, object storage for peta-scale primary and secondary storage. Both
services provide resource isolation, exceptional data security, and management control.
Zadara Storage solutions meet the most stringent Service-Level Agreements (SLAs).
Zadara is available both via OPaaS (On-Premise-as-a-Service) and through a wide range
of worldwide cloud and colocation providers, including value-added relationships with
Amazon Web Services (AWS), Microsoft Azure, Dimension Data, Equinix, and others.
More at www.zadarastorage.com, the Zadara Blog, LinkedIn, and Twitter.
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CONTACT US
Intel® Cloud Builders:
contact@cloudbuilders.intel.com
cloudbuilders.intel.com
Intel® Network Builders:
contact@networkbuilders.intel.com
networkbuilders.intel.com
Intel® Storage Builders:
contact@storagebuilders.intel.com
storagebuilders.intel.com
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